








































CLAYTON UTZ 

Sydney Melbourne 

Confidential 

Ms Jane Moynihan 
Executive Director 

Brisbane Perth 

Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry 
Level 30 
400 George Street 
BRISBANE QLD 4000 

Your ref 1679383 

Our ref 12371112376/80117397 

Dear Ms Moynihan 

Evidence of Mr Rory Kelly 

Canberra Darwin Hong Kong 

31 October 2011 

We have reviewed the transcripts of the evidence of Mr Rory Kelly and endeavoured to identify those 
matters where Counsel assisting the Commission asked Mr Kelly to provide further information. 

We have not received any correspondence from the Commission in respect of those issues, however for the 
Commission's convenience we have sought to provide responses to those matters in this letter. 

1. During the hearing on 3 October 2011, the proposition that the Hazard and Risk Assessment 
Planning Scheme Policy is not called up for all industrial development and that it contains no 
specific reference to flooding was put to Mr Kelly by Counsel for the Commission. 

We confirm that the Hazard and Risk Assessment Planning Scheme Policy is not called up for 
assessment of all development applications for industrial development. The Hazard and Risk 
Assessment Planning Scheme Policy does not specifically reference flooding. However, the 
Hazard and Risk Assessment Planning Scheme Policy requires a preliminary risk assessment to 
analyse consequences on people and the environment, and the probability of occurrence. 

We note however that Council's Planning Scheme is primarily directed at regulation of land use, 
and at an application stage the details of storage or use of hazardous materials may not be known. 
From Council's perspective, this may more appropriately be dealt with through separate licensing 
of the storage of hazardous materials, rather than at the land planning stage. 

2. During the hearing on 3 October 2011, Counsel assisting the Commission asked Mr Kelly how 
Council determines what falls within a "natural hazard management area" as that term is used in 
State Planning Policy 1103: Mitigating the Adverse Impacts of Flood, Bushfire and Landslide 
("SPP 1/03"). 

We refer to the First Statement of Mr Martin Reason sworn on 1 September 2011 and in 
particular paragraphs 12 to 21 which deals with mapping of flood risk areas. 

Council's iBiMap system, described in paragraph 5.13 of Council's second submission, also 
provides Council officers and the public with access to overlays showing flood, bushfire and 
landslide areas. Examples of these maps or further detail can be provided to the Commission if 
required. 
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3. During the hearing on 3 October 2011, Mr Kelly was asked to confirm whether or not the 
Department of Environment and Resource Management (DERM) has approved an ERA for 61 
Ashover Road, Rocklea. 

We confirm that Ms Katrina Kontos, Environmental Management Officer (Development 
Assessment South) of Council confirmed with DERM by telephone that there is approval for 
ERA 8(3)(b) (Chemical Storage) - Storing more than 500,000 Litres of Cl or C2 combustibles 
under AS 1940, or dangerous goods class 3 for 61 Ashover Road, Rocklea. 

4. During the hearing on 3 October 2011, in relation to 5 and 15 Cansdale Street, Yeronga, Mr 
Kelly was asked whether the levels stated in Table 2 in Appendix H of Attachment RJK-I06 are 
based on table B2.2.1 of the Subdivision and Development Guidelines. 

We confirm that the standards for the design levels in Table 2 in Appendix H of Attachment 
RJK-I06 are the same as that in Table B2.2.1 of the Subdivision and Development Guidelines 
2000 version, which was the relevant version at the time of the development application. 

5. During the hearing on 3 October 2011, Mr Kelly was asked whether the Subdivision and 
Development Guidelines, by reference to the Stormwater Management Code, are only called up 
by Acceptable Solutions in City Plan and not specifically in the Performance Criteria. 

The Subdivision and Development Guidelines are referred to in the Performance Criteria in the 
Subdivision Code. However, in the Stormwater Management Code the words "Subdivision and 
Development Guidelines" do not appear in the Performance Criteria, but do appear in the 
Acceptable Solutions. 

It is important to note the role of the performance criteria and acceptable solutions in the Codes 
in City Plan. City Plan in the "Introduction to the Codes" provides that "For code and impact 
assessment, the Acceptable Solutions represent the preferred way of complying with the 
Performance Criteria. There may be other ways of complying with the Perfonnance Criteria 
while still meeting the Code's purpose". 

The particular performance criteria addressed by the relevant acceptable solutions in the 
Stormwater Code referred to in the examination of Mr Kelly also need to be considered. These 
performance criteria are directed at outcomes including minimisation of flooding, minimisation 
of safety risk to all persons, and not adversely impacting flooding or drainage of properties 
upstream, downstream or adjacent to the subject site. 

6. During the hearing on 3 October 2011, Mr Kelly was asked whether there are any checklists for 
assessing a development application, including on-forwarding a development application to a 
specialist (eg engineer), in particular, training I induction program / manual for new officers. 

Council maintains a number of checklists in relation to induction procedures generally and for 
induction into the development assessment teams, specific aspects of assessments that are suited 
to checklists (e. g. for engineering assessments) and in addition has documented Standard 
Operating Procedures in relation to the daily team meetings, management of internal referrals and 
responding to work requests, amongst other things. 

Council does not maintain an overall checklist or carrying out development assessment. This is 
achieved by an orderly professional hierarchy and relies on the exercise of professional 
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knowledge and skill. It is Council's view that development and utilisation of a checklist for what 
is an exercise of professional judgement within a multidisciplinary team could be unduly 
restrictive and compromise the development assessment process. 

7. During the hearing on 3 October 2011, Mr Kelly was given an aerial plan, on which he was to 
identifY the 316 Long Street East, Graceville development by hand drawn hatching. 

Please find a copy of that plan with hand drawn hatching enclosed. 

8. During the hearing on 3 October 2011, Mr Kelly was asked to confirm whether in the January 
2011 flood, 316 Long Street East, Graceville flooded to a level well above the 1974 flood level. 

Mr Kelly has confinned that the 1974 flood level on Council's iBiMap system was 11m and the 
January 2011 flood was 9.2m. Contrary to what was put to Mr Kelly, the level in the January 
2011 was considerably below the level in the 1974 flood. This is not surprising given that the 
1974 flood occurred prior to the construction of Wivenhoe Dam, and not withstanding, the 
January 2011 event was of considerably larger magnitude. 

9. During the hearing on 4 October 2011, Mr Kelly was asked to confirm what documents were 
considered by Mr Bob Adamson in relation to the "rest of the flood related issues" referred to in 
RJK-13 as part of the assessment of the Tennyson Development. 

" 

We refer to the Commission to the First Statement ofMr Kelly, in particular Attachment RJK-14 
and Attachment RJK-19 which is a memorandum of Mr Andrew Blake to DA South (Attention 
Sam Gay) in which the documents reviewed for the hydraulic engineering assessment are listed, 
at 1.2 of that memorandum. 

10. During the hearing on 4 October 2011, Mr Kelly was asked to confinn with a fonner employee of 
Council, Mr Stephen Schwartz, why there are no formalised minutes of the pre-lodgement 
meetings (other than those attached to First Statement of Mr Kelly) on the file for the Tennyson 
Reach Development. 

Mr Kelly has now spoken to Mr Schwartz in relation to this issue and Mr Schwartz has 
confirmed that based on his memory of the pre-lodgement meetings for the Tennyson 
Development: 

(a) Mr Schwartz believes that there were only two pre-lodgement meetings· one which 
involved engineering I hydraulic specialists and the second which involved other 
specialists; 

(b) Mr Schwartz attended both pre-lodgement meetings and they involved presentations 
by the applicant of a draft proposal for the development only; and 

(c) no information was provided by the applicant in terms of the development application 
and therefore, no notes were taken and placed on the file. 

We have endeavoured to identify from the transcript all the instances where Mr Kelly was required to 
provide further information, however jf the Commission requires any further detail or clarification, please 
do note hesitate to contact us. 
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Yours sincerely 

Mark Sammut, Partner 
+61 732927102 
msammut@claytonutz.com 
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Process Pre-Lodgement Meetings SOP 

Number: Version: 1.2 Dedicated to a better Brisbane 

DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT 
DA SOP 002 005 Effective Date: 30 Sept 2010 

Next Review: 31 March 2012 

1.0 Overview 

When a Request for Written Information is received, a new application needs to be created in DART and 
processed by the DA Teams. This SOP provides guidance for entering new Requests for Written information 
into DART and processing the request. 

2.0 Objectives 

The key objective of this SOP is to ensure: 

• Quality data is available through consistent and accurate entry of new records and associated 
information within DART. 

• Ensure requests are processed efficiently providing the customer with quality service and advice. 

3.0 Applicability 

This SOP is designed to assist Team Support Officers (TSOs) enter new prelodgement meeting application 
details into DART and assist Assessment Team Members (AT) to process the request electronically. 

4.0 Ownership 

Owner Sponsor 

Team Leader, Application Support Team Cassandra Sun, BPO, Pre-Lodgement Stage 

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment 

This SOP relates to the Pre-Lodgement Stage of the DA Service Chain. 

em ss~functifJnal Pro cesses 
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6.0 Process 

Step Description Resp. Related Info 

AST/TSO 

1 Application received in dedicated In Box. ASTITSO 

2 Open Properties on the Web and conduct a search on the property to AST/TSO 
ensure that there is not an application already in the system. 

3 Properties on the Web: AST/TSO 

Click on Address -7 Enter the address details -7 Click OK. Select the 
property and hover your mouse over the Related Information icon in 
the top left. 

Click on Application/Site History. Scroll through the list to identify if 
there is a current application for a Liquor Licence Investigation in the 
system. 

If there is no application, you will need to create a new application in 
DART. 

If there .is an existing current application for this current request, you 
will not need to create a new application. 

4 Ensure that all documents are named appropriately for uploading. ASTITSO PDF Naming 
Guidelines 

5 Place a received date stamp on all the application documents ASTfTSO 
submitted. 

6 Send a confirmation email to the applicant to notify them that their AST/TSO Email 
application has been received and is being reviewed. template 

7 Save a copy of the email to D: drive to be bulk uploaded with the ASTITSO Uploading 
application documents after creating the application. Documents 

SOP 

8 Log into DART ASTITSO 

9 Select PERMIT TAB> Add New Application> Development ASTITSO 
Assessment> Development Other Services 

10 In Application Received By select User Email if the application was ASTfTSO 
lodged electronically. If the application was not lodged electronically 
select the person's name. 

NOTE: If the applicant is listed as a Person C/- A Consultant, two separate entries are required for the 
Client Details in DART: 

1. Primary Applicant Details - to be entered as per Prelodgement Application Form (Role = Primary 
Applicant). 

2. ConSUltant Details - the town planning firm is that is lodging the application with Council (Role = 
Consultan t). 

11 Enter in the client details for Primary Applicant by entering a Client AST/TSO 
Ref (specific to each accredited agent) into the Client Ref field. Click 
ENTER. 

Client's details will auto populate into the client! name field. 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

12 Alternatively search for the Primary Applicant details using the Client AST/TSO 
Lookup form (green up arrow next to the Client Name Field). 

- Enter client'sl company name 
- Select search button 
- Select company name from drop down list 

Details will auto populate into client! name field. 

13 Repeat Steps 11/12 to search for and insert client details for AST/TSO 
Consultant. 

14 Enter the Location Name details. To look these up, use the search AST/TSO 
button (green up arrow next to the Location Name field), enter the Lot 
and Plan details and search. 

15 Once you have found the correct address, click on the green return AST/TSO 
arrow and the details will auto populate into the application screen. 

16 Select the Pre lodgement (DA) permit by placing a tick in the Apply AST/TSO 
box. 

17 SAVE application. AST/TSO 

Application Reference Number will auto generate. 

19 Note down Application Reference number as this is the client's AST/TSO 
reference. 

20 Insert the relevant Development Assessment Team as the AS TITS 0 
Responsible Office (2nd row, 3rd column, far right of screen) 

21 Drill into the permit and click on the green down arrow next to the AST/TSO 
Prelodgement Type box. Select Prelodgement Meeting from the drop 
down list. 

22 Enter a description of the proposal. Save and close the permit details AST/TSO 
screen. 

23 Upload all documents to DART. ASTITSO Uploading 
Documents 
SOP 

24 Send a task from DA Lodgement to DA Records advising the DART AST/TSO Task 
application number for registration in TRIM. Template 

25 Once the TRIM number is received from DA Records enter it in the file ASTITSO 
reference box 

26 Send a GroupWise task to the relevant team inbox to advise that a AST/TSO Task 
new Pre-Lodgement Meeting Request has been received. Template 

27 Update Running Sheet. ASTITSO 

DA Teams 

1 Application received in dedicated In Box. 

2 Task accepted and application prepared for DTM TSO Conduct 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

DTM SOP 

3 Send a task to DTM members to advise of a new application. TSO 

4 DTM is held and an assessment team is assigned. TSOJDTM Conduct 
DTM SOP 

5 Undertake an initial assessment of the proposal and review the issues AMJAT 
identified in preparation for the pre-lodgement meeting. 

6 Contact the applicant to arrange an appropriate day and time for the AM 
meeting to take place. Ascertain how many people the applicant will 
be bringing to the meeting so an appropriately sized meeting room 
can be booked. 

7 Book a meeting room in the DA Lounge large enough to AM 
accommodate all attendees from the applicant's side and Council's 
side. 

NB: If you require the laptop to utilise the large screens/projectors 
please do so via the DA Lounge staff. 

8 Go into the application in DART and drill into the Permit. AM 

9 Enter the following details into the Permit Specific Data: AM 

- Description (this should be there, however check that it is 
correct) 

- Meeting Date 

- Meeting Time 

- Meeting Location 

NB: DART uses this information to populate the correspondence so 
ensure that data is entered professionally. 

10 Go into the team tab and remove any officers who will not be AM 
attending the meeting (this information will appear on the letter). 

11 Click on the "Display Related Information" (i) button and go into the AM 
Merge Docs Tab. 

12 Select the "Pre lodgement Confirmation Letter" template from the drop AM 
down list. Drill in and open the document. 

13 Check that the letter has generated correctly and save a copy to your AM 
D drive as "Prelodgement Confirmation". 

14 Insert the BCC cleat watermark onto the first page of the PDF AM Adding a 
document. Watermark in 

Adobe 

15 If your signature does not auto-popUlate, insert your signature using AM Adobe 
the stamp tool into the signature block on the letter. Re-size the Acrobat 9.3 
stamp to fit if required. Professional 

NB: You will need to create your signature as a stamp. To do this, User Guide 

follow the instructions in the User Guide under Create a Custom 
Stamp. 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

16 Flatten the document, save and close. AM 

17 Close the word document and set to final in Merge Docs. AM 

18 Generate the Fee Quote for the Pre-Lodgement Meeting. Click on the AM 
"Fee Type Details" (Calculator) button. 

19 Place a tick in the box next to the fee for "Basic Pre-Lodgement AM 
Meeting" and click the red Execute button. 

20 The fee quote will now generate. Print to PDF and save a copy to AM 
your 0 drive as "Prelodgement - Fee Quote". 

21 Go into the eda inbox and use the Pre lodgement Confirmation AM Email 
GroupWise email template to send the Prelodgement Confirmation Template 
Letter and Fee Quote to the applicant. 

22 Upload the signed letter with cleat with the category "Correspondence AM 
- Prelodgement" and the fee quote with the category "Fees - Fee 
Quote" to External Docs' 

23 Print the sent email to PDF and save to your 0 drive as "Email - TSO 
Prelodgement Confirmation". Upload the email to External Docs in 
DART with the category "Correspondence - Email". 

24 Enter a note in the running sheet "Prelodgement Meeting Confirmation TSO Running 
Letter and Fee Quote emailed to applicant [date]". Sheet 

Guidelines 

25 FOR SPAY PAYMENTS ONLY (Steps 25-29) 
ASTITSO 

Generate Tax 

Once advice has been received that payment has been made, 
Invoice SOP 

generate a tax invoice. 

NB: For applications received directly in the team eda inbox, TSO to 
send a GroupWise Task to dalodgement requesting that the tax 
invoice be sent to the customer. 

26 Save a copy to the tax invoice to your 0 Drive and email to the 
ASTITSO 

Email 
applicant. Template 

27 Print the sent email to PDF and save to your 0 drive as Email - Tax 
ASTITSO 

Invoice. 

28 Upload the Tax Invoice and sent email to External Docs in DART. 
ASTITSO 

29 Update the Running Sheet. 
ASTITSO 

30 Conduct the prelodgement meeting. AM 

NB: You may wish to use the large screens in the DA Lounge to view 
the plans or ask the applicant to bring a current hard copy. 
Alternatively a copy can be printed from DART. 

31 Go into the application in DART and go into the Merge Docs tab. AM 

32 Select the Pre-Lodgement Meeting Record Template from the drop AM 
down list. 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

33 Complete the meeting minutes using this template making sure to AM 
capture all issues that were discussed and the outcomes. 

34 Print the meeting minutes to PDF and save to your D drive as AM 
"Prelodgement Meeting Minutes" 

35 Insert your signature to the front page using your signature stamp. AM 

36 Flatten the document, save and close. 

37 Before meeting minutes are sent to the applicant, the fee must be AM 
paid. To check to see if the fee has been paid, click on the "Fee and 
Payment Details" (golden dollar) button. 

38 Go into the Quotes Tab. The "Payment Status" column will read AM 
either Fully Paid or Unpaid. 

- If the fee is Fully Paid, the meeting minutes can be sent to the 
applicant. 

- If the fee is Unpaid, you will need to contact the applicant to 
have them forward payment prior to issuing the minutes. 

39 Finalise the application in DART. AM 

40 Go into the eda inbox and use the Prelodgement Outcome GroupWise AM Email 
email template to email a copy of the meeting minutes to the applicant Template 
using the "Prelodgement Outcome" email template. 

41 Upload the signed meeting minutes to External Docs with the category AM 
"Correspondence - Prelodgement". 

42 Send a task to the eDA inbox advising that the application is ready for AM 
Kribbing. 

43 Receive the Kribbing task in the eDA inbox. TSO 

44 Open the application in DART and check that the application has been TSO 
finalised. 

45 Go into External Docs and open the Prelodgement Meeting Minutes. TSO 

46 Extract the first page only of the meeting minutes and save to your D TSO 
drive as "Cr - Prelodgement Minute". 

47 Go into the eda inbox and use the Prelodgement - Councillor TSO Email 
GroupWise email template to send an the prelodgement minute to the Template 
Councillor. 

48 Go into the sent items and print to PDF the email sent to the applicant. TSO 
Save to your D drive as "Email - Prelodge Applicant" 

49 Go into the sent items and print to PDF the email sent to the TSO 
Councillor. Save to your D drive as "Email - Cr Prelodge" 

50 Upload both emails to External Docs with the category TSO 
"Correspondence - Email" 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

51 Enter a note in the running sheet "Prelodgement Meeting held [date]. TSO 
Meeting Minutes emailed to applicant [date] and record of meeting 
emailed to Councillor [date]". 

52 Record the application details in the Kribbing book/spreadsheet. TSO 

53 Complete the GroupWise Kribbing task. TSO 

54 Ensure all suitable correspondence and documentation has been TSO Records 
registered with Records as per the agreed Records Management Management 
Guidelines. Guidelines 
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Create New Application in DART SOP 

Dedicated to iT hl'tta Bl'ishallt' Number: Version: 1.6 
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT 

DA SOP 004 005 Effective Date: 10 Aug 2010 
Next Review: 31 March 2012 

1.0 Overview 

When a new application is received, a new entry needs to be created in DART. This SOP provides 
guidance when entering new application details into DART. 

2.0 Objectives 

The key objective of this SOP is to ensure: 

• Quality data is available through consistent and accurate entry of new records and associated 
information within DART. 

3.0 Applicability 

This SOP is designed to assist Team Support Officers (TSOs) enter new application details into 
DART. 

This SOP covers RiskSMART and all other electronically lodged applications. 

4.0 Ownership 

Owner Sponsor 

Team Leader, Application Support Team Rita Kelly, BPO, Application Stage 

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment 

This SOP relates to the Application Stage of the DA Service Chain. 

Cross·functional Processes 

DA SOP 004 005 - Create New Application in DART Page 11 
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6.0 Process 

Step Description Resp. Related Info 

1 Application received in dedicated In Box. 

2 Send a confirmation email to the applicant to notify them that their AST Email 
application has been received and is being reviewed. template 

3 Save a copy of the email to D: drive to be bulk uploaded with the AST Uploading 
application documents after creating the application. Documents 

SOP 

4 Log into DART AST 

5 Select PERMIT TAB> New Application> Development Assessment> AST 
Development Application 

6 In Application Received By select User Email if the application was AST 
lodged electronically. If the application was not lodged electronically 
select the person's name. 

7 Enter in the client details for Primary Applicant and Consultant by AST 
entering a Client Ref (specific to each accredited agent) into the Client 
Ref field. Click ENTER. 

Client's details will auto populate into the client! name field. 

NOTE: Two separate entries are required for the Client Details as 
follows: 

1. Primary Applicant Details - to be entered as per IDAS Form 1 
(Role = Primary Applicant). 

2. Consultant Details - the town planning firm is that is lodging 
the application with Council (Role = Consultant). 

8 Alternatively search for the Primary Applicant and Consultant details AST 
using the Client Lookup form (green up arrow next to the Client Name 
Field). 

- Enter client's! company name 
- Select search button 
- Select company name from drop down list 

Details will auto populate into client! name field. 

NOTE: Two separate entries are required for the Client Details as 
follows: 

1. Primary Applicant Details - to be entered as per IDAS Form 1 
(Role = Primary Applicant). 

2. Consultant Details - the town planning firm is that is lodging 
the application with Council (Role = Consultant). 

9 Enter the shop/ flat! unit! house number> street name> suburb. AST 
These can be looked up by using the search button (green arrow next 
to the Location Name field). Information will auto populate. 

10 Select the relevant permit!s by placing a tick in the Apply box. Ensure AST 
that the SPA applications are identified as such. 

11 SAVE application. AST 

Application Reference Number will auto generate. 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

12 Note down Application Reference number as this is the client's AST 
reference. 

13 Enter the following information into the screen: AST 

Responsible Office (2nd row, 3rd column, far right of screen) 

14 Follow process steps outlined below, dependant on the application AST 
type. 

RECONFIGURA TION OF A LOT (only do the following): 

15 Select PERMIT TAB AST 

16 Select the arrow on the far right next to the Reconfiguration of a lot AST 
permit type to open the Permit Specific Data Box. 

17 Enter the following information in the PERMIT SPECIFIC DATA BOX: AST 

- Enter mandatory fields 

- Description = Reconfiguration of a lot (1 into 2) 
- Enter stage number in "Stage" box 
- Check approval type, level of assessment and development type 

is correct 
- Enter site area - make sure it is m2 
- Enter proposed number of lots 
- Activity = Subdivision of land (must enter development type) 

18 SAVE & EXIT AST 

CARRY OUT OF BUILDING WORK (do the following + MCU instructions): 

NOTE: MCU is almost always entered with CARRY OUT BUILDING WORK permit details. 

15 Select the PERMIT TAB AST 

16 Select the arrow on the far bottom right next to the Carry out Building AST 
Work permit type to open the Permit Specific Data Box. 

17 Enter the following information in the PERMIT SPECIFIC DATA BOX. AST 

- Permit type = DA SPA - Carry out building work 
- Approval Type = select 'preliminary approval under s241' from 

drop down box 
- Stage = Preliminary approval 
- (Description form MCU Permit) 
- Level of Assessment and Development Activity Type = Same as 

MCU details 

18 SAVE & EXIT AST 

MATERIAL CHANGE OF USE (do the following): 

15 Select the PERMIT TAB AST 

16 Select the arrow on the far bottom right next to the Carry out Building AST 
Work permit type to open the Permit Specific Data Box. 

17 Enter the following information in the PERMIT SPECIFIC DATA BOX: AST 

- Description Box = enter description of proposal 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

- Enter stage number in "Stage" box 
- Enter site area - make sure it is m2 (found on page 2 or Part A: 

Common Details) 
- Enter proposed number of lots/units applicable 
- Enter activity 

18 SAVE & EXIT AST 

FOR ALL APPLICATIONS: 

19 Select VALIDITY TAB (3'd along on bottom of screen) AST 

20 If consent is on an accompanying letter from the submitter select the AST 
arrow pointing down in the Result box and select Accompanying 
Letter. 

21 If consent is on the Application Form from the submitter select the AST 
arrow pointing down in the Result box and select Application Form. 
Save 

22 Upload all documents using the Bulk Uploader. AST Uploading 
Documents 
SOP 

23 Once the TRIM number is received from da records enter it in the file AST 
reference box by itself for a paper application 

24 Update Running Sheet. AST 

25 Ensure all suitable correspondence and documentation has been AST Records 
registered with Records as per the agreed Records Management Management 
Guidelines. Guidelines 

26 Send a task to the relevant eDA mailbox advising of new application. AST NeweDA 
Email 
template 
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Create Portfolio 

Number: Version: 1.2 Dedicated to a lIetter Brisba/le 

DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT Next Review: 31 March 2012 
DA SOP 006 050 Effective Date: 23 Dec 2010 

1.0 Overview 

To enable all members of the assessment team to concurrently review and provide 
comment on a particular application. 

2.0 Objectives 

Team members are able to track the history of their decision making and keep versioned 
documents. Team members do not need to wait for other team members to finish with a 
document before reviewing it. 

3.0 Applicability 

This procedure applies to the assessment of each application 

4.0 Ownership 

Regional Manager, North 

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment 

Information and Referral Stage 

Risk Smart Process 

2.0 
Application 

Stage 
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6.0 Process 

Step Description Resp. Related Info 

1 To create a Portfolio open Adobe, select File, Create PDF portfolio. TSO 

2 Click Modify, Create new folder, enter name "working folder" TSO 

3 Click Modify, Create new folder, enter name "final documents folder" TSO 

4 Create a new Folder in D Drive called "Portfolios". TSO 

5 Click File, Save as and Save to D Drive Portfolios folder with the file TSO 
name "Planner Portfolio" 

NB: the portfolios will only need to be created once. For future 
applications access the same portfolios in D drive and upload to 
DART for each specialist. 

6 Repeat Step 5 and save a portfolio named after each DA profession TSO 
(Engineer, Architect, Landscape Architect, Ecologist and 
Environmental Management Officer). 

7 Open relevant application in DART TSO 

8 Open External Docs TSO 

9 Upload the relevant portfolio file to DART for each team member TSO 
involved in the assessment of the application and select document 
category "Report - Assessment" 

10 Include in the Work Request to each member of the Assessment TSO DTM SOP 
Team that a portfolio is located in DART 

Generate 
Work Request 
SOP 

11 Open application number in DART Assessment 
Team 
Member 

12 Open portfolio relevant to your profession in DART external docs Assessment 
Team 
Member 

13 Review external docs list and save a copy of all documents relevant Assessment 
to your assessment to D drive Team 

Member 

14 Open your Portfolio from External Docs Assessment 
Team 
Member 

15 Drag and drop all documents previously saved to D drive to your Assessment 
Portfolio and save Team 

Member 

16 Additional folders can be created in your portfolio by clicking Modify, Assessment 
Create New Folder. Team 

NB: you can edit your portfolio to include as many or as few folders 
Member 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

as you need for your assessment requirements. 

17 Undertake Assessment and mark up documents (ensure that you Assessment 
save regularly to ensure that work is not lost) Team 

Member 

18 Once you have completed your assessment, save a copy of all Assessment 
marked up documents to the "Final Documents" Folder in your Team 
portfolio Member 

19 Finalise Work Request noting that marked up documents are in the Assessment Respond to 
"Final Documents" folder in your portfolio Team Work Request 

Member SOP 

20 Once all Work Requests are finalised open each specialist portfolio AM 
in DART external docs 

21 Review all marked up documents in the "Final Documents" folder of AM 
each portfolio 

22 If relevant move to your own portfolio or use Shared Review function AM Shared 
to combine mark ups Review SOP 
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Conduct DTM SOP 

Dedicated (0 iT Ildia HI'is/wlfe Number: Version: 1.7 
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT Next Review: 31 March 2012 

DA SOP 006 005 Effective Date: 17 Feb 2011 

1.0 Overview 

DTMs are required to be held by each of the five Development Assessment Teams. Meetings must be 
held at least twice weekly to ensure Category-related KPls are able to be met. 

The primary purpose of DTM is to review new applications, identify potential issues, confirm Category 
Level, identify Information and Referral requirements and allocate an Assessment Team. 

This SOP provides an overview for how DTM meetings should be conducted. The emphasis is on 
technology-enabled meetings that reinforce the shift to eDA and ensure efficient processes. 

2.0 Objectives 

The objectives of this SOP are to: 

.. Encourage DTM to utilise available technology effectively and efficiently in decision-making 
processes; 

" Reduce the amount of administrative rework required outside of DTM to process meeting 
outcomes. 

3.0 Applicability 

This SOP is designed to assist members of DTM, particularly the DTM facilitator and TSO in 
conducting DTM meetings and recording outcomes. 

4.0 Ownership 
Regional Manager, North 

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment 

This SOP primarily relates to DTM meetings held as part of the Information & Referral Stage 
of the DA Service Chain. 

DA SOP 006 005 Conduct DTM Meeting 
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6.0 Process 

Step Description Resp. Related Info 

PRE-DTM 

1 If the application is received electronically, the AST will send a AST 
GW task to the relevant DA Team In Box saying new application 
is ready for DTM. 

2 If the application is received in hardcopy, the TSO will receive an TSO 
email in the relevant DA Team In Box once the documents have 
been scanned and uploaded to DART or through normal 
hardcopy distribution processes. 

3 Determine if application is to be considered by the regional or TSO 
city team. Consult with the Principal Planner or Regional 
Manager if necessary. 

4 If application is to be assessed electronically: TSO 

- upload iBimaps, parcel details, site history & flood report to 
DART 

5 If application is to be assessed in hardcopy: TSO 

- print hardcopy of Gecko maps etc & attach to file copy 

- enter relevant details in DART 

- update Running Sheet 

6 Send a GW task from the relevant DA Team In Box to the TSO 
Assessment Team, being the Principal Planner, Specialists, 
Engineer and TSO advising them of a new application. 

NB: Do this for both hardcopy and electronic applications. 
Ensure DTM Groups are set up in eDA In Boxes. 

7 Add a note to the Running Sheet saying "Task sent to DTM team TSO 
advising of new application". 

8 Undertake "desk review" of application in DART. In preparation Assessment 
for DTM meeting, undertake the following actions in DART: team 

0 identify any potential issues, under the "Issues" tab and 
the issue "Level" as either major, minor or other; 

rJ Identify whether they want to be included as part of the 
team under the "Team" tab so that they can undertake 
a detailed assessment of the application. 

9 Enter application details into stats spreadsheet. TSO 

NB: Ensure electronic applications are clearly identified as 
eDAs. 

10 If application is received as a hardcopy (i.e. and not processed TSO 
by the AST), do the following in DART: 

- enter file reference number 

- check client details 

- check location details 

- check permit type 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

- check & complete permit specific data (description, site area, 
activity) 

- check owner's consent (validity tab) 

- update Running Sheet (e.g. Impact/ Code application 
received & marked to DTM for review 

11 Set up DTM as required (i.e. TSO laptop for DART and TSO 
spreadsheets; Planner's large screens for iBimaps etc 

DURING DTM 

12 Where possible, information to be entered directly into DART TSO/DTM DTM Scoping 
. during DTM. Alternatively, utilise electronic DTM scoping sheet. Sheet 

NB: Scoping sheet is to be used only when TSO is unable to 
attend DTM 

13 Select the "Display Related Information" button in DART and DTM 
open "external docs" to review the application information, 
including: 

0 Assessment report 

0 Proposed plans 

Technical reports 

Application forms 

Gecko maps and property information. 

14 If application was received in hardcopy, then undertake DTM Properly Made 
"Properly Made Checklist" for application Template 

a) Input relevant form fields for application 

b) Delete forms not required 

c) Check/input application fees based on Council's Fees and 
Charges resolution 

d) Check owners consent 

e) Print "entire workbook" to PDF and upload to DART external 
docs as "Properly Made Checklist" 

f) Input properly made date in relevant DART field. 

NB: For electronically lodged applications, AST have already 
completed a properly made check. 

15 Where application is not properly made, send email/task to TSO DTM 
to send letter to applicant to outline requirements need to make 
it a properly made application, including incorrect application 
fees. When the application is properly made, application is to be 
taken back to DTM to complete the remaining DTM scoping and 
file allocation steps. 

16 If application was received in hard copy, undertake Category DTM Category Matrix 
Matrix Checklist for application: SOP 

a) Upload completed Category Matrix checklist into DART 
external documents as "Category Matrix Checklist" 

b) Input/check relevant fields for application 

c) Determine application Category level and input level into 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

"Risk" field in DART. 

17 If application was received electronically, then review Category DTM Category Matrix 
Matrix Checklist and check "Risk" level nominated in DART. SOP 

NB: AST will complete checklist and allocate Category Level for 
electronically lodged applications. DTM can alter category 
levels,. If a category is changed, a note must be added to the 
Running Sheet explaining why. 

18 DTM considers the application as lodged and decides whether DTM 
or not it should be categorised as a Major Project based on 
relevant risk factors including nature and size of the 
development, consistency with City Plan, likely community 
and/or political concerns, potential impacts of the development, 
similarity with previous Major Projects, etc. 

NB: The views of the applicant/developer are not relevant to this 
decision. DTM may seek advice from the Application Support 
Team (AST), Delegate, Principal Planner, Regional Manager, 
Planning Manager or Manager Development Assessment. 

19 In DART, check and update the application information DTM 
description and permit specific data. 

20 In DART, identify and input under "Issues" tab the following: DTM 

a) Issue level as either "major", "minor" or "other" 

b) Description of any potential issues 

c) Responsible officer (eg Assessment Manager, Engineer, 
Architect etc) 

21 In DART, determine the assessment team for the application: DTM 

a) Input/confirm the assessment team details under the "Team" 
tab 

b) Input the Assessment Manager name in the "Project 
Manager" field. 

22 In DART, determine any internal and external referrals for the DTM Manage 
application under the "Referrals" tab and nominate type of External 
referral (eg Councillor - internal, DTMR - Concurrence, City Referrals SOP 
Planning - internal) 

Managing 
Internal 
Referrals SOP 

Manage 
Referral to ICU 
and WSAT 

23 If referral to City Planning is required, complete City Planning DTM City Planning 
Form to request strategic advice and upload into external Form 
documents in DART. 

24 Update Running Sheet in DART to input "Meeting" and "DTM TSO/DTM 
held on (date)" and "attended by (names)", and "Completed" .. 

25 Where a TSO does not attend DTM, send Groupwise task to 
TSO or team eDA inbox to confirm that DTM process has been 
completed for the application. 
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POST-DTM 

26 Assessment Manager or TSO sends invoice to applicant for Assessment Issue Fee Quote 
additional fee or arranges for refund of overpaid amount. ManagerfTSO SOP 

OR 

Process 
Refunds SOP 

27 Where application is not properly made, TSO to send letter to TSO 
applicant to outline requirements needed to make it a properly 
made application, including incorrect application fees. When the 
application is properly made, the application is to be taken back 
to DTM to complete the remaining DTM scoping and file 
allocation steps. 

28 Using calculator, enter Properly Made Date to determine TSO 
relevant timeframes. 

29 Open application in DART and complete blank fields on front TSO 
screen (e.g. expected decision date). 

30 Create portfolio for each specialist and upload to external docs. TSO Create Portfolio 
SOP 

31 Send work requests to Team Members. TSO Generate Work 
Request SOP 

32 Check/ enter referral information as required. TSO 

NB: WSAT & Councillor to be entered for all high level 
applications. 

33 Send GroupWise task using the Internal Work Request NON TSO Email Template 
DART USER template to City Planning Strategic Advice 
Coordinator with the City Planning Form attached. 

34 Using Related Information icon, generate Daily Team Meeting TSO 
minute: 

- fiJi in the blanks, making sure the minute is well presented 

- enter category level next to the assessment process type 
(e.g. 

- IMPACT - RISK LOW) 

- enter critical timeframes as determined via calendar 
spreadsheet 

35 If application is eDA: TSO 

- email Councillor using template, noting Assessment 
Manager and attaching DTM minute 

- upload email to Councillor into DART 

36 If the application was lodged in hard copy, send an email to the TSO Email Template 
Assessment Manager from the eda inbox using the "New 
Application for e-Assessment" GroupWise Email Template to 
advise that they have a new application and they need to 
contact the applicant to determine if they wish to correspond with 
Council electronically or in hard copy. 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

37 Print email to PDF and save to your 0 drive as Email - AM TSO 
eAssessment. 

38 Upload the email to External Docs in DART with the Category TSO 
"Correspondence - Email". 

39 Receive email advising of new application for e-Assessment AM 

40 Phone the applicant and determine whether they would like to AM Confirming 
correspond with Council electronically or hard copy. Electronic 

NB: Applicant details will be available in DART under Client 
Correspondence 

Details and scripting has been drafted to assist with this 
Scripting 

conversation. 

41 Once it has been determined if the applicant wishes to AM 
correspond electronically or via hard copy, make a Notification 
Task in the Running Sheet Tab in DART to advise how the 
applicant wishes to correspond. 

42 If the applicant agrees to correspond with Council electronically, AM 
send an email from the eda inbox using the "Confirmation of e-
Correspondence" GroupWise Email Template to their nominated 
account to confirm that they have agreed to correspond 
electron ically. 

43 Go into the sent items in the eda in box and find the confirmation TSO 
email that the Assessment Manager has sent to the applicant. 
Print the email to PDF and save to your 0 drive as "Email -
Confirmation of e-Correspondence". 

44 Upload the email to External Docs in DART with the Category TSO 
"Correspondence - Email". 

45 On the hard copy file cover, write either "Electronic Corro" OR TSO 
"Hard Copy Corro", in accordance with how the applicant wishes 
to correspond, in the Related Info box. 

46 Move the file in TRIM to your team compactus code. TSO 

NB: The application will be assessed electronically no matter 
how the applicant wishes to correspond. If the applicant wishes 
to correspond in hard copy, the correspondence will be printed 
and posted to the customer as required. 

47 If application is to be assessed in hardcopy, distribute as TSO 
required. Councillor is generally a priority for hardcopy 
applications. 

NB: If insufficient hardcopy apps, DO NOT photocopy. Use 
electronic mechanisms as appropriate (e.g. email with link to 
PDOnline). 

48 Update Running Sheet accordingly. TSO Running Sheet 
Guideline 
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Conduct "Properly Made" Check SOP 

n .. diw/ed 10 11 "dlcl' H .. i.llwu<, Number: Version: 1.4 
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT 

DA SOP 002 015 Effective Date: 25 May 2011 
Next Review: 25 May 2012 

1.0 Overview 

SPA specifies mandatory requirements for an application to be "properly made". 

If an application is not properly made, Council is obliged to contact the applicant and issue a "not 
properly made notice". 

Council must give the applicant the notice within 10 business days after the application has been 
received. If the applicant does not take any action to make the application a properly made 
application within 20 business days after receiving the notice, or within a further period agreed 
between the assessment manager and the applicant, the application lapses. 

Checklists have been developed to assist Council officers determine whether or not an application is 
considered to be properly made. 

This SOP outlines the process for undertaking a properly made check using these checklists. 

2.0 Objectives 

The objective of this SOP is to ensure: 

.. Applications are managed in accordance with SPA legislation regarding properly made 
requirements. 

3.0 Applicability 

This SOP is designed to support the Paratech within the Application Support Team to undertake 
properly made checks. 

4.0 Ownership 

Owner Sponsor 

Team Leader, Application Support Team Rita Kelly, SPO, Application Stage 

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment 

This SOP supports a key activity required as part of the Application Stage. 

Cross·functional Processes 
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6.0 Process 

Step Description Resp. Related Info 

1 Paratech is notified of new application by TSO. TSO 

2 Identify use type of application. Paratech/Plan ner 

3 Identify forms required to be completed by applicant. Paratech/Planner 

4 Using checklist relevant to each form, ensure application Paratech/Planner 
addresses all mandatory requirements. 

5 If the application meets all properly made requirements, Paratech/Planner Category 
determine application category, generate fee quote and notify Matrix, 
TSO. Properly Made process is finalised. Generate Fee 

Quote SOPs 

NOT PROPERLY MADE APPUCATIONS 

6 If the application does not meet all properly made Paratech/Plan ner 
requirements, develop a draft notice for consideration by the 
Delegate, stating: 

- That the application is not a properly made 
application; 

- The reasons why the application is not a properly 
made application; 

- The action the applicant must take for the application 
to comply with section 261. 

7 Clearly identify what parts of the application need to be Paratech/Planner 
resubmitted. The applicant should be directed to resubmit 
complete parts of the application (e.g. whole set of plans, 
complete engineering report), with reference to the specific 
sections that should be changed. 

NB: This is to enable Not Properly Made sections of the 
application to be overwritten in DART, minimising impact on 
DART capacity and reducing risks associated with version 
control. 

8 Discuss requirements with Delegate, including aspects of the Paratech/Planner 
application to be resubmitted and associated timeframes. 

9 Delegate approves "Not Properly Made" Notice and Delegate 
associated documentation or discusses changes with 
Paratech. 

10 Email Not Properly Made Notice to the applicant, with clear Paratech/Planner 
instructions on what needs to be resubmitted and associated 
timeframes. 

NB: Not Properly Made Notice must be issued within 10 
business days of receipt of application. 

11 Update Running Sheet to indicate that "Not Properly Made" Paratech/Planner Running Sheet 
Notice has been issued. Guidelines 

12 Using "bring ups" in DART, allocate a reminder for a few days Paratech/Planner DART SOP re 
before the response to the "Not Properly Made" Notice is due. Bring Ups 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

The customer has 20 business days to respond to the "Not 
Properly Made" Notice, so bring up should be for 
approximately 18 business days. 

13 When "bring up" appears in task allocator on the pre- Paratech/Planner DART SOP re 
determined date, if no response has been received, contact Bring Ups 
the applicant to remind them of the requirements of the "Not 
Properly Made" Notice and implications if specified dates are 
not met. 

14 If customer response is received within agreed timeframes, Paratech/Planner 
check that Properly Made requirements have been satisfied. 

15 If Properly Made requirements are still not satisfied, discuss Paratech/Planner 
subsequent actions with Delegate. 

16 If Properly Made requirements have been satisfied, upload Paratech/Planner Issue Fee 
resubmitted documents to DART and update Running Sheet. Quote SOP 
Calculate fee requirements in accordance with Issue Fee 
Quote SOP. Process is finalised. 

NB: To ensure accurate version control and minimise impact 
on DART capacity, when uploading resubmitted documents, 
overwrite existing documents that were previously uploaded to 
DART. 

LAPSED APPLICATIONS 

17 If customer response is not received within 208D or agreed Paratech/Plan ner 
timeframes, or if specified requirements are not met, then the 
application lapses. 

Prepare letter from Delegate to customer declaring that the 
application has lapsed, including reasons why. 

18 Notify the Delegate that the application has lapsed and Paratech/Planner 
provide letter for signature. 

19 Delegate signs letter to customer. Delegate 

20 Email letter to customer and update Running Sheet. Paratech/Planner Running Sheet 
Guidelines 

21 Ensure all suitable correspondence and documentation has Paratech/Planner Records 
been registered with Records as per the agreed Records Management 
Management Guidelines. Guidelines 
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Generate Acknowledgement Notice SOP 

Dedicated 10 a helle!' H"ishallc Number: Version: 1.4 
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT 

DA SOP 006 030 Effective Date: 21 Sept 2010 
Next Review: 31 March 2012 

1.0 Overview 

Acknowledgement Notices need to be created for: 

.. All impact applications; 

.. Code and Code Notifiable applications with referrals, 

This SOP provides instructions for generating Acknowledgement Notices based on data contained in 
DART 

2.0 Objectives 

The objectives of this SOP are: 

.. To ensure legislative requirements regarding generation of Acknowledgement Notices are met; 

.. To ensure the Acknowledgement Notice contains accurate and up to date information. 

3.0 Applicability 

This is an administrative SOP designed to assist Team Support Officers (T50s) to prepare draft 
Acknowledgement Notices for review and approval by the relevant Assessment Manager (AM). 

4.0 Ownership 

Owner Sponsor 

Team Leader, Application Support Team Patricia Jensen, BPO, Information & Referral Stage 

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment 

This SOP primarily relates to activities performed within the Information & Referral Stage of the DA 
Service Chain. 

10 Pre
Lodgement 

Stage 
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6.0 Process 

Step Description Resp. Related Info 

1 Look up the application in DART. AM 

2 Check all general information has been entered correctly. AM 

3 In particular, check the following information has been entered AM 
correctly: 

- Lot and Plan details in the address are the same as those 
provided on the IDAS Part A form; 

- All required permits have been entered; 

- Drill into permits and ensure all relevant fields and information 
have been entered and are neat and correct; 

- Referral Agencies identified on the application forms have been 
entered. 

4 Go to "Display Related Information" icon. AM 

5 Stay in the "Merge Docs" tab and select the template for "SPA AM 
Acknowledgement Notice". 

6 Click on the "show document" button and a SPA Acknowledgement AM 
Notice opens in a Word Document 

7 Make any required amendments and double-check the document AM 
has generated properly and all parameters have been updated. 

NB: If processing an Acknowledgement Notice for a Notifiable Code 
application and a full-stop appears under the Public Notification 
Required heading, leave it as is (inherent issue in DART). 

8 Remove the auto-populated cleat from the document by double AM 
clicking the BCC logo in the top left corner and selecting the cleat 
image. Once the cleat is highlighted press delete. 

NB: This is due to a DART issue which is in the process of being 
rectified. 

9 Print document to PDF and save a copy in your 0 drive as "AOO**** AM 
Acknowledgement Notice". 

10 Save and close the word document. AM 

11 Set document to "Final" in Merge Docs and suppress the document AM Supress Public 
from public scrutiny. Scrutiny SOP 

13 Return to the PDF document and insert the BCC cleat watermark AM Adding a 
onto the first page of the PDF document. Watermark in 

Adobe 

14 Using the stamp tool, insert your signature stamp into the signature AM Adobe Acrobat 
block on the letter. Re-size the stamp to fit if required. 9.3 Professional 

NB: You will need to create your signature as a stamp. To do this, 
User Guide 

follow the instructions in the User Guide under Create a Custom 
Stamp. 

15 Flatten the document, save and close. AM 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

16 Email to customer using Acknowledgement Notice Template from AM Acknowledgement 
the DA In Box. Notice Template 

17 Upload the PDF Acknowledgement Notice with the cleat and AM 
signature to External Docs and select the Category "Notice -
Acknowledgement" 

18 Delete the PDF from your 0 drive. AM 

19 Go into the sent items of the eda team inbox and print the sent TSO PDF Naming 
email to PDF. Save a copy to your 0 drive as Email- Ack Notice Guidelines 
and upload to External Docs in the application in DART. 

20 Update the running sheet in DART with the following: TSO Running Sheet 

Task - Corro Sent 
Guidelines 

Details - "Acknowledgement Notice emailed to applicant [date] and 
uploaded to DART". 

Status - Completed. 

21 Delete the email from the sent items. TSO 

22 Ensure all suitable correspondence and documentation has been TSO Records 
registered with Records as per the agreed Records Management Management 
Guidelines. Guidelines 
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Manage External Referrals SOP 

Dediwt(,,/ III il {,,.UtT Brisballe Number: Version: 1.3 
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT Next Review: 31 March 2012 

DA SOP 006 020 Effective Date: 21 Sept 2010 

1.0 Overview 

Under SPA legislation, referrals may be required to Queensland Government departments and 
authorities (such as Main Roads and the Environmental Protection Agency). There are three types of 
referrals: 

.. Concurrence agencies - assess the proposal and may impose conditions of development. 
Concurrence agencies may also direct Council to approve an application with or without 
conditions, issue a preliminary approval only, or refuse an application. 

.. Advice agencies - assess the proposal and can impose conditions of development. 

.. Third party advice agencies - may have an interest in an application (for example, the Brisbane 
Airport Corporation has an interest in buildings greater than 100m in height), 

Referral agency requirements or conditions must be received by Council before a decision can be 
made on an application. This SOP provides an overview of the process of obtaining input to 
applications from external referral agencies. 

2.0 Objectives 

The objectives of this SOP are to ensure: 

.. Relevant legislative requirements regarding managing external referrals are met; 

.. External referral responses are received in a timely manner, documented and fed into the 
decision making process. 

3.0 Applicability 

This SOP is designed to provide an overview of the external referral process for ali DA staff. 

4.0 Ownership 

Owner 

Team Leader, Application Support Team 

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment 

Sponsor 

Patricia Jensen, sPa, Information & Referral Stage 

Notification 
Slag~ 

Cross~flmctional Processes 
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6.0 Process 

Step Description Resp. Related Info 

1 The applicant is responsible for identifying external referral agencies 
that need to be consulted as part of their application. 

2 DTM reviews application to determine whether appropriate external DTM 
referral agencies have been identified. 

3 To capture information about referrals, click on the Referrals Tab. TSO 
Select the permit for which the referral is required by clicking on the 
"drop down button" next to "Permit Reference" on the Tab. 

4 Search for an existing referral agency prior to create a new referral TSO 
agency. To search for existing Referral Agencies, perform a client 
search and change the Client Type to Referral Agency. 

5 To create a Referral Agency Record, click on the "drill into button" at TSO 
the end of the highlighted row to bring up the Referral Details screen. 

6 Enter the necessary information and SAVE. The record will now TSO 
appear in the Referrals Tab. 

7 To enter another agency, click in the next available blank row, click TSO 
the "drill into button" and repeat the above steps. 

8 Assessment Manager checks allocated external referrals and AM Generate Ack 
prepares the Acknowledgement Notice. Notice SOP 

9 Assessment Manager emails Acknowledgement Notice to the AM 
applicant from the relevant DA In Box and closes Work Request. 

10 The applicant is required to send a copy of the Acknowledgement Applicant 
Notice and the application to each identified Referral Agency. This 
must be completed in accordance with legislated timeframes. 

11 TSO uploads to DART and sends a GroupWise task to the TSO 
Assessment Manager. 

12 Referral agencies respond directly to the applicant, with a copy Ref 
provided to the Assessment Manager. Agencies 

13 Legislation allows for additional referral agencies to be identified after Missed 
the Acknowledgement Notice has been issued. This should be Referrals SOP 
managed in accordance with the "Missed Referrals" SOP. 

14 Prior to entering the Decision Stage, the Assessment Manager AM 
checks that responses have been received from all identified external 
referrals. 

15 If no response has been received, the Assessment Manager contacts AM 
the relevant agency. 

NB: Referral agency requirements or conditions must be received by 
Council before a decision can be made on an application. Referral 
agencies may request an extension to the timeframe. 

16 The Assessment Manager considers referral agency responses in AM 
determining a decision regarding the application. 
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Step Description Resp_ Related Info 

16 External referral responses are incorporated into the Decision Notice AM Decision Notice 
compiled by the Assessment Manager, including attachment of any SOP 
correspondence received. 

17 Once the Decision Notice has been finalised by the Delegate, the TSO Finalise 
TSO flattens the documents and sends a copy of the decision to each Documents 
agency that was identified as requiring consultation, regardless of SOP 
whether or not they provided a response. 

18 Ensure all suitable correspondence and documentation has been TSO Records 
registered with Records as per the agreed Records Management Management 
Guidelines. Guidelines 
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Managing Information Requests SOP 

Dedicated to a bettcl' Brisballe Number: Version: 1.5 
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT 

DA SOP 006 035 Effective Date: 23 Dec 2010 
Next Review: 31 March 2012 

1.0 Overview 

Sometimes information needed to properly assess a development application is not provided. Under 
the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 (SPA), Brisbane City Council may request further information via 
an information request. 

This SOP provides an overview of how to manage information requests. 

2.0 Objectives 

The objectives of this SOP are to ensure: 

• Council has appropriate information to assist with development assessment; 
• Legislative requirements regarding issuing of Information Requests are adhered to. 

3.0 Applicability 

This SOP is designed to assist the Assessment Manager (AM) and Team Support Officers (TSOs) to 
issue and manage information requests. 

4.0 Ownership 
Regional Manager, North 

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment 

Managing Information Requests is a key component of the Information and Referral Stage of the DA 
Service Chain. 

Cross-functional Processes 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

1 Review application to determine any additional information AM 
requirements. 

2 Check Work Request responses from the Assessment Team for any AM 
information requests. 

3 Go to the Merge Docs Tab and generate the SPA Information AM 
Request letter. 

4 Click on the "show document" a SPA Information Request letter AM 
opens in a Word Document 

5 Double check the document has generated properly and complete AM 
the letter including each of the Assessment Teams' nominated 
requests. 

6 Remove the auto-populated cleat from the document by double AM 
clicking the BCC logo in the top left corner and selecting the cleat 
image. Once the cleat is highlighted press delete. 

NB: This is due to a DART issue which is in the process of being 
rectified. 

7 Print the document to PDF and save a copy in your 0 drive as AM 
"AOO**** Information Request". 

8 Save and close the word document. AM 

9 Set document to "Final" in Merge Docs and suppress the document AM Supress Public 
from public scrutiny. Scrutiny SOP 

10 Return to the PDF document and insert the BCC cleat watermark AM Adding a 
onto the first page of the PDF document. Watermark in 

Adobe 

11 Using the stamp tool, insert your signature stamp into the signature AM Adobe Acrobat 
block on the letter. Re-size the stamp to fit if required. 9.3 

NB: You will need to create your signature as a stamp. To do this, 
Professional 

follow the instructions in the User Guide under Create a Custom 
User Guide 

Stamp. 

12 Flatten the document, save and close. AM 

13 Email a copy of the letter from the eDA In Box to the customer using AM Information 
the Information Request Template. Request 

Template 

14 Upload the PDF Information Request with the cleat and signature to AM 
External Docs and select the Category "Information Request" 

15 Delete the PDF from your 0 drive AM 

16 Make note of the date that the Response to the Information Request AM LAPSED 
is due in your personal workload management tracking system (e.g. APPLICATION 
spreadsheet, GroupWise task etc.). PROCEDURE 

If the applicant does not respond within this timeframe the 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

application is lapsed. 

17 Go into the sent items of the eda team in box and print the sent TSO PDF Naming 
email to PDF. Save a copy to your 0 drive as Email- Info Request Guidelines 
and upload to External Docs in the application in DART. 

18 Update the Running Sheet as follows: TSO Running Sheet 

Task - Information Request Issued 
Guidelines 

Details - Information Request emailed to applicant [date]. 

Result - Completed 

19 Delete the email from the sent items. TSO 

20 The Information Request Response will be received in the Team TSO 
Inbox. 

21 Open the attachments from the email (ensure they are PDF) and TSO 
stamp with the received stamp (date as per the received date on the 
email). Save a copy to your 0 drive as "Info Request Response." 

22 Print a copy of the email to PDF and save to your D drive as "Email TSO 
- Info Request Response" 

23 Upload the email into External Docs in the application in DART with TSO 
the Category "Correspondence - Email". 

24 Upload the document into External Docs in the application in DART TSO 
saving under the category 'Information Request Response'. 

25 Update the Running Sheet as follows: TSO Running Sheet 

Task - Information Received 
Guidelines 

Details - Response to Information Request received [date]. Task 
sent to advise of receipt of information. 

Result - Completed 

26 TSO sends task to AM to review material received and allocate to TSO Allocate Work 
team as appropriate Requests 

27 Delete the email from the inbox. TSO 

28 Review response. AM 

29 Allocate a Work Request in DART to the relevant Assessment Team AM Allocate Work 
member and/or internal referral requesting they review the Requests 
applicant's response and to action as necessary, set the due date 

Shared for ten working days. 
Review 

30 Open the Work Request in DART. Assessment 
Team or 
Internal 
Referral 

31 Undertake review of the applicant's response(s). Assessment 
Team or 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

Internal 
Referral 

32 Enter any conditions in DART under the "Conditions" tab that you Assessment 
have identified to be required into the conditions package (if no Team or 
conditions are required skip this step). Internal 

Referral 

33 Mark up plans using Adobe and upload to DART (if plans do not Assessment 
require marking up skip this step). Team or 

Internal 
Referral 

34 Enter further information request in DART under the "Work Request" Assessment 
tab in their associated work request and upload any necessary Team or 
assessment information into DART as an external document in Internal 
"Related Information Details" (if no further information is required Referral 
skip this step). 

35 Finalise the work request in DART with a clear description of what Assessment 
action has been taken in the outcome tab of the work request. For Team or 
example, "conditions added, plan marked up, additional information Internal 
request required", or if objecting the application spell out reasons for Referral 
objection (or the location of where these grounds can be found). 

NB: Ensure that your final documents to be included in the decision 
package are in the Final Documents folder in your portfolio. 

36 The Assessment Manager reviews and considers internal referral AM 
and/or assessment team work request responses. 

37 Issue a further information request if required and repeat each of AM 
these steps. 

38 If no further information request required, continue with assessment AM Prepare and 
and decision for the application. Approve 

Decision 
Package 

39 Ensure all suitable correspondence and documentation has been AM Records 
registered with Records as per the agreed Records Management Management 
Guidelines. Guidelines 
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Process Submissions SOP 

Dedicated 10 a fwfla Bn"sb.Ifle Number: Version: 1.2 
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT Next Review: 31 March 2012 

DA SOP 008 010 Effective Date: 16 Dec 2010 

1.0 Overview 

A submission is any written correspondence (either hand written or typed) to Council (about a development 
application that has been 'publicly notified') which is received by Council before the final date specified in the 
public notice. 

This SOP provides an overview on how to process submissions received from members of the community. 

2.0 Objectives 

The objective of this SOP is to ensure legislative requirements regarding validity of submissions are adhered 
to. 

3.0 Applicability 

This is an administrative SOP designed to assist Team Support Officers (TSOs) to process submissions 
received from members of the community 

4.0 Ownership 

Regional Manager, East 

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment 

This SOP refers specifically to key activities undertaken within the Notification Stage of the DA Service 
Chain. 

Cross-functional Processes 

6.0 Process 

Step Description Resp. Related Info . 

1 Submissions can be lodged electronically or by fax, post or hand 
delivery. 

ELECTRONICALLY LODGED SUBMISSIONS 

2 Electronically lodged submissions are lodged via PDOniine and 
TSO automatically uploaded to DART. 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

3 To view electronically lodged submissions, click on the Submissions 
TSO 

tab in DART. 

4 Click Submission Details to view electronic submissions (they can 
TSO be identified as the submissions which do not have a date for 

notification). 

5 View internal submissions report. 
TSO 

6 Check submission and determine if the application has been 
TSO 

objected or supported. 

7 Go back to submissions tab and tick the box for objected or 
TSO 

supported depending on the outcome of the submission. 

8 Save. TSO 

HARD COpy SUBMISSIONS 

9 For submissions received by fax, post or hand delivery, immediately 
TSO date stamp and receive stamp the submission. 

10 Send submission to Records Management to be registered. 
TSO 

11 Records will register the submission and forward it to the 
Records Development Lounge. 

12 Development Lounge staff copy the submission and stamp as 
DA scanned. 
Lounge 

13 Original versions of submissions are sent to the relevant DA Team. 
DA 
Lounge 

14 The copied version of the submission is reviewed for public scrutiny 
DA and information removed as required (white-out procedure). 
Lounge 

15 Copied versions of submissions are then sent to the external 
DA provider for scanning. 
Lounge 

16 The external provider returns copied versions of submissions along 
Provider with a CD with scanned versions of the documents. 

17 Development Lounge staff upload scanned submissions to DART 
DA and PDOnline. 
Lounge 

18 DA Teams are now able to access scanned submissions via DART. 
TSO 

19 The submissions details now need to be added into DART. 
TSO 

20 Select the Submissions Tab in DART. 
TSO 

21 Enter the submission ensuring the following fields are completed: 
TSO 

.. Received Date 

.. File reference (attachment# ca09/ ..... ) 

.. Type of Submission (objects, supports, withdrawn, etc) 

.. Submitter Name Details 

.. Organisation (if applicable) 

.. Address Details (if it is a PO Box, these details are entered 
into the street name field 

.. Email address (if provided)\ 

To determine if the submission is valid: 

For hard copy Impact Assessable applications, the submission 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

must have: 

0 Grounds for submission; 
Contact/address details for submitter; and 

[J Signature. 

If these 3 items are not included on the submission, then it is invalid 
(Invalid box to be ticked in DART prior to generating 
correspondence). 

For hard copy Notifiable Code applications, as no appeal rights 
are given to submitters, all submissions received are to be treated 
as valid. 

22 Save and close the screen. 
TSO 

23 Highlight the Submitter that has just been entered. 
TSO 

24 Click the A+ button at the bottom of the screen to generate the 
TSO 

Acknowledgement Letter. 

25 If the Submitter has provided an email address, email the 
TSO Submission 

Acknowledgement Letter to the Submitter using the Submission 
Acknowledgement 

Acknowledgement Template. 
Template 

26 If the Submitter has only provided a postal address, print and post a 
TSO 

copy of the Acknowledgement Letter to the Submitter. 

27 Close the letter and return to the Submissions Tab. 
TSO 

28 Stamp the submission with acknowledged stamp. 
TSO 

29 Finalise the Acknowledgement Letter by highlighting the Submitter TSO 
that has just been acknowledged. 

30 Click on the F button at the bottom of the screen (A date will now 
TSO appear in the "Ack Ltr Sent" field). 

31 Hold onto the submission file until NOC is received. 
TSO 

32 Save and exit DART. 
TSO 

33 Ensure all suitable correspondence and documentation has been 
TSO Records registered with Records as per the agreed Records Management 

Management Guidelines. 
Guidelines 
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Receive Notice of Compliance SOP 

D,.dirated to IT hetiC!' H"ishallc Number: Version: 1.5 
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT Next Review: 31 March 2012 

DA SOP 008 005 Effective Date: 16 Dec 2010 

1.0 Overview 

The Sustainable Planning Act 2009 (SPA) requires Impact Assessable development applications to be 
advertised or publicly notified. This notification gives interested community members an opportunity 
to review and provide comments on a development application. 

Council also requires Notifiable Code applications to be advertised for the same reasons in 
accordance with the relevant code in the Brisbane City Plan 2000. 

Public notification ceases after the last date for the lodgement of submissions. 

The applicant may send a notification to Council to advise that the public notification period has 
begun. This is called the Notice of Commencement. 

When the notification period has ended, applicants must, within three months, give the assessment 
manager written notice that the notification requirements under the SPA or Code have been met. This 
notice is called the 'Notice of Compliance' (for Impact Assessable applications), or 'Statement of 
Compliance' (for Notifiable Code applications). 

This SOP provides an oveNiew of how to manage a Notice of Compliance/Statement of Compliance 
when it is received, including how to deal with late submissions. This SOP also provides instructions 
on how to process a Notice of Commencement, if received by the applicant indicating advertising has 
commenced. 

2.0 Objectives 

The objective of this SOP is to: 

.. Provide a consistent management system for Notice of Commencement, Notice of 
Compliance/Statement of Compliance and enabling staff to process out of time submissions. 

3.0 Applicability 

This is an administrative SOP designed to assist Team Support Officers (TSOs) to process Notice of 
Commencement, Notices of Compliance/Statement of Compliance and out of time submissions. 

4.0 Ownership 

Regional Manager, East 

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment 

This SOP refers specifically to key activities undertaken within the Notification Stage of the DA SeNice 
Chain. 
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6.0 Process 

Step Description 

NOTICE OF COMMENCEMENT 

1 If Notice of Commencement is received in AST In Box. 

2 Send acknowledgement of receipt of Notice of Commencement to 
applicant via email. Print to PDF and upload to DART. 

3 Update Running Sheet that Notice of Commencement has been 
received. 

4 Upload Notice of Commencement to DART. 

5 Send GroupWise task to relevant DA Team in box. 

(NB: It is important it is forwarded as a "task" in GW rather than "mail" 
to avoid Records receiving duplicate copies of the same Notice of 
Commencement) 

6 Task received in eDA in box. Open application in DART. 

7 Check to see whether any submissions have been received already. 

8 In DART open the 'Submissions' tab and enter the Commencement 
Date in the 'Ad v Start Date' field. 

9 If submissions were received prior to commencement of advertising, 
generate an acknowledgement letter to indicate the submission was 
received outside the public notification period. 

(This will give the submitter an opportunity to resubmit a valid 
submission,) 

10 To generate an Acknowledgement letter, click on the name of the 
submitter with a ticked OOT Box (if there is more than 1 highlight each 
of them). 

11 Click on the A+ button at the bottom of the screen to generate the 
letter. 

12 Flatten the letter and Email to customer. If no email address is 
provided print and post the letter to the customer. 

DA SOP 008 005 - Receive Notice of Compliance 

Construction 
&Auditlng 

Resp. Related Info 

AST 

AST 

AST 

AST 

AST 

TSO 

TSO 

TSO 

TSO 

TSO 

TSO 

TSO 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

13 Finalise the Acknowledgement letter by selecting the submitter you TSO 
have just acknowledged and click on the F button at the bottom of the 
screen (a date will now appear in the "ack Itr sent" field). 

NOTICE/STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE 

14 Notice of Compliance is received in AST In Box. AST 

15 Send acknowledgement receipt to applicant via email. Print to PDF AST 
and upload to DART. 

16 Check Notice of Compliance to ensure it has been completed AST 
correctly. If further adjustments/ information is required. Contact the 
applicant directly to make necessary amendments. 

17 Update Running Sheet that Notice of Compliance has been received. AST Running Sheet 
Guidelines 

18 Upload Notice of Compliance into DART. AST Uploading docs 

19 Records receive Notice of Compliance in their email inbox. Notice of Records 
Compliance is registered and attachment number sent to team. 

21 Go into the Permits Tab and drill into the permit. TSO 

22 Check level of assessment for the application. This determines the TSO 
length of time the application needs to be advertised for, as well as 
advertising requirements: 

For Notifiable Code applications: 

0 10 business days; 

0 Sign on land; 

[] Letter to adjoining landowners. 

For Impact Assessable applications: 

[J 15 business days OR 30 business days if 3 or more referral 
agencies; 

0 Sign on land; 

[J Letter to adjoining landowners; 

0 Notice in newspaper. 

23 Close the Permit screen. TSO 

24 Select the submissions tab and click on the green arrow next to the TSO 
Adv Start Date/Adv End Date/Date received Notice of Compliance 
boxes and use the calendar to select the appropriate dates as stated 
on the Notice of Compliance. 

Important note -

The date entered as the advertising start date is the day of the 
LAST ACTION (eg. If the letters were sent to adjoining owners on 
22/1/09, the article put in the newspaper on 24/1/09 and the sign 
erected 25/1/09 the Advertising Start Date in DART will be 25/1/09 
(so day one of your count will be 26/1/09). 

The date entered as the advertising end date MUST be the date 
stated as the last day for comments on the Notice of Compliance 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

documentation provided (this is to ensure that any submissions 
received after this date are identified as late). 

25 Once these dates are saved, DART then calculates any submissions TSO 
that are "out of time" (submissions that are received outside the public 
notification period). 

26 Generate an acknowledgement letter for any submissions that are TSO 
now ticked (OOT) (Out of Time). The letter will state that their 
submission was received outside the public notification period. 

27 Click on the name of the submitter with a ticked OOT Box (if there is TSO 
more than 1 highlight each of them). 

28 Click on the A+ button at the bottom of the screen to generate the TSO 
letter. 

29 Flatten the letter and Email to customer. If no email address is TSO 
provided print and post the letter to the customer. 

30 Finalise the Acknowledgement letter by selecting the submitter you TSO 
have just acknowledged and click on the F button at the bottom of the 
screen (a date will now appear in the "ack Itr sent" field). 

31 In the submissions tab, calculate the number of valid, invalid, TSO 
electronic, late etc submissions. 

32 Click the related information button and go to Merge Docs. TSO 

33 Select the next available line and click on the arrow button next to the TSO 
first field. 

34 Select "Submitters List" to generate a list of all valid submitters. Open TSO 
the document and check it is correct. 

35 Close the document and set to final in Merge Docs, Save and Exit. TSO 

36 Reply to email from records with attachment number with number of TSO 
valid and invalid submissions. 

37 Go to the Running Sheet and enter a new line Task: Notification. TSO 
Details: NOC Received [Date]- CA 101 ... .. (attachment number). 
Number of valid and number of invalid submissions received. 

38 Send a GroupWise task to the Assessment Manager to notify them of TSO 
the receipt of the NOC and if any submissions have been received. 

39 Ensure all suitable correspondence and documentation has been TSO Records 
registered with Records as per the agreed Records Management Management 
Guidelines. Guidelines 
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Notify Councillor 

n,'dimled til " "<'lter Uris/wII" Number: Version: 1,4 
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT 

Effective Date: 15 Mar 2011 
Next Review: 31 Mar 2012 

DA SOP 006 010 

1.0 Overview 

This SOP provides an overview of when and how Councillors should be engaged regarding 
applications in their Ward at various stages during the Development Assessment process. 

2.0 Objectives 

The objectives of this SOP are to ensure: 

" Councillors are notified of new Development Assessment applications as soon as possible; 
" Councillors are provided with easy and timely access to relevant information; 
GO Councillors have sufficient time to provide feedback regarding an application. 

3.0 Applicability 

This is an administrative SOP designed to inform the Application Support Team (AST) and Team 
Support Officers (TSOs) of when and how to engage Councillors in the assessment of new 
applications. 

4.0 Ownership 

Owner Sponsor 

Team Leader, Application Support Team Patricia Jensen, BPO, Information & Referral Stage 

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment 

This SOP supports key activities required as part of the Information and Referral and Decision Stages. 

Appllcalion 
Stage 

DA SOP 0006 010 - Notify Councillor 
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6.0 Process 

Step Description Resp. Related Info 

1 Councillors are notified of new applications and development activity 
in their Ward through an automatically-generated Daily Report. 

Electronically lodged applications: 

2 Application processed by the AST and referred to relevant DA Team. AST 

3 After DTM has reviewed the application, the Councillor needs to be TSO 
contacted and asked for their input. 

4 Open GW template - "Councillor Notification of Assessment TSO 
Manager". 

NB: The email must be sent from the relevant DA In Box to ensure 
Records Management are automatically cc-ed. 

5 Edit template to add: TSO 

- Proposal 

- Address 

- Assessment Manager 

- Due date for response (10 days) 

6 Attach the following documents to the email: TSO 

- DTM Minutes (if they exist - alternatively the AM may wish to 
attach a summary of any key issues) 

- Executive Summary (if one has been provided) 

- Copy of proposed plans 

7 Send email to Councillor. TSO 

(HINT: Councillor contact details are available on CityWeb - About 
Council/Lord Mayor & Councillors/Lord Mayor Councillors) 

8 Update Running Sheet to say Councillor has been notified and a TSO 
response requested. 

Hardcopy applications: 

9 Once the application is scanned and uploaded to DART, the DA DA 
Lounge sends an email to the team TSO saying the application is Lounge 
ready for processing. 

10 After DTM has reviewed the application, the Councillor needs to be TSO 
contacted and asked for their input. 

11 Send a hard copy of the application to the Councillor with the DTM TSO 
Minute attached via internal mail. 

12 Update Running Sheet to say Councillor has been notified and a TSO 
response requested. 

When Councillor response is received: 

13 Councillor submits response to DA In Box within designated Councillor 
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Step Description Resp. Related Info 

timeframe. Records Management are automatically cc-ed. 

14 TSO uploads document to DART. TSO 

15 Open GW template - "Councillor Response Received", edit relevant TSO 
information and send to Assessment Manager. 

16 Update Running Sheet to record date Councillor response received. TSO 

17 If Councillor response has NOT been received, contact the AM 
Councillor's Ward Office to check status of response and provide a 
reminder of the due date. 

Once Decision has been finalised: 

18 Once the Delegate Decision has been given to an application, the TSO Refer to 
Councillor needs to be informed as part of the "kribbing" process. Finalise 

Documents 
SOP 
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Generate Work Request SOP 

J),'dirafed 10 a i1ctler BrisfraHt' Number: Version: 1.4 
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT Next Review: 31 March 2012 

DA SOP 006 015 Effective Date: 21 Sept 2010 

1.0 Overview 

When Council officers are required to review and/ or provide information relating to an application, DA 
staff issue a work request to that officer. 

For Council officers with access to DART, work requests are generated through a function within 
DART. For Council officers with no access to DART, emails are the preferred mechanism of 
communication. 

This SOP provides an overview on how to generate work requests. 

2.0 Objectives 

The objective of this SOP is to ensure: 

II Information/ advice is obtained from relevant Council officers in a timely manner to enable prompt 
assessment of applications. 

.. All tasks requiring action should be allocated via Work Request 

3.0 Applicability 

This SOP is designed to assist Team Support Officers (TSOs) and the Assessment Manager (AM) 
issue work requests to other Council staff. 

4.0 Ownership 

Owner Sponsor 

Team Leader, Application Support Team Patricia Jensen, sPa, Information & Referral Stage 

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment 

Work requests are primarily generated as part of the Information and Referral Stage but may occur at 
a number of stages in the DA Service Chain. 
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Generate Work Request SOP 

J),'dirafed 10 a i1ctler BrisfraHt' Number: Version: 1.4 
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT Next Review: 31 March 2012 

DA SOP 006 015 Effective Date: 21 Sept 2010 

1.0 Overview 

When Council officers are required to review and/ or provide information relating to an application, DA 
staff issue a work request to that officer. 

For Council officers with access to DART, work requests are generated through a function within 
DART. For Council officers with no access to DART, emails are the preferred mechanism of 
communication. 

This SOP provides an overview on how to generate work requests. 

2.0 Objectives 

The objective of this SOP is to ensure: 

II Information/ advice is obtained from relevant Council officers in a timely manner to enable prompt 
assessment of applications. 

.. All tasks requiring action should be allocated via Work Request 

3.0 Applicability 

This SOP is designed to assist Team Support Officers (TSOs) and the Assessment Manager (AM) 
issue work requests to other Council staff. 

4.0 Ownership 

Owner Sponsor 

Team Leader, Application Support Team Patricia Jensen, sPa, Information & Referral Stage 

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment 

Work requests are primarily generated as part of the Information and Referral Stage but may occur at 
a number of stages in the DA Service Chain. 
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6.0 Process 

Step Description Resp. Related Info 

1 After DTM identifies required internal referrals, the TSO will need to DTM SOP 
generate work requests for each person identified. 

WORK REQUESTS FOR COUNCIL OFFICERS WITH ACCESS TO DART: 

2 Open the application in DART. TSO 

3 Click on "Work Requests Tab" on the application screen. TSO 

4 Click on "drill into button" at the end of a blank row to show the "Work TSO 
Request Details Screen". 

5 Enter required information, including the TSO 

: Due date (SPA and business needs will dictate this date. The default 
is 10 business days - this may not be accurate) 

: Requested by (Planners Name) 

: Assigned to Manager (Andrea Kenafake) 

: Request Type (Advice) 

: Advice Type (Technical) 

and a description of the application type and advice required. 

NB: Copy and paste the Application Number to allow recipient to 
easily locate relevant application. 

6 Once all required information has been entered. Click "save". TSO 

Work Request will automatically appear in the officer task list of the 
recipient. 

7 Work Requests can also be emailed to Council officers (but only TSO 
Council officers with access to DART). To send a Work Request, click 
on the "Send Email Button". A notification will be sent to the officer 
via GroupWise. 

8 Update Running Sheet to say that the request has been sent. Use TSO Running Sheet 
'Work Requests as the 'Task' type. Include specific information about Guideline 
the work request in the 'Details' section. 

9 Work Requests can also be assigned to multiple team members at TSO 
once. To do this, complete all mandatory details except "Assigned 
To", click on the "Assign All icon" button. The "Assign All" screen will 
appear. 

10 Either select all team members or select only the team members you TSO 
wish to send the Work Request to. Click on "Execute" and then 
"Close". 

A separate work request will be created and email to each selected 
team member automatically. These will be shown in the Work 
Request tab. 

11 When using "Assign All", key issues should remain non-specific and TSO 
should refer only to the "Issues Tab". "Advice Type" should be 
technical. 
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6.0 Process 

Step Description Resp. Related Info 

1 After DTM identifies required internal referrals, the TSO will need to DTM SOP 
generate work requests for each person identified. 

WORK REQUESTS FOR COUNCIL OFFICERS WITH ACCESS TO DART: 

2 Open the application in DART. TSO 

3 Click on "Work Requests Tab" on the application screen. TSO 

4 Click on "drill into button" at the end of a blank row to show the "Work TSO 
Request Details Screen". 

5 Enter required information, including the TSO 

: Due date (SPA and business needs will dictate this date. The default 
is 10 business days - this may not be accurate) 

: Requested by (Planners Name) 

: Assigned to Manager (Andrea Kenafake) 

: Request Type (Advice) 

: Advice Type (Technical) 

and a description of the application type and advice required. 

NB: Copy and paste the Application Number to allow recipient to 
easily locate relevant application. 

6 Once all required information has been entered. Click "save". TSO 

Work Request will automatically appear in the officer task list of the 
recipient. 

7 Work Requests can also be emailed to Council officers (but only TSO 
Council officers with access to DART). To send a Work Request, click 
on the "Send Email Button". A notification will be sent to the officer 
via GroupWise. 

8 Update Running Sheet to say that the request has been sent. Use TSO Running Sheet 
'Work Requests as the 'Task' type. Include specific information about Guideline 
the work request in the 'Details' section. 

9 Work Requests can also be assigned to multiple team members at TSO 
once. To do this, complete all mandatory details except "Assigned 
To", click on the "Assign All icon" button. The "Assign All" screen will 
appear. 

10 Either select all team members or select only the team members you TSO 
wish to send the Work Request to. Click on "Execute" and then 
"Close". 

A separate work request will be created and email to each selected 
team member automatically. These will be shown in the Work 
Request tab. 

11 When using "Assign All", key issues should remain non-specific and TSO 
should refer only to the "Issues Tab". "Advice Type" should be 
technical. 
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Step Description Resp_ Related Info 

WORK REQUESTS FOR COUNCIL OFFICERS WHO DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO DART: 

12 GroupWise is the key mechanism for communicating with Council TSO 
officers who do not have access to DART. 

13 To send a Work Request to Council officers without access to DART, TSO Work Request 
use the Internal Work Request NON DART USER GroupWise task Template 
template and fill in the application-specific details. 

14 Update Running Sheet to say that the request has been sent. Use TSO Running Sheet 
'Work Requests as the 'Task' type. Include specific information about Guideline 
the work request in the 'Details' section. 

15 Record the response day (10 working days) using the Task List in the TSO 
GroupWise Calendar. 

16 If response is not received by the due date, contact the referral officer AM 
to follow up response. 

17 Ensure all suitable correspondence and documentation has been TSO Records 
registered with Records as per the agreed Records Management Management 
Guidelines. Guidelines 
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Step Description Resp_ Related Info 

WORK REQUESTS FOR COUNCIL OFFICERS WHO DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO DART: 

12 GroupWise is the key mechanism for communicating with Council TSO 
officers who do not have access to DART. 

13 To send a Work Request to Council officers without access to DART, TSO Work Request 
use the Internal Work Request NON DART USER GroupWise task Template 
template and fill in the application-specific details. 

14 Update Running Sheet to say that the request has been sent. Use TSO Running Sheet 
'Work Requests as the 'Task' type. Include specific information about Guideline 
the work request in the 'Details' section. 

15 Record the response day (10 working days) using the Task List in the TSO 
GroupWise Calendar. 

16 If response is not received by the due date, contact the referral officer AM 
to follow up response. 

17 Ensure all suitable correspondence and documentation has been TSO Records 
registered with Records as per the agreed Records Management Management 
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Manage Internal Referrals SOP 

Dedicated to a "ella BrishaHI' Number: Version: 1.4 
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT Next Review: 31 March 2012 

DA SOP 006 025 Effective Date: 18 Feb 2011 

1.0 Overview 

Applications may be referred from the Assessment Manager to other professionals/ specialists within 
Brisbane City Council for advice (either within the DA Assessment Team and/or other sections of 
Council, including: 

.. Engineers; 

.. Architects; 
" Landscape architects; 
.. Pollution officers; 
.. Strategic planners; and/ or 
" Officers in other relevant Council work units/ divisions (eg Local Asset Services, CARS). 

This SOP provides an overview of how these Internal Referrals are consulted as part of the 
development assessment process. 

NB: This SOP does not include consultation with the relevant Ward Councillor. A separate SOP 
("Notify Councillor") has been developed for this purpose. 

2.0 Objectives 

The objectives of this SOP are to ensure: 

" Relevant professionals/ specialists are consulted as part of the assessment process; 
" Professionals/ specialists provide input to the assessment process in a timely manner. 

3.0 Applicability 

This SOP is designed to provide an overview of the internal referral process for all DA staff. 

4.0 Ownership 
Regional Manager, North 

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment 

This SOP supports key activities required as part of the Information and Referral Stage. 

Application 
Stage 

Cross·functional Processes 
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Manage Internal Referrals SOP 

Dedicated to a "ella BrishaHI' Number: Version: 1.4 
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT Next Review: 31 March 2012 

DA SOP 006 025 Effective Date: 18 Feb 2011 

1.0 Overview 

Applications may be referred from the Assessment Manager to other professionals/ specialists within 
Brisbane City Council for advice (either within the DA Assessment Team and/or other sections of 
Council, including: 

.. Engineers; 

.. Architects; 
" Landscape architects; 
.. Pollution officers; 
.. Strategic planners; and/ or 
" Officers in other relevant Council work units/ divisions (eg Local Asset Services, CARS). 

This SOP provides an overview of how these Internal Referrals are consulted as part of the 
development assessment process. 

NB: This SOP does not include consultation with the relevant Ward Councillor. A separate SOP 
("Notify Councillor") has been developed for this purpose. 

2.0 Objectives 

The objectives of this SOP are to ensure: 

" Relevant professionals/ specialists are consulted as part of the assessment process; 
" Professionals/ specialists provide input to the assessment process in a timely manner. 

3.0 Applicability 

This SOP is designed to provide an overview of the internal referral process for all DA staff. 

4.0 Ownership 
Regional Manager, North 

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment 

This SOP supports key activities required as part of the Information and Referral Stage. 

Application 
Stage 

Cross·functional Processes 
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6.0 Process 

Step Description Resp. Related Info 

1 DTM reviews application to determine internal referrals required to DTM 
assess application, within the DA Assessment Team and/or other 
sections of Council. 

2 For internal referrals that have access to DART, TSO generates a TSO Generate Work 
work request under the Work Request tab to inform them of their Request SOP 
required feedback regarding the application. 

3 For internal referrals that do not have access to DART, TSO sends TSO Internal Work 
an email task with a link to the application via PDOnline. Request NON 

DART USER 
task template 

4 Internal referrals/Assessment Team members with access to Assessment 
DART save their responses directly in DART in their associated Team or 
work request, upload any necessary assessment information in Internal 
DART as an external document in "Related Information Details" Referral 
and then complete the work request. 

5 Finalise the work request in DART with a clear description of what Assessment 
action has been taken in the "Outcome" tab of the work request. Team or 

For example - "conditions added", "plan marked up", "additional 
Internal 

information request required". If objecting the application spell out 
Referral 

the reasons for objection (or the location of where these can be 
found). 

NB: Ensure that your final documents to be included in the decision 
package are in the Final Documents folder in your portfolio. 

6 Internal referrals that do not have access to DART email their Internal 
response directly to the Team Shared eMail Box. Referral 

7 Where a response is received in the Team Shared email box, TSO 
upload internal referral response to DART. 

8 Email AM from Team In Box using Referral Response Template. TSO Referral 
Response 
Template 

9 Update Running Sheet TSO Running Sheet 
Guideline 

10 The Assessment Manager considers internal referral and/or AM Decision Notice 
assessment team work request responses in determining a SOP 
decision regarding the application. 
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6.0 Process 

Step Description Resp. Related Info 

1 DTM reviews application to determine internal referrals required to DTM 
assess application, within the DA Assessment Team and/or other 
sections of Council. 

2 For internal referrals that have access to DART, TSO generates a TSO Generate Work 
work request under the Work Request tab to inform them of their Request SOP 
required feedback regarding the application. 

3 For internal referrals that do not have access to DART, TSO sends TSO Internal Work 
an email task with a link to the application via PDOnline. Request NON 

DART USER 
task template 

4 Internal referrals/Assessment Team members with access to Assessment 
DART save their responses directly in DART in their associated Team or 
work request, upload any necessary assessment information in Internal 
DART as an external document in "Related Information Details" Referral 
and then complete the work request. 

5 Finalise the work request in DART with a clear description of what Assessment 
action has been taken in the "Outcome" tab of the work request. Team or 

For example - "conditions added", "plan marked up", "additional 
Internal 

information request required". If objecting the application spell out 
Referral 

the reasons for objection (or the location of where these can be 
found). 

NB: Ensure that your final documents to be included in the decision 
package are in the Final Documents folder in your portfolio. 

6 Internal referrals that do not have access to DART email their Internal 
response directly to the Team Shared eMail Box. Referral 

7 Where a response is received in the Team Shared email box, TSO 
upload internal referral response to DART. 

8 Email AM from Team In Box using Referral Response Template. TSO Referral 
Response 
Template 

9 Update Running Sheet TSO Running Sheet 
Guideline 

10 The Assessment Manager considers internal referral and/or AM Decision Notice 
assessment team work request responses in determining a SOP 
decision regarding the application. 
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Respond to Work Requests SOP 

Dcdic,lfcd to iT hl'ltcr Uris/w1tc Number: Version: 1.4 
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT Next Review: 31 March 2012 

DA sOP 000 030 Effective Date: 11 Mar 2011 

1.0 Overview 

Council officers often have to respond to a work request to provide input to a DA application. 

Council officers with access to DART are required to input their feedback directly into DART. Council 
officers without access to DART are requested to email their response to the Assessment Manager or 
TSO. 

This SOP provides an overview on how to respond to work requests. 

2.0 Objectives 

The objective of this SOP is to ensure: 

• Council officers provide input to DA applications as required in a prompt manner. 

3.0 Applicability 

This SOP is designed to assist all officers across Council who may have to respond to a work request, 
but is anticipated to be primarily used by Assessment Team (AT) members accessing DART. 

4.0 Ownership 

Planning Manager - DA 

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment 

Work requests are primarily generated as part of the Information and Referral Stage but may occur at 
a number of stages in the DA Service Chain. 
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Respond to Work Requests SOP 

Dcdic,lfcd to iT hl'ltcr Uris/w1tc Number: Version: 1.4 
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT Next Review: 31 March 2012 

DA sOP 000 030 Effective Date: 11 Mar 2011 

1.0 Overview 

Council officers often have to respond to a work request to provide input to a DA application. 

Council officers with access to DART are required to input their feedback directly into DART. Council 
officers without access to DART are requested to email their response to the Assessment Manager or 
TSO. 

This SOP provides an overview on how to respond to work requests. 

2.0 Objectives 

The objective of this SOP is to ensure: 

• Council officers provide input to DA applications as required in a prompt manner. 

3.0 Applicability 

This SOP is designed to assist all officers across Council who may have to respond to a work request, 
but is anticipated to be primarily used by Assessment Team (AT) members accessing DART. 

4.0 Ownership 

Planning Manager - DA 

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment 

Work requests are primarily generated as part of the Information and Referral Stage but may occur at 
a number of stages in the DA Service Chain. 
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6.0 Process 

Step Description Resp. Related Info 

1 Council officers with access to DART will be notified of a work request 
either via the task allocator in DART or via an email generated by 
DART. Use the application number provided to search the application 
in DART. Alternatively, click on the link in the email. If this link does 
not work, ensure that you do not have DART already open, if DART is 
closed call x71111 to turn on this feature in your GroupWise. 

2 Alternatively, for Council Officers who receive a Work Request via AT 
email, copy the Project Ref from the header of the email and search 
for the application using the Project Search Function in DART. 

3 Council officers without access to DART should email their response AT 
directly to the relevant Team in box. 

4 Select the Work Request Tab and drill into the relevant work request. AT 
Note if the file has been identified as 'eDA' or 'hybrid.' 

5 Read the key issues screen for a description of specific tasks AT 
required. 

6 Undertake the required assessment and carry out actions (eg enter AT 
conditions). 

7 Close the work request by opening the request from 'Project', 'Officer AT 
Tasks.' Choose 'completed' from the outcome field drop down menu. 

8 Click in and open the Outcome tab and specifically record what AT 
actions have been taken (e.g. conditions entered OR no conditions 
required) and click the "completed" box. Enter the actual date by left 
mouse clicking in the 'Actual Date' field and click 'Time frame agreed 
if applicable. 

9 Click SAVE and click on the email button, this sends a note to the AT 
Assessment Manager that the task is complete and removes it from 
Task Allocator. 

10 Non-DART users will receive a GroupWise email directing them to AT 
PDOnline to view application and will respond via GroupWise email. 

11 Update Running Sheet advising that work request has been AT 
completed. Use the 'Work Request' category within the 'Task' field. 
The first part of the details section should include specific information 
as to the resolution of the work request. If documents attached include 
their file name in the details section. 
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6.0 Process 

Step Description Resp. Related Info 

1 Council officers with access to DART will be notified of a work request 
either via the task allocator in DART or via an email generated by 
DART. Use the application number provided to search the application 
in DART. Alternatively, click on the link in the email. If this link does 
not work, ensure that you do not have DART already open, if DART is 
closed call x71111 to turn on this feature in your GroupWise. 

2 Alternatively, for Council Officers who receive a Work Request via AT 
email, copy the Project Ref from the header of the email and search 
for the application using the Project Search Function in DART. 

3 Council officers without access to DART should email their response AT 
directly to the relevant Team in box. 

4 Select the Work Request Tab and drill into the relevant work request. AT 
Note if the file has been identified as 'eDA' or 'hybrid.' 

5 Read the key issues screen for a description of specific tasks AT 
required. 

6 Undertake the required assessment and carry out actions (eg enter AT 
conditions). 

7 Close the work request by opening the request from 'Project', 'Officer AT 
Tasks.' Choose 'completed' from the outcome field drop down menu. 

8 Click in and open the Outcome tab and specifically record what AT 
actions have been taken (e.g. conditions entered OR no conditions 
required) and click the "completed" box. Enter the actual date by left 
mouse clicking in the 'Actual Date' field and click 'Time frame agreed 
if applicable. 

9 Click SAVE and click on the email button, this sends a note to the AT 
Assessment Manager that the task is complete and removes it from 
Task Allocator. 

10 Non-DART users will receive a GroupWise email directing them to AT 
PDOnline to view application and will respond via GroupWise email. 

11 Update Running Sheet advising that work request has been AT 
completed. Use the 'Work Request' category within the 'Task' field. 
The first part of the details section should include specific information 
as to the resolution of the work request. If documents attached include 
their file name in the details section. 
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BCC DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT CATEGORY MATRIX 

Purpose: 

1. To provide DA management with consistent and transparent criteria that indicates the level of time and effort 

(resources) to decide applications. 

2. To provide a reporting and management process that enables early identification and escalation of applications that 

may not meet indicative decision-making KPis. 

3. To align with SEQ's language and methodology to define DA complexity to inform State wide reporting on IDAS 

performance. 

J\PPII.catlon ~eferam::e No~ AOO I Level of Assessn:JEmt: INotif. Code I Impact 
:. > ·.. . . •.·. .•· '· . . ' :::: .. : 

Bria! . .b.PP,Iic~ti()nDe~~il~: e.g. New House in DCP on Small Lot (Non-compliant) 

3 Consistency with Planning Scheme 3 

2 Number of Overlays(Constraints N/A 2 

2 Number of IDAS Referrals N/A 0 

2 

10 

(score 5-11) (score 12-20) 

+ 

Public notification req'd Increase 

= 
OVERALL ·cATEGORY RATING (~!l.d Target Decision Date) 17 . . · · _ , 

' - ' 
' 

Score is 12-20 ··' C2 ... Medium ... Minor Development ... < 12weeks 
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Status: Description: 
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Application #: 
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CHECKED BY: r~am;:s~jurn§M~I8I~~~ ISSUES RESOLVED: 

DATE: I ; ~~f<Wn1!YY:YY I 



IDAS Form 1 - Application Details 

CHECKED BY: v~~i~~1hj~~·:;:ntT~[I 
DATE: IT~~~tV~~~~Yf I 

NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 

APPucAnoN # F~ .AOO~:X:xX'xxx 

BCC.175.0012 



APPLICATION# r AOOX::X::X.x:xxx I 
IDAS Form 3 - Queensland Heritage Place 

:-,. -·· .. ·.·.·.:····.·.·.·.•·., 



IDAS Form 4 - Local Heritage Place 

CHECKED BY: F;#:N~Te;~urn,a0e~J " . ; .. ·:r01 
DATE: I. ¢o/~~(iYY:') 

NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 

r~~. . -.,-,---.-~o~o-~·~~~ 
APPLICATION # r ... AOOxxxxxxx . I 



·r·.--.. ~. ·.··-~------···.··--·····---~-··· ~·-·:-··-
APPLICATION # .. AOOxxxxxxx I 

IDAS Form 5 m MCU assessable against a planning scheme 

CHECKED BY: NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 

BCC.175.0015 



APPLICATION# ! AOOxxxxxxx 
IDAS Form 6- Building Work or Operational Work 

BCC.175.0016 



CHECKED BY: NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 

BCC.175.0017 



APPLICATION # 1 .· A(ui~xxxxxx I .. . . . .. . 

IDAS Form 7- RoL 

CHECKED BY: NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 

BCC.175.0018 



r--------
APPucArloN#L AQOxxx)C(x:x .I 

IDAS Form 8- Environmentally Relevant Activity 

CHECKED BY: [iq;r~~?r·~;~r~r·-·.~-.~-r:zl NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 

DATE: [frn?lYY( i 

BCC.175.0019 
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IDAS Form 24 - Contaminated Land 

CHECKED BY: r~~a(~#S:~in~;~e; H : •• qu E) 

DATE: [,~d/rnm/yr.~!;l 

APPLICATION# r Aoo-~riix·---1 

___ ........ .,. ____ _ 
NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 
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IDAS Form 28 .. Prescribed tidal work 

PLAN REQUIREMENTS: 
~~~~~~~~~~~ -.. , ...... ... . . ...... R'·~R~l~!R@%i~!~,,~~~ 

ADDITIONAL REQ'S FOR APPLICATIONS ON CUL-DE-SACS & BENDS IN THE WATERWAY: 
~ 

~~;5)s~r.~ary~0;~~ml 

DATE: n~drh}f~!:ys~r 

'"'r'PLICATION # f~-AO~O~~X"·-~-
l'....:.....------



OJ 
0 
(.) 
~ 

--J 
()'1 

0 
0 
N 
N 

APPucArtoN # f : .Aooxxxxxxx"~l 
IDAS Form 31 .. Application for preliminary approval varying the effect of the local planning instrument 

PLAN REQUIREMENTS: 

CHECKED BY: r;~,~~~[T1~#§~,~arre~· . NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 

l. 



OJ 
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U1 
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r . . . . · .. ·.·. __ ..,._ 
APPucA:IoN # v AOQxxxxxxx I 

IDAS Form 34- Koala Conservation State Planning Regulatory Provisions 

r tt~me#Sllinam~;::.:~.,. 7.-f'~l 
DATE: ~:-;d~£7ni!~~y~ , 
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APPLICATION# 1.\ .Aooxx;~n-wl 

siTE ADDREss: t';cmg~;,t=;~amP:t~~~~tr~;~~r,f:3:~i:§,]~·~NF \ .· .c · · • ~, -----~ · 1 

General Requirements- All APPLICATIONS 

Involving a State Resource: 
,.,. ... ,..,_.~-·~·-""·····""···""··""··=,.............., 

Declared Master Planned Area: 
~ 

CHECKED BY: fc;~~;~;;m~ll~~·~~T')·~:,;;:-~fJ_~_~i~···._~·-1 

DATE: l :(.~t~~~¥~~tH 
ISSUES RESOLVED: 



APPLICATION# [.AOoixxxXxXn 
IDAS Form 1- Application Details 

CHECKED BY: NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 

BCC.175.0025 
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IDAS Form 3 - Queensland Heritage Place 

CHECKED BY: v~Nao:e·#S~~~ NON-COMPliANCE ADVICE: 

DATE: ~~~~d/m~n/yyy~\~ 

APPLICATION# 1···. A.oo:>c~~~x~~ ~ ' . . .. .· ... 

f (Qtli + L;:pterfor n~VIIliq~) ~ .. ~~~·-~·---···:-····-w-·-
4

··--... • 

i r 
ll.• 

I 
~~~~------~~--------~~----------~ 
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IDAS Form 4 ... local Heritage Place 

MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR LOCAL HERITAGE PLACES: 
'"' '''·'-".', 

CHECKED BY: [>r~~Ql~~~q),~111~, ·· . : •·~~:; t::l 
DATE· I .od/·m· m.Jyy.yy.· .. ::l 

'j<· .. · •. ~:·.················ > 

NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 

APPLICATION# KKoort~~;~-~ 



r·~---····----·--_-··· .. ··-':"·. -·---··-~--""_~-. ·---··_·_ ....... . 
APPLICATION# 1 AOOxxxxxxx I 

IDAS Form 5- MCU assessable against a planning scheme 

CHECKED BY: NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 

BCC. 175.0028 



IDAS Form 6 = Building Work or Operational Work 

BCC.175.0029 



CHECKED BY: NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 

BCC.175.0030 



,--,--. -----,----, 
APPucArtoN # ! . · AOOixxxxxx. _ 

IDAS Form 7 ~ RoL 

CHECKED BY: NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 

BCC.175.0031 



APPLICATION#! AOoxiti~l 
IDAS Form 8 - Environmentally Relevant Activity 

CHECKED BY: 

BCC.175.0032 
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IDAS Form 24 - Contaminated land 

CHECKED BY: r #~ame #Surname ,. :,;,JI 

DATE: 1 ::?~~s~~(rYF~I 

APPLICATioN# l AOOxxijbt-;(~-,1 

NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 



CD 
0 
0 
~ 

-.,j 
(}1 

0 
0 
w .... 

MPPLICA TION # r·-·-A(iO'x;;~X~~-·-~ 
IDAS Form 28 - Prescribed tidal work 

tnec:~~qp_e--an9Ms'~f'tiJeoedslBa,t)k~)rith~)ld~t_ai;!'~-:~6:~:-tb·a~R~9~i:is~C! fioi~h'~d··~~.~ets. 
REPORT/EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS: 

ADDITIONAL REQ'S FOR APPLICATIONS ON CUL-DE-SACS & BENDS IN THE WATERWAY: 
lr>D.e . 

CHECKED BY: ~T~~usar.~ • , > 

DATE: f; 'ct<]lrrrrnlyyyy F'<··· . ,,., 
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APPLicATioN# [Aooxxxxxxx 1 

IDAS Form 31 - Application for preliminary approval varying the effect of the local planning instrument 

PLAN REQUIREMENTS: 
, ... ,~, .. ,., .. , ''·"·~·"·"· ... 

CHECKED BY: r #~a~& 1fst!mame 

DATE: j: 9d!!f!lrityx%Y;:· 
r::,-_· :; . ,,,,: ,··· 

NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: L (Ctrf+ Eriterfor["l~w line) 

I 
!''c 
j. 

l r: 
r:-
l 
t· 
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r·---:---. -- . . ~- ---~- -~ ~-----
APPLICATION# I· AOOxxxxxxx- 1 

IDAS Form 34- Koala Conservation State Planning Regulatory Provisions 

~~t~w1:sra~a~jk&~i,~~;~~h~~;%~~1!~t;;k;:~~~tt~i~~~~2~~1~i~no9~j~:ril~ •. ~ja'a• •· · -··· 
REPORT/EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS: 

1-#~~r:~~2S-;~~01· 



ro 
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---J 
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0 
0 
w 
---J 

siTE ADDREss: IJ1~;4~''-E3xel1f~l$F~~{e~f,·;_~-~f$~!\N$~; .. 

General Requirements- ALL APPLICATIONS 

Involving a State Resource: 

Declared Master Planned Area: 

· _,. ··- ·-···-· '""''""' -----·- ---·· · ~1;~E~~::~~g3~~lis~a¥~~r9~{~P!~~-~~::tq~J~~~~~~m;~~l~~~~~~,~.~~i 

CHECKED BY: t~~~1~~(:~:i~r~~{;.-:.•·~:~~~ 
. i:· a a/hi mi ''' I DATE., -. -.. -.·.. .,Y,Y.YY. r><< ,. -- _· 

ISSUES RESOLVED: 

APPLICATION# r"Aoo~~;~~xf-~1 



IDAS Form 1 ~ Application Details 

CHECKED BY: NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 

BCC.175.0038 
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IDAS Form 3 - Queensland Heritage Place 

CHECKED BY: ;::.~~e"~~~~))j~·-' 
r, _-, > :, _,, , 

DATE· ! od(mmiyYJ1''1 
",!_:>= ,' ·'">; 

>'I ,<:.< 
/•,-' 

NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 

APPLICATION# I --- AOOx~;~xx 
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IDAS Form 4 - local Heritage Place 

CHECKED BY: t~-1~~m;-#~ur?~ne:•••·; .•• ,~--. -•?ni-~1 NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 

DATE· t·CidlrnmtY:twl .I -.. . . :"=- ,.-. 

APPLICATION# 1 Aoox;;~~~x~t 

~--..,---,..,__,.-~--.. · -....,.,-.--~------~--~-.-. ~--

[ .(~,.;,If.i~ Enter-foriJew.HneY: .... ~. .-·· ·. h·: ··:···· .··. -·-··· ... -
r:····--1; ',····" 
! : 
,~.-

)_-··· ... 



r···-·~;"'·-~·"···-········-:····-·-··----·-~·-·"''~···"··· 

APPLICATION #j •. ,AOOXXXXX:XX.--1 

IDAS Form 5- MCU assessable against a planning scheme 

CHECKED BY: NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 

BCC.175.0041 



IDAS Form 6- Building Work or Operational Work 

BCC.175.0042 



CHECKED BY: NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 

BCC.175.0043 



IDAS Form 7 - Rol 

REPORT REQUIREMENTS: 

CHECKED BY: I.~Na7r.et1~~:< .... •;·. NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 

DATE: [d.d,!T;~,~~~y I 

BCC.175.0044 



r:·~~----~-.-.-•.. -. ~-... --o-:--c-
APPLICATION # 1 • .· AOOxxxxxxxm I 

IDAS Form 8 ~Environmentally Relevant Activity 

BCC.175.0045 
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IDAS Form 24 - Contaminated land 

CHECKED BY: r"#RB?:;~~~r~m,€r •· ... · ... · .. <;·:::~~ 

oA rE = [Y~:hirolYY,YY~.·· 

APPLICATION# j AQO~~;t,Zii--1 

NON-COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 1: (\-1rl + f:rlf~7tOr "<'W nne)~ 

I; . 
f:>~ c ,. 
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IDAS Form 28 .. Prescribed tidal work 

ADDITIONAL REQ'S FOR APPLICATIONS ON CUL-DE-SACS & BENDS IN THE WATERWAY: 

.·. 

DATE: f dd/;r!Jmt~. r· :_ > c.~/~ 

APPLICATION# ~-··-AQO-;txti;zxx--1 
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APPLICATION# 1 Aofu¥~1-~J 
IDAS Form 31 -Application for preliminary approval varying the effect of the local planning instrument 

PLAN REQUIREMENTS: 

CHECKED BY: f.?s~n;ef::~j8,n1e~:~::\· ) ·· · NON~COMPLIANCE ADVICE: 

DATE· l"~dcJJ;rr!mly)iyy:•l 
. I<· .. ·. : , 
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APPLICATION# I AOOxxxx:xxx 
J . . . . 

IDAS Form 34- Koala Conservation State Planning Regulatory Provisions 
i·:i•r·t'';l".hmnfe'i~:•··•·····•lr:· :1 

[#~ame#SurQ~,me : · ' • :--H 



Development Assessment Branch 
Pre lodgement - DTM Engineering Checklist 

DRS FILE No: DRS/PRO/P __ - ________ I DATE: 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

SENIOR ENGINEERING ASSESSING OFFICER OFFICER 
NAME: CODE: 

CRITICAL 
APPUCABLE 

(Tick) COMMENTS CRITERIA 
I y N 

Pre- requisites 
Layout plan of 
proposal showing: 
• Building layout1 0 0 

a Site contours, 0 0 
a Proposed access 0 0 

points, 
• Service locations, 0 0 

• VPO's, 0 0 

.. Applicable Codes 0 0 l 

Roads 0 0 

Transport I Traffic 0 0 

Drainage 0 0 

Water 0 0 

Sewerage 0 0 

Other Issues 0 0 

I 
ACTION: Referral to Eng Officer Required YDI No Referral Date: 

To Referring Officer's - Name: Officer Code: 

Senior 
Prelodgement Engineer./ 

Officers Assessing Officers 

Signature: Signature: 

Officer Code: Officer Code: 
Date: Date: 

BCC.175.0050 



Development Assessment Branch 
Pre lodgement - DTM Engineering Checklist 

DRS FilE No: DRS/PRO/P __ - ______ I DATE: 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

SENIOR ENGINEERING ASSESSING OFFICER OFFICER 
NAME: CODE: 

CRITICAL 
APPLICABLE 

(Tick) COMMENTS CRITERIA 
I y N 

Pre- requisites 
Layout plan of 
proposal showing: 
.. Building layout, D D .. Site contours, D D .. Proposed access D D 

points, 
.. Service locations, D D .. VPO's, D D 

.. Applicable Codes D D 

Roads 0 0 

Transport I Traffic 0 0 

Drainage 0 0 

Water D D 

Sewerage 0 D 

Other Issues 0 0 

ACTION: Referral to Eng Officer Required YDI No Referral Date: 

To Referring Officer's - Name: Officer Code: 

Senior 
Prelodgement Engineer./ 

Officers Assessing Officers 

Sfgnature: 
Signature: 

Officer Code: Officer Code: 
Date: Date: 

BCC.175.0051 



Development Assessment Branch 
Pre lodgement- DTM Engineering Checklist 

DRS FILE No: DRS/PRO/P_ ~ - ______ I DATE: 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

SENIOR ENGINEERING ASSESSING OFFICER OFFICER 
NAME: CODE: 

CRITICAL 
APPLICABLE 

(Tick) COMMENTS CRITERIA I y N 

Pre- requisites i 

Layout plan of 
proposal showing: 
.. Building layout, 0 0 

Iii Site contours, 0 0 

0 Proposed access 0 0 
points, 

& Service locations, 0 0 

" VPOrs, 0 0 

• Applicable Codes 0 0 

Roads 0 0 

Transport I Traffic 0 0 

Drainage 0 0 

Water 0 0 

Sewerage 0 0 

Other Issues 0 0 

ACTION : Referral to Eng Officer Required YOI NO Referral Date: 

To Referring Officer's - Name: Officer Code: 

Senior Prefodgement 
Engineer./ 
Officers Assessing Officers 

Signature: 
Signature: 

Officer Code: Officer Code: 
Date: Date: 

BCC.175.0052 



City Planning & Sustainability 
Development Assessment 

Plan Scrutiny Prompt Sheet (Page 1 of 9 Pages} 

FILE REFERENCE No's: 

ENGINEERING ASSESSING OFFICER 

NAME: 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

DRAWINGS NUMBERED: 

DATE: 

DATEAM: 

PLAN SCRUTINY ~ STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Developme 

DESCRIPTION 

Invoice showing correct assessing fees paid. 

All relevant drawings furnished & "Acceptance 
Sheet" provided by the consultant 

Plans assessed against all r"'"'n-r\l::ln,nln 

conditions. 

Copies of Engineering 

a Major Subdiv. - 2 
Smaller Devel 

.. 

.. 
• .. 
.. 
.. Council File 

.. 
" Scales 
• Datum Level (PSM) to AHD 
e Quality for Reproduction (beware of dark 

shading- hidden details does not copy well). 

Plans signed and checked by RPEQ together 
with RPEQ number and date shown in title block 

Locality Plan Shown. 

C:\Documents and Settings\082331\Desktop\Checkllsts\Additional\Stormwater Drainage OpWorks Checklist.doc 
Latest version saved- 28101/03 

Page 1 of 9 

BCC.175.0053 



PLAN SCRUTINY - STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Drawings index, including plans for other stages if 
applicable. 

Full plans legend to be provided. 

Plan amendment number I detaifs shown. 

Asset register, refer to Part D, section 2.11 of 
S&DG. 

Notes provided accordingly. 

Dimensioning: 

• Units in metric 
• all roadworks plans in metres 
·smaller detail plansin mm. 

• Levels must be shown as AHD 
• reduced levels of benchmarks & ref. pegs to 
be to three decimal places eg 0.001 m 
• reduced levels of sw drainage to be to three 
decimal places eg 0.001 m. 

• Position coordinates 
Must be tied to RP Azimuth relative to 
Cadastre using Aust. Map Grid Coord system 

• Chainages expressed to three decimal places 
eg 0.001 m 

• Grades 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Pipe grades must be shown 
significant figures eg 2 

Surface Levels, 
Accesses, 
Services, 
Larger Trees, 
Guard Rails, 
Retaining Walls, 
Combined Service 

Existing and proposed contours. 

Existing & Proposed easements. 

Stage boundaries. 

Concrete footpaths. 

Concrete bikeways. 

Vehicular crossings. 

Yes No 

C:\Documents and Settings\082331 \Desktop\Ched\lists\Additionai\Stormwater Drainage OpWorks Checklist doc 
Latest version saved- 28/01/03 

Page 2 of 9 

BCC.175.0054 



PLAN SCRUTINY- STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Cut-off drains. 

Location of stormwater and roofwater lines 
(including size), manholes, gullies, outlets, inlets, 
roofwater inspection pits, etc. 

Side drains shown to both sides of all roads. 

Location of flood regulation lines. 

Position of waterway eg. centre line & top of bank. 

Extent of overland flow path include X-sect details 

Roofwater kerb adaptors in the kerb & channel. 

Surface Drainage provisions: 
" Swales, bunds, etc. provided as required, 
"' Field inlets provided for overland flow, 
a Stubs provided for future development of 

upstream properties. 

Pipe invert levels. 

Manhole chainages. 

Distance between man 

Grade of pipes. 

Pipe capacity. 

All pipe sizes. 

Diameter of pipes. 

Pipe class eg Class 2. 

Pipe installation type 

Hydraulic grade line 
water levels at junctio 

Design storm frequen 

Manhole diameters. 

Invert levels of inlets/outlets. Details must be 
extended to include the free outlet or creek bed. 

Gully numbers. 

Depth to invert at manholes. 

Datum. 

Yes No 

C:\Documents and Settings\082331\Desktop\Checklists\Aciditionai\Stonnwater Drainage OpWorks Checklist. doc 
Latest version saved- 28/01/03 

Page 3 of9 

BCC.175.0055 



PLAN SCRUTINY - STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Type of gully and size of linteL 

Service crossings. 

Trench construction method indicated on plan 
eg. Excavator wheel load, Wacker Packer, etc. 

Hydraulic grade line is greater than 300mm from 
surface levels of manholes. 

Pipeline is shown in relation to other services. 

Downstream pipes are not less than upstream 
pipes. 

Pipe velocities (minimum of 0 9m/sec, but do not 
exceed a maximum 8m/sec). 

The maximum depth of a manhole is not greater 
than 4m. 

Inverts of outlets are in accordance with QUDM, 
Sections 7.07 & 7.08. 

Assumed tailwater levels for design calculations 
are in accordance with QUDM, Chapter 7 and 
shown on plans . 

• 
• 
• 7 and greater is a 

Easements shown for 
greater. 

Roofwater connection 
property boundary. 

Kerb adaptors shown 

Provision made for 
upstream properties. 
Easement taken out in 

Affect on neighbouring examined 
• no pending on neighbouring properties 
• roofutater discharge points of properties adjacent 
to creek corridors/parks drained to underground 
system. 

Yes No 

C:\Documents and Settings\082331\Desktop\Checklists\Additionai\Stormwater Drainage OpWorks Check!ist.doc 
Latest version saved- 28/01/03 

Page4of9 
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PLAN SCRUTINY ~ STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

A structural certificate may not be required if 
details are shown on drawing & approved by 
RPEO. Otherwise structural certificate attached? 

Manhole/chamber size indicated. 

Identification numbered. 

Location chainage shown. 

Manholes located in road pavement 

Connecting pipes shown. 

Head losses minimised. 

Minimum distance between outside walls of pipes 
is greater than 150mm in manholes. 

Type of grate- galva 

Sags drained by gully. 

Lintef SiZ8S coniHcofar-!·"'"' 

Position in relation to y, property 
boundary, flow direction, flow velocity, etc., 

Outlet geometry & location does not adversely 
impact on the downstream creek or adjoining 
properties. 

Outlet treatment complies with Council's 
Environmental Best Ma ent Practices. 

There are no drowned outlets. 

COMPLETE 
COMMENTS 

C:\Documents and Settings\082331\Desktop\Checl<lists\Additionai\Stormwater Drainage OpWorks Checklistdoc 
Latest version saved- 28/01/03 

Page 5 of9 
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PLAN SCRUTINY ~ STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

Tabulation of catchment areas, slopes, runoff 
coefficient, design discharges, etc. 

Layout with gully catchments. 

Full drainage catchment shown including external 
with contours extending beyond the limits of the 
site. 

Existing and proposed contours. 

Calculations conform to QUDM and BCC 
supplement. 

Refer template outlined in Supplement to QUDM, 
Chapter 6 of Part B of the S&DG. · 

Calculations prepared on standard BCC 
spreadsheet 

Design conforms to flood study. 

COMPLETE 

~~~-----------------1----~-~ 

Design allows for present and future development. 

Legal point of discharge attached (Includes 
approval from relevant Gov. Departments). 

Existing drainage 
and levels, especially 
point. 

drawings. 

Easements for "'"''rl<>lnr 

on drawings which 
properties. 

adequate and shown 
ue on adjacent 

Adjacent properties are immune from overland 
flow (caters for overland fiow). 

Velocity times depth ratio less than 0.6. 

COMMENTS 

C:\Documents and Settings\08233i\Desktop\Checklfsts\Additionai\Stormwater Drainage OpWorks Checklist. doc 
Latest version saved- 28/01/03 

Page 6 of9 
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PLAN SCRUTINY - STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

Cross-sections provided. 

Longitudinal section provided. 

Design levels provided. 

Existing surface levels either by contours or spot 
levels, on the subject site and on the adjoining 
properties or road reserves. 

Proposed spot levels and contours. 

Proposed development and habitable floor levels. 

Maintenance and/or safety berms. 

Permission to undertake works within creek 
corridor approved by the Ecological Officer. 

Surface flow treatment approved by Ecologist. 

Landscaping plans submitted to the Landscape 
Architect. 

Landscaping correlates to the 
"n" value in hydraulic calcul 

Plans show existing an 
lines, and any assoda 
compensatory e 

Plans show all 
Appendix of "Guidel1 
and Minimum Fill Level As:ses,sm 

Dedicated water course DPI approved 

Approval from government agencies for discharge 
into tidal waterways attached 

Approval from government agency for removal of 
mangroves attached with application. 

COMPLETE 
COMMENTS 

C:\Documents and Settings\082331\Desktop\Check!ists\Additionai\Stormwater Drainage OpWorks Checklist doc 
Latest version saved- 28101/03 
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PLAN SCRUTINY - STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

Design capacity and calculations provided. 

Maintenance requirements met 

Structural certification attached 

• 

• 
• 

Inlets/outlets functional, 
safe. 

Spillway detailed. 

Full structural details. 

Structural certification provided, 

Layout culvertlbridge conforms to approved 
hydraulic model and requirements of the Senior 
Engineer, Major Projects, Hydraulics 

Handrails/guardrails meet Council requirements. 

COMPLETE 
COMMENTS 

C:\Documents and Settings\082331\Desktop\Checklists\Additionai\Stormwater Drainage OpWorks Checklist.doc 
Latest version saved- 28/01/03 

Page 8 of9 
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PLAN SCRUTINY - STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Vertical face kerb over culverts shown. 

Footpath widths am inimum of 4.25m. 

Future bikeway requirements provided 

Scour protection. 

LAS I CARS has authorised the structure and 
associated works to be constructed. 

State Government Department of Environment 
and Heritage under Section 86 has approved work 
below high water mark. 

DERM, under Sections 70 and 71 and Section 38 
of the Water Resources Act, 1989 have approved 
works in non-tidal waterways and removal of 
mangroves under the Fisheries Act. 

Notification that downstream property owners will 
not allow discharges has been provided. 

Pump Storage provided. 

Yes No 
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City Planning & Sustainability 
Development Assessment 

Plan Scrutiny Prompt Sheet (Page 1 of 9 Pages) 

FILE REFERENCE No's: 

ENGINEERING ASSESSING OFFICER 

NAME: 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

DRAWINGS NUMBERED: 

DATE: 

DATEAM: 

PLAN SCRUTINY ~ STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Developme 

DESCRIPTION 

Plans assessed against all town-p 
conditions. 

Copies of Engineering 

" Major Subdiv.- 2 
Smaller Developm 

The leading drawing 
contain the following i 

" Title Block 
" Client's Name 
.. Consultant's Name 
.. Site address (as p 
.. Estate Name I 
• Council File 

• Operational 
" North Point 
" Scales 
• Datum Level (PSM) to AHD 
• Quality for Reproduction (beware of dark 

shading- hidden details does not copy well). 

Plans signed and checked by RPEQ together 
with RPEQ number and date shown in title block 

Locality Plan Shown. 
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PLAN SCRUTINY - STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Drawings index, including plans for other stages if 
applicable. 

Full plans legend to be provided. 

Plan amendment number I details shown. 

Asset register, refer to Part D, section 2.11 of 
S&DG. 

Notes provided accordingly. 

Dimensioning: 

• Units in metric 
• all roadworks plans in metres 
• smaller detail plans in mm. 

• Levels must be shown as AHD 
• reduced levels of benchmarks & ref. pegs to 
be to three decimal places eg 0.001 m 
• reduced levels of sw drainage to be to three 
decimal places eg 0.001 m. 

• Position coordinates 
Must be tied to RP Azimuth relative to 
Cadastre using Aust. Map Grid Coord system 

• Chainages expressed to three decimal places 
eg 0.001 m 

• Grades 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Pipe grades must be shown 
significant figures eg 2 

Surface Levels, 
Accesses, 
Services, 
Larger Trees, 
Guard Rails, 
Retaining Walls, 
Combined 

Location of existing & 

Existing and proposed contours. 

Existing & Proposed easements. 

Stage boundaries. 

Concrete footpaths. 

Concrete bikeways. 

Vehicular crossings. 

Yes No 
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PLAN SCRUTINY- STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Cut-off drains. 

Location of stormwater and roofwater lines 
(including size), manholes, gullies, outlets, inlets, 
roofwater inspection pits, etc. 

Side drains shown to both sides of ali roads. 

Location of ilood regulation lines. 

Position of waterway eg. centre line & top of bank. 

Extent of overland flow path include X-sect details 

Roofwater kerb adaptors in the kerb & channel. 

Surface Drainage provisions: 
" Swales, bunds, etc. provided as required, 
.. Field inlets provided for overland flow, 
" Stubs provided for future development of 

upstream properties. 

Distance between 

Grade of pipes. 

Pipe capacrty. 

All pipe sizes. 

Diameter of pipes. 

Manhole diameters. 

Invert levels of inlets/outlets. Details must be 
extended to include the free outlet or creek bed. 

Gully numbers. 

Depth to invert at manholes. 

Datum. 

Yes No 
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PLAN SCRUTINY - STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Type of gully and size of lintel. 

Service crossings. 

Trench construction method indicated on plan 
eg. Excavator wheel load, Wacker Packer, etc. 

Hydraulic grade line is greater than 300mm from 
surface levels of manholes. 

Pipeline is shown in relation to other services. 

Downstream pipes are not less than upstream 
pipes. 

Pipe velocities (minimum of 0 9m/sec, but do not 
exceed a maximum 8m/sec). 

The maximum depth of a manhole is not greater 
than 4m. 

Inverts of outlets are in accordance with QUDM, 
Sections 7.07 & 7.08. 

Assumed tailwater levels for design calculations 
are in accordance with QUDM, Chapter 7 and 
shown on plans . 

• 
• 
• 
Easements shown for 
greater. 

Roofwater connection 
property boundary. 

Kerb adaptors shown 

Provision made for 
upstream properties. 
Easement taken out in 

Affect on neighbouring rties examined 
• no pending on neighbouring properties 
• roofwater discharge points of properties adjacent 
to creek corridors/parks drained to underground 
system. 

Yes No 
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PLAN SCRUTINY " STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

A structural certificate may not be required if 
details are shown on drawing & approved by 
RPEQ. Otherwise structural certificate attached? 

Manhole/chamber size indicated. 

Identification numbered. 

Location chainage shown. 

Manholes located in road pavement 

Connecting pipes shown. 

· Head losses minimised. 

Minimum distance between outside walls of pipes 
is greater than 150mm in manholes. 

Type of grate-

Sags drained by gully .. 

Lintel sizes satisfacto 

Position in relation to 
boundary, flow direction, flow 

Ou~et geometry & location does not adversely 
impact on the downstream creek or adjoining 
properties. 

Outlet treatment complies with Council's 

Yes No 

Environmental Best ment Practices. 
-~----·+·-···--+----+------------------------------------~ 

There are no drowned outlets. 
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PLAN SCRUTINY - STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

Tabulation of catchment areas, slopes, runoff 
coefficient, design discharges, etc. 

Layout with gully catchments. 

Full drainage catchment shown including external 
with contours extending beyond the limits of the 
site. 

Existing and proposed contours. 

Calculations conform to QUDM and BCC 
supplement. 

Refer template outlined in Supplement to QUDM, 
Chapter 6 of Part B of the S&DG. 

Calculations prepared on standard BCC 
spreadsheet. 

Design conforms to flood study. 
~~~----------~~--~-

Design allows for present and future development. 

Legal point of discharge attached (Includes 
approval from relevant Gov. Departments). 

Existing drainage 
and levels, especially 
point. 

Overland flow paths 
than in road reserves 
drawings. 

Easements foroverlan 
on drawings which con 
properties. 

adequate and shown 
ue on adjacent 

Adjacent properties are immune from overland 
flow (caters for overland flow). 

Velocity times depth ratio less than 0.6. 

COMMENTS 
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PLAN SCRUTINY - STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 
!---~-"--~~~"" ________ "_" 

DESCRIPTION 

Top & toe of batters indicated. 

Cross-sections provided. 

Longitudinal section provided. 

Design levels provided. 

Existing surface levels either by contours or spot 
levels, on the subject site and on the adjoining 
properties or road reserves. 

Proposed spot levels and contours. 

Proposed development and habitable floor levels. 

Maintenance and/or safety berms. 

Permission to undertake works within creek 
corridor approved by the Ecological Officer. 

Surface flow treatment approved by Ecologist. 

Landscaping plans submitted to the Landscape 
Architect 

Landscaping correlates to the 
"n" value in hydraulic 

Plans show existing a 
lines, and any ass 
compensatory 

ramps 

Detailed Hydraulic 
Engineer, Major P 

The outlet treatment 
Ecologist & head-walls 
by barrier. 

Plans show all inform 
Appendix of "Guidel 
and Minimum Fill Level 

Dedicated watercourse DPI approved 

Approval from government agencies for discharge 
into tidal waterways attached 

Approval from government agency for removal of 
mangroves attached with application. 

COMPLETE 
COMMENTS 
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PLAN SCRUTINY - STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION 

Design capacity and calculations provided. 

Maintenance requirements met 

Structural certification attached 

• Detailed design plans & hydraulic report 
submitted for (or previously) approved, 

• Satisfies hydraulic requirements. 
• Approval obtained from Ecological Officer, 

Inlets/outlets functional, aoctno:nr'<"' 
safe. 

Spillway detailed. 

Full structural details. 

Structural certification provided, 

Layout culvert/bridge conforms to approved 
hydraulic model and requirements of the Senior 
Engineer, Major Projects, Hydraulics 

Handrails/guardrails meet Council requirements. 

COMMENTS 
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I 

PLAN SCRUTINY - STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 
--------1 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Vertical face kerb over culverts shown. 

Footpath widths a minimum of 4.25m. 

Future bikeway requirements provided 

Scour protection. 

LAS I CARS has authorised the structure and 
associated works to be constructed. 

State Government Department of Environment 
and Heritage under Section 86 has approved work 
below high water mark. 

DERM, under Sections 70 and 71 and Section 38 
of the Water Resources Act, 1989 have approved 
works in non-tidal waterways and removal of 
mangroves under the Fisheries Act 

Notification that downstream property owners will 
not allow discharges has been provided. 

Pump Storage prov[ded. 

Yes No 
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City Planning & Sustainabi!ity 
Development Assessment 

Plan Scrutiny Prompt Sheet (Page 1 of 9 Pages) 

FILE REFERENCE No's: 

ENGINEERING ASSESSING OFFICER 

NAME: 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

DRA 'VINGS NUMBERED: 

DATE: 

DATEAM: 

PLAN SCRUTINY M STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Developme 

DESCRIPTION 

Invoice showing correct assessing fees paid. 

All relevant drawings furnished & "Acceptance 
Sheet" provided by the consultant 

Plans assessed against all town-pia 
conditions. 

Copies of Engineering 

.. Major Subdiv.- 2 
Smaller Developm 

The leading drawing 
contain the following i 

9 Title Block 
" Client's Name 
a Consultant's Name 
• Site address (as 
.. Estate Name I 
• Council File 

• Operational work 
e North Point 
• Scales 
• Datum Level (PSM) to AHD 
• Quality for Reproduction (beware of dark 

shading- hidden details does not copy well). 

Plans signed and checked by RPEQ together 
with RPEQ number and date shown in title block 

Locality Plan Shown. 
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PLAN SCRUTINY ~ STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Drawings index, including plans for other stages if 
applicable. 

Full plans legend to be provided. 

Plan amendment number I details shown. 

Asset register, refer to Part D, section 2.11 of 
S&DG. 

Yes No 

Notes provided accordingly. 
------------------------+----+----+-------------------------------~ 

Dimensioning: 

• Units in metric 
·all roadworks plans in metres 
·smaller detail plans in mm. 

• Levels must be shown as AHD 
• reduced levels of benchmarks & ref. pegs to 
be to three decimal places eg 0.001 m 
• reduced levels of sw drainage to be to three 
decimal places eg 0.001 m. 

• Position coordinates 
Must be tied to RP Azimuth relative to 
Cadastre using Aust. Map Grid Coord system 

• Chain ages expressed to three decimal places 
eg 0.001 m 

• Grades 

• .. 
.. 
• 
.. 
• 
• 

Pipe grades must be shown 
significant figures eg 

Surface Levels, 
Accesses, 
Services, 
Larger Trees, 
Guard Rails, 
Retaining Walls, 
Combined Service 

Allotment boundaries 

Location of existing & 

Existing and proposed contours. 

Existing & Proposed easements. 

Stage boundaries. 

Concrete footpaths. 

Concrete bikeways. 

Vehicular crossings. 
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PLAN SCRUTINY • STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Cut-off drains. 

Location of stormwater and roofwater lines 
(including size), manholes, gullies, outlets, inlets, 
roofwater inspection pits, etc. 

Side drains shown to both sides of all roads. 

Location of flood regulation lines. 

Position of waterway eg. centre line & top of bank. 

Extent of overland flow path include X-sect details 

Roofv.rater kerb adaptors in the kerb & channel. 

Surface Drainage provisions: 
" Swales, bunds, etc. provided as required, 
.. Field inlets provided for overland flow, 
,. Stubs provided for future development of 

upstream properties. 

Distance between 

Grade of pipes. 

Pipe capacity. 

All pipe sizes. 

Diameter of pipes. 

Design storm freque 

Manhole diameters. 

Invert levels of inlets/outlets. Details must be 
extended to include the free outlet or creek bed. 

Gully numbers. 

Depth to invert at manholes. 

Datum. 

Yes No 
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PLAN SCRUTINY - STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Type of gully and size of lintel. 

Service crossings. 

Trench construction method indicated on plan 
eg. Excavator wheel load, Wacker Packer, etc. 

Hydraulic grade line is greater than 300mm from 
surface levels of manholes. 

Pipeline is shown in relation to other services. 

Downstream pipes are not less than upstream 
pipes. 

Pipe velocities (minimum of 0 9m/sec, but do not 
exceed a maximum 8m/sec). 

The maximum depth of a manhole is not greater 
than 4m. 

Inverts of outlets are in accordance with QUDM, 
Sections 7.07 & 7.08. 

Assumed tailwater levels for design calculations 
are in accordance with QUDM, Chapter 7 and 
shown on plans. 

Roofwater pipe sizes 
• 1-3 lots is a 150nu 
• 4-6 lots is a 225 
• 
Easements shown for 
greater. 

Roofwater connection 
property boundary. 

Kerb adaptors shown 

Provision made for 
upstream properties. 
Easement taken out in 

Affect on neighbouring examined 
• no pending on neighbouring properties 
• roofwater discharge points of properties adjacent 
to creek corridors/parks drained to underground 
system. 

Yes No 
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PLAN SCRUTINY ~ STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

A structural certificate may not be required if 
details are shown on drawing & approved by 
RPEQ. Otherwise structural certificate attached? 

Manhole/chamber size indicated. 

Identification numbered. 

Location chainage shown. 

Manho!es located in road pavement. 

Connecting pipes shown. 

Head losses minimised. 

Minimum distance between outside walls of pipes 
is greater than 150mm in manholes. 

Type of grate- galva 

Sags drained by gully. 

Lintel sizes 

Position in relation to , property 
boundary, flow direction, flow velocity, etc., 

Outlet geometry & location does not adversely 
impact on the downstream creek or adjoining 
properties. 

Outlet treatment complies with Council's 
Environmental Best Man ent Practices. 

There are no drowned outfets. 

COMPLETE 
COMMENTS 
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PLAN SCRUTINY - STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

Tabulation of catchment areas, slopes, runoff 
coefficient design discharges, etc. 

Layout with gully catchments. 

Full drainage catchment shown including external 
with contours extending beyond the limits of the 
site. 

Existing and proposed contours. 

Calculations conform to QUDM and BCC 
supplement. 

Refer template outlined in Supplement to QUDM, 
Chapter 6 of Part B of the S&DG. 

Calculations prepared on standard BCC 
spreadsheet. 

Design conforms to flood study. 

Design allows for present and future development. 

Legal point of discharge attached (Includes 
approval from relevant Gov. Departments). 

Existing surface levels, 
levels, on the subject 
properties or road res 

Finished surface level 

Proposed habitable fl 

Existing drainage 
and levels, especially 
point. 

Overland flow paths 
than in road reserves 
drawings. 

Easements for overlan adequate and shown 
on drawings which con nue on adjacent 
properties. 

Adjacent properties are immune from overland 
flow (caters for overland flow). 

Velocity times depth ratio less than 0.6. 

COMPLETE 
COMMENTS 
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PLAN SCRUTINY q STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 
----------------~ 

DESCRIPTION 

Top & toe of batters indicated. 

Cross~sections provided. 

Longitudinal section provided. 

Design levels provided. 

Existing surface levels either by contours or spot 
levels, on the subject site and on the adjoining 
properties or road reserves. 

Proposed spot levels and contours. 

Proposed development and habitable floor levels. 

Maintenance and/or safety berms. 

Permission to undertake works within creek 
corridor approved by the Ecological Officer. 

Surface flow treatment approved by Ecologist. 

Landscaping plans submitted to the Landscape 
Architect. 

Landscaping correlates to the 
"n" value in hydraulic ca 

Plans show existing an 
lines, and any a 
compensatory e 

Plans show all 
Appendix of "G "'"''""n"" 
and Minimum Fill Level As:ses,sm 

Dedicated water course DPI approved 

Approval from government agencies for discharge 
into tidal waterways attached 

Approval from government agency for removal of 
mangroves attached with application. 

COMPLETE 
COMMENTS 
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PLAN SCRUTINY- STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development-Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

Design capacity and calculations provided. 

Maintenance requirements met 

Structural certification attached 

Fencing material shown as heavy duty, 
ised & r coated 

• 
• 

Batters landscape pi 

Basin is to be turfed. 

Flood depth indicator 

Full structural details. 

Structural certification provided, 

Layout culvertlbridge conforms to approved 
hydraulic model and requirements of the Senior 
Engineer, Major Projects, Hydraulics 

Handrails/guardrails meet Coundl requirements. 

COMPLETE 
COMMENTS 
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PLAN SCRUTINY ~ STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

Reference: Chapter 2, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Yes No 

Vertical face kerb over culverts shown. 
--·-··-·--·--+----+----+------------------------------------~ 

Footpath widths a minimum of 425m. 

, Future bikeway requirements provided 

Scour protection. 

LAS I CARS has authorised the structure and 
associated works to be constructed. 

State Government Department of Environment 
and Heritage under Section 86 has approved work 
below high water mark. 

DERM, under Sections 70 and 71 and Section 38 
of the Water Resources Act, 1 989 have approved 
works in non-tidal waterways and removal of 
mangroves under the Fisheries Act. 

Notification that downstream property owners will 
not allow discharges has been provided. 

Pump Storage provided. 
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3.3.8 Build Over/Near Stormwater Checklist 
I Application Number: I I Engineering Officer: 
~--------------------~ 

Property Details · _ · · · - · - - - - - - -. · - > . .. . · .. · : · 
~ ~' < ' ' ' • ' - ~ '- ' • • • ' r ~ l , ~ , , ~ " 

Address 

Real Property Description 

'-I _Lo_t_N_u_m_b_e_r(_s_): _________ __,j j Plan Number(s}: 

Owner(s) Name 

Name 

Postal Address 

Telephone Number Email Address Fax Number 

·check'Eist · ·-. · , · · - · ·. · · · ·. ·: - · · · ... · ·. · 
. - -~ ' - ~ ., ~ ' ' . , . . - ' ' 

Tick Date Comments 
Set of Plans ................................ D .-------. 
Title Search ................................. D 
Survey Plans .............................. D 
Easement Schedules ................... D 
Pre Construction CCTV Survey ..... D 
Post Construction CCTV Survey ... . 

Application Fee ........................... D 

Tick Date Tick Date 

lnformatic>n Request D ,---------. Refusal D .--1 ----, 

D '---------' D '----1 _ ___. 

Withdrawal/ Refund · 
~ • ' ~ ,, • • <A 
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3.3.8 Build Over/Near Stormwater Checklist 
I Application Number: I Engineering Officer: 

Propert¥ Det~ils~ · : .... ·, . :. ·: ~ .. . .·: .. · · · · ... , · ... ·: ·. ·~ ··· . . "." ~:'_:·~ -~· ~ .. ~ · .. 
' ' >. ~ ' ~ ~ • • - - ~ • ' ' • ~-~ ' ' '" • • • 

Address 

Real Property Description 

I Lot Number(s): J Plan Number(s): 

Owner(s) Name 

Name 

Postal Address 

Telephone Number Email Address Fax Number 

Tick Date Comments 
Set of Plans ................................ D .-------.., 
Title Search ................................. D 
Survey Plans .............................. D 
Easement Schedules ................... D 
Pre Construction CCTV Survey ..... 0 
Post Construction CCTV Survey .... D 
Application Fee ........................... D 

Tick Date Tick Date 

Information Request D 1.-------, D lr--------. 
D IL______...j D ~.-I _ __. 

. Approv.a_l. . 
,, • > '' < ' " ;, ' ~ 

Withdrawal I Refund 
', ' .. - ' ' ' ' _,. . 
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3.3.8 Build Over/Near Stormwater Checklist 
I Application Number: I I Engineering Officer: =:J 

Address 

Real Property Description 

~~ _Lo_t_N_u_m_b_e_r(_s_): __________________ ~ ~~ _P_Ia_n_N_u_m_b_e_r(s_)_: __________________ ~ 

Owner(s) Name 

Name 

Postal Address 

Telephone Number Email Address Fax Number 

Tick Date Comments 
Set of Plans ................................ D ..---------, 
Title search ................................. D 
Survey Plans .............................. D 
Easement Schedules ................... D 
Pre Construction CCTV Survey ..... D 
Post Construction CCTV Survey .... D 
Application Fee ........................... D 

Tick Date Tick Date 

D .._I _ ___, 

Information Request ·Refusal · 
. - . . 

D r--1 ----. 

D I.___ _ ___) · Approval . · 
> ,'• ~ ' ·: ' - ' D .___I _--..J 

Withdrawal/ ~efu~d · 
' ' --- •·.:: -. ' ' 
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Development Assessment 
Earthworks - Filling and or Excavation Assessment Checklist 

ite Characteristics: 
Surface Levels (including adjoining sites) 
Access, 
Services, 
Vegetation, 
Existi Structures 
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surface levels. Check for 
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Development Assessment 
Earthworks - Filling and or Excavation Assessment Checklist 

Site Characteristics: 
Surface Levels (including adjoining sites) 
Access, 
Services, 
Vegetation, 
Exi Structures 
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surface levels. Check for 
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Development Assessment 
Earthworks - Filling and or Excavation Assessment Checklist 

Site Characteristics: 
Surface Levels (including adjoining sites) 
Access, 
Services, 
Vegetation, 
Existi Structures 
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AJ?TER HOURS 'VORK (NOISE) ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 

D Site Address: 

D New Permit D Existing Permit D Modification 

Provide details: 

D Date of activity: From: To: 

D No of Days for the proposed work: 

D Hours of Operation: From: To: 

D Will proposed activities comply with WH&S Act 1995 regarding Noise Levels on 
development sites. 

DA Officer's Comment: 

D Sunounding premises in use and distance :from the development site. 

Provide details of the businesses that may be trading/operating during the period of 

activity. 

1 
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DA Officer's Comment: 

0 Outline method of communication with the occupants of neighbouring premises. 

DA Officer's Comment: 

D Outline provision for monitoring noise during the construction activities using 

noise monitoring device. 

2 
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DA Officer's Comment: 

D Has community advice occurred with the potential affected occupants of the nearby 

premises? 

DYes 

DNo 

D Justif1cation for working out of hours 

DA Officer's Comment: 

............ o- ......... + • ~ ..................... ~ ~ .................. 0 ................. ~ ........... 0 0 •• 0 •••• 0 • 0 ••• 

3 
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D Description of works to be undertaken 

D What Plant & Equipment is to be used? 

0 What measures are intended to be used to mitigate noise levels? 

DA Officer's Comment: 

0 Who is the on-site contact person and their contact number (information will be 

given to Council's Call Centre)? 

Name: ............................................................................... . 

1'itle: ................................................................................ .. 

Telephone Number: ......................... . 

Na1ne: ............................................................................... . 

Job Title ............................................. . 

Telephone Number: ................. .. 

4 



D Public Notification: 

D Potential for noise complaint? 

0 Yes 

ONo 

If yes, provide details of noise control measures the contractor/developer will 
implement. 

Have the Ward Councillor - Central, the residents and businesses within at least 
1OOm radius (measured from the centre of the activity) have been notified of after
hours work through Unit Residents, Body Corporate/Building Manager. Provide a 
map and list showing the contact details of all buildings notified within 100 metre 
radius ofthe site. 

DYes 

ONo 

0 Residents/Businesses advised minimum 5 days prior to commencement of 
works. Provide a statutory declaration confirming advice has been conducted. 

0 'Vard Councillor Central advised within 72 hours prior to the 
commencement of works (central. ward@ecn.net.au) 

0 Activities: 0 Building Demolition 

0 Site Excavation 

0 Rock Excavation 

0 Concrete Breaking 

0 General Building work at 

0 Concrete Pours 

0 Pile Driving 

0 Crane Operation 

0 Combination Motor Equipment 

0 Manual Power Tools 

0 Loading and unloading 

0 Reversing ofvehicles 

0 Two way radios 

0 Erection/Dismantling of cranes 

5 
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D Mobile Crane Lifting 

D Nuisance flood lighting? 

DOn the road 

D On the building 

0 Nuisance dust? 

DYes 

DNo 

D Have lane closure or footpath closure permits been obtained? 

0 Yes: Attach permits from DA Central or T &T 

ONo 

DIs it a declared road? 

D Y cs: MRD Permit obtained- Attach details 

DNo 

D Are noise levels proposed to be monitored? 

DYes 

DNo 

INTERNAL USE 

BCC ASSESSMENT 

ASSESSMENT MANAGERS:-

Transport & Traffic: Name: ................................ . 

Signature: ............................. Date: 

DA Central: Name: ................................. . 

Signature: ............................ Date: 

Pollution Officer: Name: .................................. . 

Signature: ........................... Date: 

Recommendation: ............................................................................. . 

6 
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DA: 

T&T: 

D Approved 

D Refused 

MANAGEMENT APPROVAL 

Name: N ev Craze 

Signature: ........................... Date: 

Title .................................. . 

Nrune: ............................... . 

Signature: ........................... Date: 

Title: ................................ . 
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AFTER HOURS WORK (NOISE) ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 

D Site Address: 

D New Pennit D Existing Permit D Modification 

Provide details: 

D Date of activity: From: To: 

D No of Days for the proposed work: 

D Hours of Operation: From: To: 

D Will proposed activities comply with WH&S Act 1995 regarding Noise Levels on 
development sites. 

DA Officer's Comment: 

•••••••••••• ~ ••••• ~ .................... + ••• ' ••• ~ •• ,· .......................................... - ••• - ....... .. 

.. .: ...................................................................................................... . 

D Surrounding premises in use and distance from the development site. 

Provide details of the businesses that may be trading/operating during the period of 

activity. 

1 
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DA Officer's Comment: 

0 Outline method of communication with the occupants of neighbouring premises. 

DA Officer's Comment: 

0 Outline provision for monitoring noise during the construction activities using 

noise monitoring device. 

2 
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DA Officer's Comment: 

D Has community advice occmred with the potential affected occupants of the nearby 

premises? 

DYes 

DNo 

D Justification for working out of hours 

DA Officer's Comment: 

3 
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D Description of works to be undertaken 

D What Plant & Equipment is to be used? 

D What measures are intended to be used to mitigate noise levels? 

DA Officer's Comment: 

D Who is the on-site contact person and their contact number (information will be 

given to Council's Call Centre)? 

Name: ............................................................................... . 

Title: ................................................................................. . 

Telephone Number: ......................... . 

Name: ................... · ............................................................ . 

Job Title ............................................. . 

Telephone Number: .................. . 

4 
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0 Public Notification: 

0 Potential for noise complaint? 

0 Yes 

DNo 

If yes, provide details of noise control measures the contractor/developer will 
implement. 

Have the Ward Councillor- Central, the residents and businesses within at least 
1OOm radius (measured from the centre of the activity) have been notified of after
hours work through Unit Residents, Body Corporate/Building Manager. Provide a 
map and list showing the contact details of all buildings notified within 100 metre 
radius of the site. 

DYes 

DNo 

0 Residents/Businesses advised minimum 5 days prior to commencement of 
works. Provide a statutory declaration confirming advice has been conducted. 

D Ward Councillor - Central advised within 72 hours prior to the 
commencement of works (central.ward@ecn.net.au) 

0 Activities: 0 Building Demolition 

0 Site Excavation 

0 Rock Excavation 

D Concrete Breaking 

0 General Building work at 

D Concrete Pours 

0 Pile Driving 

0 Crane Operation 

0 Combination Motor Equipment 

D Manual Power Tools 

D Loading and unloading 

0 Reversing ofvehicles 

0 Two way radios 

D Erection/Dismantling of cranes 

5 
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0 Mobile Crane Lifting 

D Nuisance flood lighting? 

DOn the road 

0 On the building 

D Nuisance dust? 

DYes 

ONo 

0 Have lane closure or footpath closure permits been obtained? 

0 Yes: Attach permits from DA Central or T &T 

DNo 

0 Is it a declared road? 

D Yes: MRD Permit obtained- Attach details 

DNo 

0 Are noise levels proposed to be monitored? 

DYes 

DNo 

INTERNAL USE 

BCC ASSESSMENT 

ASSESSMENT MANAGERS:

Transport & Traffic: 

DA Central: 

Pollution Officer: 

Name: ................................ . 

Signature: ............................. Date: 

Name: ................................. . 

Signature: ............................ Date: 

Name: .................................. . 

Signature: ........................... Date: 

Recommendation: ............................................................................. . 

6 
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DA: 

T&T: 

D Approved 

D Refused 

MANAGEMENT APPROVAL 

Name: Nev Craze 

Signature: ........................... Date: 

Title .................................. . 

Name: ............................... . 

Signature: ........................... Date: 

Title: ...................... : ......... . 
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AFTER HOURS WORK (NOISE) ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 

D Site Address: 

0 New Permit 0 Existing Permit 0 Modification 

Provide details: 

D Date of activity: From: To: 

D No of Days for the proposed work: 

D Hours of Operation: From: To: 

0 Will proposed activities comply with WH&S Act 1995 regarding Noise Levels on 
development sites. 

DA Officer's Comment: 

D Surrounding premises in use and distance from the development site. 

Provide details of the businesses that may be trading/operating during the period of 

activity. 

1 
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DA Officer's Comment: 

D Outline method of communication with the occupants of neighbouring premises. 

DA Officer's Comment: 

D Outline provision for monitoring noise during the construction activities using 

noise monitoring device. 

2 
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DA Officer's Conunent: 

•••• ; • ~ • ~ •••••• & ••••••••••••••• " •••••••••• :. ••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••• 4 •••••••• 0 •••• 

D Has community advice occurred with the potential affected occupants of the nearby 

premises? 

DYes 

DNo 

D Justification for working out of hours 

DA Officer's Comment: 

3 
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0 Description of works to be undertaken 

0 What Plant & Equipment is to be used? 

0 What measures are intended to be used to mitigate noise levels? 

... -.. -...... -...... -... -... ~ ~ ..... " ..... -................................................... ~ .............. . 
DA Officer's Comment: 

0 Who is the on-site contact person and their contact number (information will be 

given to Council's Call Centre)? 

Na1ne: ............................................................................... . 

Title: ................................................................................. . 

Telephone Number: ......................... . 

Name: ............................................................................... . 

Job Title ............................................ .. 

Telephone Number: ................. .. 

4 
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D Public Notification: 

D Potential for noise complaint? 

DYes 

DNo 

If yes, provide details of noise control measures the contractor/developer will 
implement. 

Have the \Vard Councillor- Central, the residents and businesses within at least 
lOOm radius (measured from the centre of the activity) have been notified of after
hours work through Unit Residents, Body Corporate/Building Manager. Provide a 
map and list showing the contact details of all buildings notified within 100 metre 
radius ofthe site. 

DYes 

DNo 

D Residents/Businesses advised minimum 5 days prior to commencement of 
works. Provide a statutory declaration confrrming advice has been conducted. 

D Ward Councillor - Central advised within 72 hours prior to the 
commencement of works (central. ward@ecn.net.au) 

D Activities: D Building Demolition 

D Site Excavation 

D Rock Excavation 

D Concrete Breaking 

D General Building work at 

D Concrete Pours 

D Pile Driving 

D Crane Operation 

D Combination Motor Equipment 

D Manual Power Tools 

D Loading and unloading 

D Reversing ofvehicles 

D Two way radios 

D Erection/Dismantling of cranes 

5 
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D Mobile Crane Lifting 

D Nuisance flood lighting? 

DOn the road 

D On the building 

0 Nuisance dust? 

DYes 

ONo 

D Have lane closure or footpath closure permits been obtained? 

D Yes: Attach permits from DA Central or T &T 

DNo 

D Is it a declared road? 

D Yes: MRD Permit obtained -Attach details 

DNo 

D Are noise levels proposed to be monitored? 

DYes 

DNo 

INTERNAL USE 

BCC ASSESSMENT 

ASSESSMENT MANAGERS:

Transport & Traffic: 

DA Central: 

Pollution Officer: 

Name: ................................ . 

Signature: ............................. Date: 

Na1ne: ................................. . 

Signature: ............................ Date: 

Name: .................................. . 

Signature: ........................... Date: 

Recommendation: ...................... ....................................................... . 

6 
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DA: 

T&T: 

0 Approved 

0 Refused 

MANAGEMENT APPROVAL 

Name: Nev Craze 

Signature: ........................... Date: 

Title .................................. . 

Name: .............................. .. 

Signature: ........................... Date: 

Title: ................................ . 
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Engineering Conditions Checklist~ Domestic 

M R Project Address: c 0 
u l Application Number: 

1 GENERAL Aditional Comments 
on-site erosion (Low Risk) 

On·sile erosion (High Risk) 

Submit Plan-Implement Approved Plan 

Construction Manaaement Program 

-Submit Plan-Implement Endorsed Program 

Fillfng and Excavation 

- Submn Plan-Implement Endorsed Plan 

Filling and Excavation (Minor) 

Services for reconflguration 

Retaining walls 

Dedicate as road 

Granting easements 

Provide certified site survery levels 

Remove improvemnts & obstructlons from Truncation 

Access Grade Manoeuvring Carparks Signs 

SiQ n & line Markings ·Int. dev"mt or ext estate 

- Submit As-Constructed plans 

2 VEHICLE ACCESS 
Provide temporart vehicular access 
-Close temporary vehicle access 

Access to have Pavement min. Type A std 

Provide Permanent Vehicle Crossover 

Remove redundant crossing 

3 ROADWORKS *If Traffic Report is Submited Assessment fee is to be Paid. 
External Roadworks & Associated Works 

-Submit Functional Lavout Plans 

- Submit Plans- Implement Endo,;;ed Plans 

-Submit as Constrocted Plans 

Signs & Line Markings- (External) 

·Submit Plans - Implement Endorsed Plans 

-Submit as Constructed Plans 

Internal (New Estate) Road Works 

4 HYDRAULICS/FLOODING *If Hydraulic Report is Submited Assessment fee is to be Paid. 
Min. Habitable Flood Levels 

Waterway Corridor 

Stormwaler· Hydraulic report· 

Flooding • Q50 and 0100 

-Freeboard 

-Submit Plans- Implement Endorsed Plans 

-Submit as Constructed Plans 

BCC.175.0116 



5 STORMWATER Aditional Comments 
Build over near Stonnwater 

Lawful point of discharge 

On Site Draina!le- Minor 

Remove redundant drainage outlet 

upstream stormwater drainage connections 

- Submit Plans - Implement Endorsed Plans 

• Submit as Constructed Plans 

Stormwater Discharge- No adverse Impacts 

- Submit Plans -implement Endorsed Plans 

-Submit as Constructed Plans 

On Site Drainage 

Submit Plans- Implement Endorsed Plans 

-Submit as Constructed Plans 

Pondlng of stormwater 

Roofwater lreatment-Watertank -House 

6 REFUSE REQUIREMENTS 
Refuse & Recycle Bins- On Site Collection (bulk) 

Refuse & Recycle Bibs· Kerb Side Collection 

Screened Bin Corral 

Individual General Refuse Bin 

Bin Collection Pad 

7 OTHERWORKS 
Construct Bike path 

Submit Functional Layout Plans 

- Submit Plans - Implement Endorsed Plan 

·Submit as Constructed Plans 

Construct Footpath 

- Submit as Constructed Plans 

Construct Footpath- Particular treatment 

-Submit Plans - Implement Endorsed PI an 

- Submit as Constructed Plans 

Construct Public Boardwalk 

-Submit Plans - Implement Approved Plan 

- Submit as Constructed Plans 

Remove Footpath 

Repair Damago «> Kerb, Footpath or Road 

8 UTILITIES 
Public lighting- agreeement with supplier 

-Agreement with Supplier 

Te!.ecommunlcation 

ElectricitY (Underground supply area) 

-Lodge Plans- Agreement with Supplier 

Electricity (Overhead supply area) 

-Agreement with Supplier 

Service conduits & mains 

-As constructed Plans 
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Engineering Conditions Checklist - Domestic 

M R Project Address: c 0 
u L Application Number: 

1 GENERAL Aditional Comments 
On-site erosion (Low Risk) 

On-site erosion (Hfgh Risk) 

-Submit Plan- Implement Approved Plan 

Construction Management Program 

-Submit P!an- Implement Endorsed Program 

Filling and Excavation 

- Subm~ PI an-Implement Endorsed Plan 

Filling and Excavation (Minor) 

SeNices for reconfiguration 

Retaining walls 

Dedicate as road 

Granting easements 

Provide certified site survery levels 

Remove lmprove-mnts & obstructions from Truncation 

Access Grade Manoeuvring Carparks Signs 

Sign & Line Markings· lnt dev'mt or ext estate 

·Submit As-Constructed plans 

2 VEHICLE ACCESS 
Provide temporart vehicular access 

- aose temporary vehicle access 

Access to have Pavement min. Type A std 

Provide Penn anent Vehicle Crossover 

Remove redundant crossing 

3 ROADWORKS 'If Traffic Report is Submited Assessment fee Is to be Paid. 
External Roadworks & Assocfated Works 

-Submit Functional Layout Plans 

-Submit Plans - Implement Endorsed Plans 

- SubmIt as Constructed Plans 

Signs & Line Markings- [External) 

-Submit Plans -Implement Endorsed Plans 

-Submit as Constructed Plans 

Internal (New Estate) Road Works 

4 HYDRAULICS/FLOODING 'If Hydraulic Report is Submited Assessment f&e is to be Paid. 
Min. Hahltable Flood Levels 

Waterway Corridor 

Stormwater- Hydraulic report· 

Flooding- Q50 and 0100 

-Freeboard 

-Submit Plans- Implement Endorsed Plans 

• Subm~ as Constructed Plans 
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5 STORMWATER Aditional Comments 
Build over near Stonnwater 

Lawful point of discharge 

On Site Drainage- Minor 

Ramov& redundant drainage outfe.t 

Upstream stonnwater drainage connee-tions 

-Submit Plans -Implement Endorsed Plans 

-Submit as Constructed Plans 

Stormwater Discharge- No adverse Impacts 

-Submit Plans -lmplemect Endorsed Plans 

-Submit as Constructed Plans 

On Site Drainage 

-Submit Plans -Implement Endorsed Plans 

-Submit as Constructed Plans 

Ponding of stormwater 

Roofwater lreatment-Watertank -House 

6 REFUSE REQUIREMENTS 
Refuse & Recycle Bins- On SHe Collection (bulk) 

Refuse & Recycle Bibs- Kerb Side Collection 

Screened Bin Corral 

Individual General Refuse Bin 

Bin Collection Pad 

7 OTHERWORKS 
Construct Bike path 

- Submrt Functional layout Plans 

-Submit Plans - Implement Endorsed Plan 

- Submrt as Constructed Plans 

Construct Footpath 

- SubmH as Constructed Plans 

Construct Footpath- Particular treatment 

- SubmH Plans- Implement Endorsed Plan 

-Submit as Constructed Plans 

Construct Public Boardwalk 

- SubmH Plans -Implement Approved Plan 

- SubmH as Constructed Plans 

Remove Footpath 

Repair Damage to Kerb, Footpath or Road 

8 UTILITIES 
Public lighting- agreeement with supplier 

-Agreement with Supplier 

= Telecommunication 

Electricity (Underground supply area) 

-lodye Plans -Agreement with Supplier 

Electricity (Overhead supply area) 

- ArJreement with Supplier 

Service conduits & mains 

-As constructed Plans 
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Engineering Conditions Checklist. Domestic 

M R Project Address: 
c 0 
u L Application Number: 

1 GENERAL Ad/tiona/ Comments 

On-site erosion (Low Risk) 

On-site erosion {High Risk) 

-Submit Plan-Implement Approved Plan 

Construction Management Program 

-Submit Plan- Implement Endorsed Program 

Filling and Excavation 

- Submft Plan- Implement Endorsed Plan 

Filling and Excavation (Mioor) 

Services for reconfiguraiion 

Retaining walls 

Dedicate as road 

Grantillg __ easements 

Provide certified site survery levels 

Remove imp,rovemnts & obstructions from Truncation 

Access Grade Manoeuvring Carparks Signs 

Sinn & Line MarkinQs ·Int. dev'mt or ext estate 

-Submit As-Constructed plans 

2 VEHICLE ACCESS 
Provide temporart vehicular access 

- aose temporary vehicle access 

Access to have Pavement min, Jype A std 

Provide Permanent Vehicle Crossover 

Remove redundant crossing 

3 ROADWORKS *If T raffle Report is Submited Assessment fee is to be Paid. 

External Roadworks & Associated Works 

-Submit Functional Layout Plans 

-Submit Plans -Implement Endorsed Plans 

-Submit as Ccnstructed Plans 

Signs & Line Markings- (External) 

- Submit Plans - Implement Endorsed PI ans 

~Submit as Constructed Plans 

Internal (New Estate) Road Works 

4 HYDRAULICS/FLOODING *If Hydraulic Report is Submlted Assessment fee Is to be Paid. 

Min. Habitable Flood Levels 

Waterway Corridor 

Stormwater- Hydraulic report-

Flooding. aso and 0100 

-Freeboard 

-Submit Plans- Implement Endorsed Plans 

-Submit as Ccnstructed Plans 
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5 STORMWATER Aditionaf Comments 

BuUcf over near Stormwafer 

Lawful point of discharge 

On Site DrainaRe· Minor 

Remove redundant drainage outlet 

Upstream stonnwater drainage connections 

-Submit Plans· Implement Endorsed Plans 

- Subm~ as Constructed Plans 

Stormwater Discharge· No adverse Impacts 

- Submit Plans -Implement Endorsed Plans 

- Subm~ as Constructed Plans 

Dn Site Drainage 

- Submil Plans • Implement Endorsed Plans 

·Submit as Constructed Plans 

Pending of stormwater 

Roofwater treatmant-Watertank -House 

6 REFUSE REQUIREMENTS 
Refuse &. Recycle Bins· 0 n SHe Collection (bulk) 

Refuse &. Recycle Bibs· Kerb Side Collection 

Screened Bin Corral 

Individual General Refuse Bin 

Bin Collection Pad 

7 OTHERWORKS 

Construct Bike path 

-Submit Functional Layout Plans 

-Submit Plans - Implement Endorsed Plan 

-Submit as Constructed Plans 

Construct Footpath 

Submit as Constructed Plans 

Construct Footpath· Particular treatment 

- Submit Plans - Implement Endorsed Plan 

-Submit as Constructed Plans 

Construct Public Boardwalk 

-Submit Plans -Implement Approved Plan 

·Submit as Constructed Plans 

Remove Footpath 

Repair Damage to Kerb, Footpath or Road 

8 UTILITIES 
Public lighting· agreeement with supplier 

-Agreement with Supplier 

Telecommunication 

Electricity (Underground supply area) 

• lodge Plans ·Agreement with Supplier 

Electrlcity (Overhead supply area) 

·Agreement with Supplier 

Service conduits & mains 

~As constructed Plans 
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BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL 

CUSTOMER AND COMMUNITY SERVICES 

DEVELOPMENT AND REGULATORY SERVICES 

LICENSING AND COMPLIANCE TEAMS 

CHECKLIST- PREST ART MEETING 

DEVELOPMENT NAME: __________________ __ 

STAGE:-----------
ADDRESS: ________________________ __ 

FILE REFERENCE:-------

DATE OF INSPECTION: _______ _ 

INSPECTING OFFICER: ______ _ 

STAKEHOLDERS PRESENT 

NAME COMPANY POSITION MOBILE NO: 

BCC.175.0122 



ITEMS v COMMENTS 

GENERAL 

Audit fees 

Operational works approvals in place 
--

Areas to be cleared 

Location of Stockpiles 

Siltation control measures proposed 

Dust control measures proposed 

Noise control measures proposed 

Starting an finishing times 

Method of vegetation disposal 

Pit burning permit and location of pit 

Location of stockpiles 

Demolition and disposals of structures 

Permit issue required 

Maintenance periods 

All conditions of approval addressed 
in approved drawings. 

Haul routes for material export/import. 

Local residents informed of proposed 
start date. 

Parks and landscaping to be 
supervised by DCO's 

BCC.175.0123 



ROADWORKS 

Retaining walls proposed 
I-=---

Roadworks trench and alloment fill testing 
requirements. 
Footpath profile 

Bikeways 

Concrete strip footpath 

Pram ramps 

Traffic control devices 

Side drains 

Noise attenuation works 

STORMW ATER DRAINAGE 

Overland flow required 
Underground drainage pipe diametres and 
locations 
Manholes size and depths 

Gullies 

Field inlets 

Headwalls type location, and erosion control. 

Lawful point of discharge 

Culverts 

Roofwater drainage 

Retention basins 

Gross pollutant traps 

Pipe survey required 

Roofwater to be picked up from 
upstream properties. 

BCC.175.0124 



SEWERAGE RETICULATION I 

Sewerage reticulation testing I 
requirements 

External works 

Materials to be used 

Manhole type and locations 

Live connection works certificate required for 
on-maintenance 
House connections 

WATER RETICULATION 

Water reticulation testing 
requirements 

External works 
-

Materials to be used 

Chlorination test to pass prior to acceptance 
on-maintenance 

BCC.175.0125 



BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL 

CUSTOMER AND COMMUNITY SERVICES 

DEVELOPMENT AND REGULATORY SERVICES 

LICENSING AND COMPLIANCE TEAMS 

CHECKLIST- PREST ART MEETING 

DEVELOPMENT NAME: ____________________ __ 

STAGE: _________________ _ 

ADDRESS: ____________________________ __ 

FILE REFERENCE:-------

DATE OF INSPECTION:---------

INSPECTING OFFICER: --------

STAKEHOLDERS PRESENT 

NAME COMPANY POSITION MOBILE NO: 

I 
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I i 

ITEMS if COMMENTS 

GENERAL 

Audit fees 

Op~rational works approvals in place 

Areas to be cleared 

Location of Stockpiles 

Siltation control measures proposed 

Dust control measures proposed 

Noise control measures proposed 

Starting an finishing times 

Method of vegetation disposal 

Pit burning permit and location of pit 

Location of stockpiles 

Demolition and disposals of structures 

Permit issue required 

Maintenance periods 

All conditions of approval addressed 
in approved drawings. 

Haul routes for material export/import. 

Local residents informed of proposed 
start date. 

Parks and landscaping to be 
supervised by DCO's 
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ROADWORKS 

Retaining walls proposed 

Roadworks trench and alloment fill testing 
requirements. 
Footpath profile 

Bikeways 

Concrete strip footpath 

Pram ramps 

Traffic control devices 

Side drains 

Noise attenuation works 

STORMW ATER DRAINAGE 

Overland flow required 
Underground drainage pipe diametres and 

' locations 
Manholes size and depths 

Gullies 

Field inlets 

Headwalls type location, and erosion control. 

Lawful point of discharge 

Culverts 

Roofwater drainage 

Retention basins 

Gross pollutant traps 

Pipe survey required 

Roofwater to be picked up from 
upstream properties. 
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SEWERAGE RETICULATION 

Sewerage reticulation testing 
I 

requirements 

External works 
I 

Materials to be used 

Manhole type and locations 

Live connection works certificate required for 
on-maintenance 
House connections 

WATER RETICULATION 

Water reticulation testing 
requirements 

External works 

Materials to be used 

Chlorination test to pass prior to acceptance 
on-maintenance 

BCC.175.0129 



-

BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL 

CUSTOMER AND COMMUNITY SERVICES 

DEVELOPMENT AND REGULATORY SERVICES 

LICENSING AND COMPLIANCE TEAMS 

CHECKLIST- PREST ART MEETING 

DEVELOPMENT NAME:-----------

STAGE: ____________ __ 

ADDRESS: _______________ _ 

FILE REFERENCE: --------

DATE OF INSPECTION:--------

INSPECTING OFFICER:-------

STAKEHOLDERS PRESENT 

NAME COMPANY POSITiON 

-

MOtsiLE NO: 
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ITEMS J COM:MENTS 

GENERAL 

Audit fees 

Operational works approvals in place 

Areas to be cleared 

Location of Stockpiles 

Siltation control measures proposed 

Dust control measures proposed 

Noise control measures proposed 

Starting an finishing times 

Method of vegetation disposal 

Pit burning permit and location of pit 

Location of stockpiles 

Demolition and disposals of structures 

Permit issue required 

Maintenance periods 

All conditions of approval addressed 
in approved drawings. 

Haul routes for material export/import. 

Local residents informed of proposed 
start date. 

Parks and landscaping to be 
supervised by DCO's 
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ROADWORKS 

Retaining walls proposed 
--:::-------

Roadworks trench and alloment fill testing 
requirements. 
Footpath profile 

Bikeways 

Concrete strip footpath 

Pram ramps 

Traffic control devices 

Side drains 

Noise attenuation works 

STORMW ATER DRAINAGE 

Overland flow required 
Underground drainage pipe diametres and 
locations 
Manholes size and depths 

Gullies 

Field inlets 

Headwalls type location, and erosion control. 

Lawful point of discharge 

Culverts 

Roofwater drainage 

Retention basins 

Gross pollutant traps 

Pipe survey required 

I Roofwater to be picked up from 
upstream properties. 
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SEWERAGE RETICULATION 

Sewerage reticulation testing 
requirements 

Extemal works 

Materials to be used 

Manhole type and locations 

Live connection works certificate required for 
on-maintenance 
House connections 

WATER RETICULATION 

Water reticulation testing 
requirements 

Extemal works 

Materials to be used 

Chlorination test to pass prior to acceptance 
on-maintenance 
~-
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BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL 
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT BRANCH 
CITY PLANNING AND SUST AINABILITY 

ON MAINTENANCE INSPECTION CHECKLIST 
ROADWORKS&~DDRMNAGE 

DEVELOPMENTNAME: __________________ -=STAGE:-=--------------~ 

ADDRESS: FILE REFERENCE: 
DATE OF INSPECTION: INSPECTING OFFICER: -------

Description Work Passed 
Yes/No/NA 

Comments 

ROOFWATER RETICULATION 

Roofwater drainage system is 
constructed to plan. 
Outlets to kerb and channel are 
satisfactory, installed with full height 
kerb adaptor. 
Outlets other than to kerb satisfactory 
Each lot falling to the street has a full 
height kerb adaptor 
Roofwater system has been flow tested 
and is operating as designed. 

rrefab;icated lids are used on inspection 
pits. 

ENCLOSED STORVI:W ATER DRMNS 

Pipe layout is as per the plan or 
approved amendments with respect to 
pipe size, levels and locations. 
All pipeline joints and lifting plugholes 
are mortared, except for externally 
banded pipes (invert only) and rubber 
ringed joints. 
All pipework is free of debris, siltation , 
etc. 
Outlet/inlet structures are satisfactorily 
constructed and are protected from scour 
or siltation. 
Trenches: 

• No visual subsidence has occurred 

• All density tests are available and 
satisfactory. 

Closed circuit television camera (CCTV) # Culverts installed as per approved 

inspection to demonstrate that the pipes drains. 

do not sustain any premature cracking. 
Pipe connections to gully pits are not # Detention basins constructed and 

constructed to the comer of two walls landscaped as per approved drawings. 

such that the pipe capacity is reduced. 
All gully pits are constructed to the 
correct standards (including grate types, 
slots, backstones) 

ro;=ates are seated in frames without # Gross pollution traps installed as per 

movement. approved drawings 

All manhole roofs (aspros) are mortared 
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to the manhole walls. 
Manhole lids are seated in frames 
without movement. 

Field inlets installed as per approved 
drawings 
All manhole and gully pit pipe 
connections are mortared flush with the 

walls and that no pipe reinforcement is 
exposed. 
Manlwles are constructed to standards 
and are satisfactory ie absence of any 

foreign materials or voids. 

Step irons have been securely installed 
to provide easy access. 
Step irons have been installed in gullies 
and manholes> 1.35 m deep 

OPEN CUT CHANNELS 

Open channels are constructed to design 
profiles. 
Lining of charmel is to the required 
thickness and reinforcement, with 
appropriate weepholes. 

Low flow channel or pipe has been 
constructed satisfactorily. 

Unlined sections are stable and/or 
grass/turf has been established. 

Smooth transitions have been provided 

between new work and natural channels. 

Cut-off walls have been constructed to 

all concrete channel edges and outlet or 
inlet structures. 

MISCELLANEOUS DRAINAGE 

Appropriate overland flow paths are 
provided and clear of obstruction. 

Outlets have outfalls have been 
constructed to control discharge flow in 

accordance with the plans. 
Subsoil drainage discharges to gullies or-

c--· 

other approved point of discharge. 

Side drains have been checked 
hydraulically and found to operate 
satisfactorily. 

ROAD PAVEMENTS 

Plan layout and geometry of road system 

including traffic islands and speed 
control devices are design levels. 

Finished levels at crown and channel are 

at design levels. 
Cross falls are to the approved plan. __ 

AC surfacing is satisfactory inrespect of 

finish and thickness. 
Joints in the seal (especially where 
various development stages apply) are 

flush. l 
The sealed surface is free of blemishes, I 

including those caused by the base of I 
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backhoe legs. When caused by utility 
service providers, the damage must be 

repaired during the maint_enance period. 
Noareasofpondingaroun~d~is~la-n~d~s-o-r----r-----------1------------------------------~ 

adjacent manholes or channel. 
SEGMENTAL PAVERS 

All pavers are laid to the correct pattern 
to within allowable tolerance, 
compacted, and the joints filled. 
Bedding sand for paver's drain to 
subsoil drainage. 
Pavers adjacent to CKC, edge restraints 
etc are cut and laid as per the specified 
standards. 
W eedicide has been placed on the 
bedding sand. 

STENCil., PATTERN CONCRETE 

Level of concrete pavement joins neatly 
onto the AC surface and the CKC. 

Good coverage of colour hardener has 
been applied as per the specification. 

Two-coat protective sealers have been 
applied. 

CONCRETE KERB & CHANNEL (CKC) AND MEDIANS 

The correct types are used at all 
locations (including medians) in 
accordance with the specified standards. 

Ponding of storm water does not occur. 

Transitions and connections to existing 
construction are smooth and to a 
satisfactory standard of worlananship. 

Service markers are placed in kerb face. 
Conduits must be exposed for inspection 

purposes. 
Lip and back of kerb are flush with the 
roadway and footpath respectively. 

All channelisation works and medians 
have been satisfactorily completed. 

Infill treatment of medians has been 
inspected and found satisfactory. Any 
landscaping has been completed as per 

approved drawings. 
Backing strips are provided to median 
kerbs where required. 
Side drains are provided under medians. 

VERGES 

Profiles are as per plan 
Verges are topsoiled in accordance with 

the specified standards 
Verges are grass seeded and fertilised or 
turfed to the specified standards. 

All service fixtures (such as valves) are 
flush with the surrounding verge. 

Concrete footpaths are constructed to the 
specified standards. Note: Concrete 
footpaths can be bonded for the 
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construction at a later date. 

BIKEWAYS 
Location and width are as per the plan. 
Note: Bikeways can be bonded for the 
construction at a later date. 
Kerb ramps and crossings are 
constructed. 
Safety rails and signs are installed. 

FENCING AND FEATURES 
All fences other than approved entrances 
features are constructed within 
allotments. Survey pegs are visible. 
Specifically approved entrance features 
are constructed in accordance with the 
drawings. 
Entrance features and fences have 
satisfied Building Approval (if required). 
Sound attenuation fences are contained 
wholly within the allotments and 
constructed in accordance with the 
drawings. 

Toe of fill batters and top of cut batters 
are setback a minimum of0.3 m from 
boundary of the public space. 
Retaining walls are contained wholly 
within the allotments. 
Batter slopes are constructed in 
accordance with the approved drawings. 

Batter slopes stabilised against erosion 
Interim drainage is constructed in 
accordance with approved drawings. 

Landscaping is placed as per the 
approved landscaping plan. 
Irrigation system has been removed; or 
will be removed by (insert date) ... 
Establishment program is implemented. 

Implement the approved erosion and 
sediment control plan during 
construction phase. 
If required, implement water quality 
sampling and analysis. 
Other items. 

EARTHWORKS 

LANDSCAPING 

WATER QUALITY 

OTHER MISCELLANEOUS 

Signs of Pavement Marking for roads 
and bikeways are installed as per the 
approved drawings. 
Works have not resulted in problems on 
neighbouring properties. 
All new lots have been surveyed and 
found to be correct as per approved 
layout plan and engineering drawings. 

The quality control testing program has 

--
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been implemented. 

Works are constructed to within the 

specified tolerances. 
Other items. 

Poles. are stood and riuinbered with 

adhesive refleetive stickers 
Numbering should start with a_"3 ", 
(25mm higlu:nimer~l, 40mni squru;e 

background, adhesive back)1 ;Yhite 
reflective numerals Qn"a gn;en 
back_ground 
Followed by_a "W" on a and theria 

series. ofn,mnbers (25JWn hi@: huJPerM, 
40q1m square bit~kgr9iinci, aQ)jesive 
hack);_~~~~~ tl~~~l~.6n'\l ~!We 
~c:fl,e<:t~ye:.l:Ja~lq~~:ou)id.· M:.a~er~11l:' 
s~q~d1cai2,~2o 
Numbers shoul,il .f® .• vert!c~ll y do%; 
an~.flliish.2.7w;pffthe grmuid or.as)1igh 
as possiJ:lleiflbs~t1i!lll);7ri,1. They .. 
sh()l!lci ~lse be positi~noo 911 a 45 degre~ 
~D:gle-fadnktheti:~ffi<:.~PPri?~cb,~!~g :tile 

J2ole; 
Tha~tli¢ poles. are secur~lyfi~e<ft? the 
nig bolt~:·ie,)]loqJqn<?(~e a(?le)fi s~<¢~ 
tl:ie"J1:6te~ 
tl1~:ba~e.of: t4~:P'o1(s1J.<.lutd. be ·srS>hte4 
1.6 ili~footl)aili 

Lighting 
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BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL 

DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT BRANCH 

CITY PLANNING AND SUSTAINABILITY 

ON MAINTENANCE INSPECTION CHECKLIST 

ROADWORKSANDDRMNAGE 

DEVELOPME~'T NAME: STAGE: 

ADDRESS: ___ FILE REFE-=-RE=~N=-=-=c=E-: ------

DATE OF IN-=-s=P:-:E=c=T=-IO_N_:________ INSPECTING OFFICER: -------

Description Work Passed 
Yes/No/NA 

Comments 

ROOFWATER RETICULATION 

Roofwater drainage system is 

~onstructed to plan. 
Outlets to kerb and channel are 
satisfactory, installed with full height 

_kerb _adaptor. 
Outlets other than to kerb satisfactory 

Each lot falling to the street has a full 

height kerb adaptor 
Roofwater system has been flow tested 

and is operating as designed. 

Prefabricated lids are used on inspection 

pits. 
ENCLOSED STORMW ATER DRAINS 

Pipe layout is as per the plan or 
approved amendments with respect to 

pipe size, levels and locations. 

All pipeline joints and lifting plugholes 

are mortared, except for externally 

banded pipes (invert only) and rubber 

ringed joints. 
f--

All pipework is free of debris, siltation , 

etc. 
Outlet/inlet structures are satisfactorily 

constructed and are protected from scour 

or siltation. 
Trenches: 

• No visual subsidence has occurred 

• All density tests are available and 

satisfactory. 
Closed circuit television camera (CCTV) #Culverts installed as per approved 

inspection to demonstrate that the pipes drains. 

_ do not sustain any premature cracking. 

Pipe connections to gully pits are not # Detention basins constructed and 

constructed to the comer of two walls landscaped as per approved drawings. 

such that the pipe capacity is reduced. 

All gully pits are constructed to the 

correct standards (including grate types, 

slots, backstones) 
Grates are seated in frames without I # Gross pollution traps installed as per 

movement. approved drawings 

All manhole roofs ( aspros) are mortared 
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to the manhole walls. 
Manhole lids are seated in frames 
without movement. 
Field inlets installed as per approved 
drawings 
All manhole and gully pit pipe 
connections are mortared flush with the 

walls and that no pipe reinforcement is 
exposed. 
Manl10les are constructed to standards 

and are satisfactory ie absence of any 

foreign materials or voids. 
Step irons have been securely installed 

to provide easy access. 
Step irons have been installed in gullies 

and manholes> 1.35 rn deep 
OPEN CUT CHANNELS 

Open channels are constructed to design 

profiles. -
\ Lining of channel is to the required 
i thickness and reinforcement, with 

appropriate weepholes. 
Low flow channel or pipe has been 
constructed satisfactorily. 
Unlined sections are stable andJor 
grass/turfhas been established. 

Smooth transitions have been provided 

between new work and natural channels. 

Cut-off walls have been constructed to 

all concrete channel edges and outlet or 
inlet structures. 

MISCELLANEOUS DRAINAGE 

Appropriate overland flow paths are 
provided and clear of obstruction. 
~,--"-"~" 

Outlets have outfalls have been 
constructed to control discharge flow in 

accordance with the plans. 
Subsoil drainage discharges to gullies or 

other approved point of discharge. 

Side drains have been checked 
hycJiaulically and found to operate 
satisfactorily. 

ROAD PAVEMENTS 

Plan layout and geometry of road system 

including traffic islands and speed 
control devices are design levels. 

Finished levels at crown. and channel are 

at design levels. 
~-" " 

Crossfalls are to the approved plan. 

AC surfacing is satisfactory imespect of 

finish and thickness. 
Joints in the seal (especially where 
various development stages apply) are 
flush. 
The sealed surface is free ofblemishes, 

including those caused by the base of 
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! backhoe legs. When caused by utility 

I service providers, the damage must be 
1 

repaired during the maintenance period. 

No areas ofponding around islands or 

adjacent manholes or channel. 
SEGMENTAL PAVERS 

All pavers are laid to the corrept pattern 

to within allowable tolerance, 
compacted, and the joints filled. 

Bedding sand for paver's drain to 
subsoil drainage. 
Pavers adjacent to CKC, edge restraints 

etc are cut and laid as per the specified 
standards. 
Weedicide has been placed on the 
bedding sand. 

STENCIL PATTERN CONCRETE 

Level of concrete pavement joins neatly 

onto the AC surface and the CKC. 

Good coverage of colour hardener has 

been applied as per the specification. 

Two-coat protective sealers have been 
applied. 

CONCRETE KERB & CHANNEl~ (CKC) AND MEDIANS 

The correct types are used at all 
locations (including medians) in 
accordance with the specified standards. 

Ponding of stormwater does not occur. 

Transitions and connections to existing 
construction are smooth and to a 
satisfactory standard of workmanship. 

Service markers are placed in kerb face. 
Conduits must be exposed for inspection 

purposes. 
Lip and back of kerb are flush with the 

roadway and footpath respectively. 

All channelisation works and medians 

have been satisfactorily completed. 

In fill treatment of medians has been 
inspected and found satisfactory. Any 

landscaping has been completed as per 

~~ved dra~gs. 
Backing strips are provided to median 

kerbs where required. 
Side drains are provided under medians. J 

VERGES 

Profiles are as per plan 

1 Verges are topsoiled in accordance with 

the specified standards 
Verges are grass seeded and fertilised or 

turfed to the specified standards. 

All service fixtures (such as valves) are 

flush with the surrounding verge. 

Concrete footpaths are constructed to the 
specified standards. Note: Concrete 
footpaths can be bonded for the 

----

--
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construction at a later date. 

BIKEWAYS 

Location and width are as per the plan. 
Note: Bikeways can be bonded for the 
construction at a later date. 
Kerb ramps and crossings are 
constructed. 
Safety rails and signs are installed. 

' FENCING AND FEATURES 

All fences other than approved entrances 
features are constructed within 
allotments. Survey pegs are visible. 

Specifically approved entrance features 
are constructed in accordance with the 
drawings. 
Entrance features and fences have 
satisfied Building Approval (if required). 

Sound attenuation fences are contained 
wholly within the allotments and 
constructed in accordance with the 
drawings. 

Toe of fill batters and top of cut batters 

are setback a minimum of0.3 m from 
boundary of the public space. 
Retaining walls are contained wholly 
within the allotments. 
Batter slopes are constructed in 
accordance with the approved drawings. 

Batter slopes stabilised against erosion 

Interim drainage is constructed in 
accordance with approved drawings. 

Landscaping is placed as per the 
approved landscaping plan. 
Irrigation system has been removed, or 
will be removed by (insert date) ... 

Establishment program is implemented. 

Implement the approved erosion and 
sediment control plan during 
construction phase. 
If required, implement water quality 
sampling and analysis. 
Other items. 

EARTHWORKS 

LANDSCAPING 

WATER QUALITY 

OTHER MISCELLANEOUS 

Signs of Pavement Marking for roads 
and bikeways are installed as per the 
approved drawings. 
Works have not resulted in problems on 
neighbouring properties. 
All new lots have been surveyed and 
found to be correct as per approved 
layout plan and engineering drawings. 

The quality control testing program has 
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been implemented. 
Works are constructed to within the 
specified tolerances. 
Other items. 

Poles are. stood and nurnbeted with 
adhesive·r~fledivestickers 

Numbering should start with ~ ''3", 
(25nm1 htgll numet'al,. 40mm sqifare 
backgrottild, a~esive back); \Vhite 
reflective numerals Oil a green 
bar;1<gr&und 
Follo\Ved by a nv.r .;lit' a and,. th~n a 
ser~~ ofnUD1b~r~ (25~;illgii ~UD1~al; . 
4()1TI)Xl squaie backgrotiti~ 8:9hesive 
back); blackn,~~r~ls (ln a~hite 
refl~ctiye~ackgro~~:·M.at~fiai: 
scotchCati 226 

Tl1.at fu.e,p(lles are securelffjxedtotlie 
r~g'qolts,~6.·shq,,nP:nJ?tP~<lhl<! t9,$iike 
the poltii · 

No#1Y'Cit1 CJ.glitmgf4at'1ight~.ai~ 
~Bc;e;p~d bri':ifi~ihfe&~6~ ·· ·· ·· · ·· 

Li1:h1ing 
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BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL 
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT BRANCH 

CITY PLANNING AND SUSTAINABILITY 

ON MAINTENANCE INSPECTION CHECKLIST 

ROADWORKS AND DRAINAGE 

DEVELOPMENT NAME: ---------- STAGE: 
ADDRESS: FILE REFE_RE_N_C_E_: ------

DATE OF INSPECTION: INSPECTING OFFICER 

Description Work Passed 
Yes/No/NA 

--------

Comn1ents 

ROOFW ATER RETICULATION 

Roofwater drainage system is 
constructed to plan. 
Outlets to kerb and channel are 
satisfactory, installed with full height 
kerb adaptor. 
Outlets other than to kerb satisfactory 

Each lot falling to the street has a full 
height kerb adaptor 
Roofwater system has been flow tested 

and is operating as designed. 
Prefabricated lids are used on inspection 

pits. 
ENCLOSED STORMWATERDRAINS 

Pipe layout is as per the plan or 
approved amendments with respect to 
pipe size, levels and locations. 

All pipeline joints and lifting plugholes 

are mortared, except for externally 
banded pipes (invert only) and rubber 

ringed joints. 
All pipework is free of debris, siltation , 

etc. 
Outlet/inlet structures are satisfactorily 

constructed and are protected from scour 

or siltation. 
Trenches: 
.. No visual subsidence has occurred 
.. All density tests are available and 

satisfactory. 
Closed circuit television camera (CCTV) #Culverts installed as per approved 

inspection to demonstrate that the pipes drains. 

do not sustain any premature cracking. 

Pipe connections to gully pits are not # Detention basins constructed and 

constructed to the corner of two walls landscaped as per approved drawings. 

such that the pipe capacity is reduced. 

All gully pits are constructed to the I 

correct standards (including grate types, 
slots, backstones) 
Grates are seated in frames without # Gross pollution traps installed as per 

movement. approved drawings 

All manhole roofs (aspros) are mortared 
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to the manhole walls. 

Manhole lids are seated in frames 
without movement. 
Field inlets installed as per approved 
drawings 
All manhole and gully pit pipe 
connections are mortared flush with the 

walls and that no pipe reinforcement is 
eX_l)_OSed. 
Manholes are constructed to standards 
and are satisfactory ie absence of any 

foreign materials or voids. 

Step irons have been securely installed 

to provide easy access. 

Step irons have been installed in gullies 

and manholes> 1.35 m deep 
OPEN CUT CHANNELS 

Open channels are constructed to design 

profiles. 
Lining of channel is to the required 

thickness and reinforcement, with 

appropriate weepholes. 
Low flow channel or pipe has been 

constructed satisfactorily. 

Unlined sections are stable andJor 

grass/turfhas been established. 

Smooth transitions have been provided 

between new work and natural channels. 
!---,-----· 

Cut-off walls have been constructed to 

all concrete channel edges and outlet or 
inlet structures. 

MffiCELLANEOUSDRAJNAGE 

Appropriate overland flow paths are 

provided and clear of obstruction. 

Outlets have outfalls have been 

constructed to control discharge flow in 

accordance with the _plans. 

Subsoil drainage discharges to gullies or 

other approved point of discharge. 

Side drains have been checked 
hydraulically and found to operate 

satisfactorily. --
ROAD PAVEMENTS 

lPlan layout and geometry of road system 

including traffic islands and speed 

control devices are design levels. 

Finished levels at crown and channel are 

at design levels. 
Crossfalls are to the approved plan. 

AC surfacing is satisfuctory inrespect of 

finish and thickness. 
Joints in the seal (especially where 

various development stages apply) are 

flush. 
The sealed surface is free of blemishes, 

including those caused by the base of 
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backhoe legs. When caused by utility 
service providers, the damage must be 
repaired during the maintenance period. 

No areas ofponding around islands or 
adjacent manholes or channel. 

SEGMENTAL PAVERS 
~ 

All pavers are laid to the correct pattern 
to within allowable tolerance, 
compacted, and the joints filled. 
Bedding sand for paver's drain to 
subsoil drainage. 
Pavers adjacent to CKC, edge restraints 
etc are cut and laid as per the specified 
standards. 
Weedicide has been placed on the 
bedding sand. 

STENCIL PATTERN CONCRETE 

Level of concrete pavement joins neatly 
onto the AC surface and the CKC. 

Good coverage of colour hardener has 
been applied as per the specification. 

Two-coat protective sealers have been 
applied. 

CONCRETE KERB & CHANNEL (CKC) AND MEDIANS 

The correct types are used at all 
locations (including medians) in 
accordance with the specified standards. 

Pending of storm water does not occur. 

Transitions and connections to existing 
construction are smooth and to a 
satisfactory standard of workmanship: 

Service markers are placed in kerb face. 
Conduits must be exposed for inspection 
purposes. 
Lip and back of kerb are flush with the 

rE-oadw~)' and footpath respectively. 
All channelisation works and medians 
have been satisfactorily completed. 

Infill treatment of medians has been 
inspected and found satisfactory. Any 
landscaping has been completed as per 

approved drawings. 
Backing strips are provided to median 
kerbs where required. 
Side drains are provided under medians. 

VERGES 

Profiles are as per plan 
Verges are topsoiled in accordance with 
the specified standards 
Verges are grass seeded and fertilised or 
turfed to the specified standards. 

All service fixtures (such as valves) are 
flush with the surrounding verge. 

Concrete footpaths are constructed to the 
specified standards. Note: Concrete 
footpaths can be bonded for the 
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construction at a later date. 
Pram ramps are constructed as required. 

BIKEWAYS 
Location and width are as per the plan. 
Note: Bikeways can be bonded for the 
construction at a later date. 
Kerb ramps and crossings are 
constructed. 
Safety rails and signs are installed. 

FENCING AND FEATURES 
All fences other than approved entrances 
features are constructed within 
allotments. Survey pegs are visible. 
Specifically approved entrance features 
are constructed in accordance with the 
drawings. -
Entrance features and fences have 
satisfied Building Approval (if required). 

Sound attenuation fences are contained 
wholly within the allotments and 
constructed in accordance with the 
drawings. 

L....-.. 

Toe of fill batters and top of cut batters 
are setback a minimum of 0.3 m from 
boundary of the public space. 
Retaining walls are contained wholly 
\\rithin the allotments. 
Batter slopes are constructed in 
accordance with the approved drawings. 
Batter slopes stabilised against erosion 
Interim drainage is constructed in 
accordance with approv~d drawings. 

Landscaping is placed as per the 
approved landscaping plan. 
Irrigation system has been removed, or 

, will be removed by (insert date) ... 
Establishment program is implemented. 

I Implement the approved erosion and 
sediment control plan during 
construction phase. 
If required, implement water quality 
sampling and analysis. 

~--::::-~ 
Other items. 

EARTHWORKS 

LANDSCAPING 

WATER QUALITY 

OTHER MISCELLANEOUS 

Signs of Pavement Marking for roads 
and bikeways are installed as per the 
approved drawings. 
Works have not resulted in problems on 
neighbouring properties. 
All new lots have been surveyed and 
found to be correct as per approved 
layout plan and engineering drawings. 

!--The quality control testing program has 
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been implemented. 

Works are constructed to within the 

specified tolerances. 

Other items. 

Poles are stood arid numbered. with 

adhesive reflective stickers 

Numbering should start With a ·~3 \ 

(:25mm high numeral, 40mm sq_1iirre 

backgrotpld, adhesive b<ick)>white 
reflective numerali 01l.a gre~ 
backwound 
Followed by a "W'' on aaridthen·~ 
series o(nUillbers{2.5nnn)ugh 11~6rai, 
40llitn ~qtiar~ 1Jacl<ground; acib.eSive 
pack), black:rruniel"ais onawhite 
ryf1ecti~e o·a~kiro\lnd .. Mate.rl~f: 
~s;ptchcal.~ 220 
l\f~~ers shouldriin.'>~~ftlcally d?:\VIl1 .... 
ai:l,ci ·tll#sh2, 7m oi'ft)le grbl.Jtld or as high 
as p6ssil:Jl6 ifles~ fuari 2;7!n: They 
s~bftl~ ~lso pe:pp~ftic>~~d pr{ !lM degre# 
~itgi{fi~lj):g;:ffie trafl'{9 appi~ic:b:jllg the 
i>oiK 

1Jt~•l#~~ 9fthe.pgle'shqif~df.legro~fei:l ia th:e10:otpa1P, · ·· · · 

N§.tlfY·9t;rt~&Ktiil~ tMfhght~ ~~ 
j\ccepte(l on n:j;iiritenal):ce 

Lighting 
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DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT 

APPEALS CHECKLIST 

Application I File Number 

Address 

Delegate's Decision Made On 

Applicant's Decision Letter put in Records 'Out' Box ________ _ 

By Time ------------------------- -----------------
(Print Name) 

Applicant's Appeal Period Ends 

. Waive Right to Negotiated Decision 

: Suspension of Appeal Period ---------------------

1 Negotiated Decision Requested (Representations) 

Applicant's Appeal Period Ends on 
(20 Business Days- plus allow 2 days for postage) 

Submitter's Letter put in Records Out Box 
. (to be sent within 5 business days of 
; end of applications appeal period) 
i 

i By ---------------------------- Time 

, I confirm that letters have been sent to all submitters on list 

! 
By --------------(Print Name) 

I 
1 Submitter's Appeal Period Ends ----------------
! (20 Business Days- plus allow 2 days for postage) 

(This sheet to be put on fife once submitter's appeal period has finished) 
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DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT 

APPEALS CHECKLIST 

Application I File Number 

Address 

Delegate's Decision Made On 

· Applicant's Decision Letter put in Records 'Out' Box ________ _ 

l By _________________________ Time ________________ __ 

(Print Name) 

Applicant's Appeal Period Ends 

Waive Right to Negotiated Decision ------------------------

Suspension of Appeal Period 

Negotiated Decision Requested (Representations) 

Applicant's Appeal Period Ends on 
(20 Business Days- plus allow 2 days for postage) 

Submitter's Letter put in Records Out Box 
(to be sent within 5 business days of 

end of applications appeal period) 

By __________________________ Time 

I confirm that letters have been sent to all submitters on list. 

By ---------------(Print Name) 

Submitter's Appeal Period Ends -----------------------
(20 Business Days- plus allow 2 days for postage) 

(This sheet to be put on file once submitter's appeal period has finished) 

BCC.175.0152 



DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT 

APPEALS CHECKLIST 

Application I File Number 

Address 

Delegate's Decision Made On 

'•ooo ••' ~ ..... 00~0 I I I I~··~·· OOoOOO oo o o 0 .. 000~110 01 I 0 ~···· 010000 0 oooooooOoo• 0 Ootoo 0 000100110000 II 0~0 000~01 10 •OOOOOO 1000 0 0 O OooO 

Applicant's Decision Letter put in Records 'Out' Box 

By _____________________________ Time ________________ _ 

(Print Name) 

Applicant's Appeal Period Ends 

Waive Right to Negotiated Decision 

; Suspension of Appeal Period ________________ _ 

! 

! Negotiated Decision Requested (Representations) 

· Applicant's Appeal Period Ends on 
, (20 Business Days -plus allow 2 days for postage) 

Submitter's Letter put in Records Out Box 
, (to be sent within 5 business days of 

end of applications appeal period) 

By _____________________ Time 

I confirm that letters have been sent to all submitters on list. 

By -----------~--(Print Name) 

Submitter's Appeal Period Ends --------------
(20 Business Days- plus allow 2 days for postage) 

(This sheet to be put on file once submitter's appeal period has finished) 

BCC.175.0153 
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I 
I 

BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL ABN 72 002 765 795 

Operational Works ESC Checklist 
Erosion and Sediment Control 

I Dedicated to a better Brisbane 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Privacy Statement 
Tile personal information collected on til is form will be used by Brisbane City Council for the purposes of fulfilling your request and undertaking 

associated Council functions and services. Your personal information will not be disclosed to any third party without your consent, unless this is 

required or permitted by law. 

Site address 

~ ll.oplicant name Officer 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 

Plan Scrutiny Summary - Erosion and Sediment Control 
f.---·-··-------·-....................... ~ ................... ~---···-·-···-············-·· .. -····--·-~·-·-··r-·-------····-·-·-·················-············-·----~--.,-·····--····-----·---··-········-"···-··-·-···----------------·--~·······

············ 

Description Review no. and Date Comments 
1. 2. 

(Enter review date) r---__,.'-_f,---J--I,....-_1.---1 

LEGEND e Not applicable I OK X Not OK e I X • ,; i X 

-~ !1~~~Sc~r~ut_i_n~y~re_es~p_a_id_? ________ ~-------+-•-+l--+i--+-•-+--+l--+------------------------------~ 
lP' EHA form completed & certified? • l • 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

i 1 I Title Block details completed? • I • I 
i 2 

i ESC Plan(s) at suitable scale (max. 1:500 at 
I I A1), North Point and full Legend shown? 

i 3 I Plan Numbers and Amendment number? 

I. 4 
RPEQ or CPESC signed? (must have signature 
and registration No.) 

I 5 Scale Bar(s) shown? 

I 
I 
I 
I 

CCI 0831!1 (Nov 201 O} ©Brisbane City Council -Corporate eForms 

• 
• 
• 
• -•w•~ ... 

I • i 
j 

' i I • 
• 
• ... 
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.. 

LEGEND 

.~~·;,<I;.~~Q~$iQN:~$Ep'fi\1~Nt:co 
l:;f¥:::·1.~~n.~r~!~M~·:·m··:u::<.')u.-::;J.~"~···:"> ....... . 
I l Are external construction works proposed? (If 
! 1 I 'yes' then ESC Plans and assessment must 
I I incorporate these areas also) 

• • 
• • 
• • 

j 2 
I Will site works include pre-loading earthworks 

' I (ie. potential for long soil exposure duration)? 
~--·T-----------~---~--~----~--+-~--~-
13 I Soil erodibility testing completed as required by 
1 ! BCC soil testing guideline (Version 3 or later)? 

1 ..• 4 i Have fine-grained or dispersive soils been 
I identified on-site? 0e. high silt & clay content) • • 

• • 
---~.....----

• • 
Is I High and extreme erosion risk areas identified 
i I (eg. steep batters, waterway disturbance)? 

~-~---TLi;its oTali-lana aist~rt;~nce-shown? -(ie--'-. -no-t-+---+-+---+ 

• 1 • --~· 

i I just major cut/fill earthworks areas) 
.. p-TExt;t·~f-;~ and fW~-arthworks-s"""'ho'--w-n-?-----+-+-~--+--+----+----t--------~----------·--···--------1 

I . 
---------·--··---------1 

j 8 ! Existing and proposed contours/levels shown? 

I Nominated stockpile area(s) shown? ·-·--

i 
10 

1 Stockpiles have adequate drainage, erosion & 

i J sediment controls shown, or defined in notes 

\11 i Non-disturbance ''no-go" areas shown? 

~ij~_(~J 
\ Temporary drainage and flow paths shown? 

i Hydrology calculations, discharges and flow 
! 2 I velocities provided for ESC measures? (either 

• i • J 

• j • l 

• • 

• • 
i I on ESC Plans or supporting documentation) 
r:---+----·-·-------·---------+--+----+--t-----+--+-
1 3 i Permanent drainage and flow paths shown. • • ·----------+-+---+--
i i 'clean' runoff is adequately diverted around or 
14 I 
! 1 througll the site in a non-erosive manner? • • 
)
5 

i Run-off diverted away from unprotected • • 

-·- -~-~.~··· 

! I batters? 
r--r -·----J~~-+---+--+--i----+--

i i Overflow/bypass flows from sediment control 
. I 6 I devices are directed to stable areas in 

! i nonerosive manner? 
-~ Run -off d irect._e_d -aw_a_y-fr_o_m_c-on-s-tr-uc-ti~~ 

i 7 I entry/exit? 

/. 
8 

I All sediment-laden runoff is directed to 
1 sediment controls in non-erosive manner? 

c: .•..• ~~"an,~~·Q@"f(G. 
i Temporary erosion control to lligh risk areas 

i 1 I during construction? (eg. batters, flow 

• 
• 
• 

• 
I \ diversions, outlet areas) 
i-----t-~---------------·-------t----+-+---1 

J I Erosion control measures appropriate to 
/2 I situation? (eg. wood mulch may wash away if 

. / I placed in concentrated flow paths) 
• 

j ! Timing for progressive stabilisation of 
i 3 I completed areas clearly defined? (ie. 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 
I \ establishing early ground cover) 
' ; ·---~------~--t---+--+-~--~-----t----------------

1 1 Specification for ground stabilisation (eg. 
i 4 I hydromulch) before sediment controls are 
i j removed is clearly defined on ESC Plans? 

CCI 0837/2 {Nov 201 0) till Brisbane City Council- Corporate eForms 
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LEGEND fll Not applicable .f OK .; Comments 

D Sedimentt;_(mm.n (geracral) 
Straw bales are not proposed (these are not to 
be approved). 

r-~~eM~,;~~-n•~~-------------~------T--+-~--f--~--~~----~------------------
---~--~ 

vvUI!IIvlll fenCeS 3f8 located generally along 
2 

the contour and have regular 'upslope' returns? 8 • 

Sediment fences are not used in concentrated 
·············+""··-···+·--.-····1···---r----+--·+-·--- ......... ·-· " "----- --- .................. - --- -- -- ........... -- .......... - --- ...... --

3 flow paths? 
f ...... ~--.......... :... ..... ___ ~·-·---·-·---·-·--------·--·-·-···-· .. -·--·····"'""+··--+--··-~------l----.. ·+--+-·-··-+··"'•"'"·""'"'"'""""""'-'-""""-"''"""'"'""'"'""""'--------............................ , ................................... j 

Sediment fence details show typical support 

4 post spacing at no greater than 2m centres? 
(note that the detail may indicate 3m spacing 
only if wire mesh~kingis used) 

5 
Stabi w11u y/b!(it point located 
& aw1 utJr ~<.tlc drawing detail prov1aea f 

J-··"-f-"---'C-C .................................. '::.. ......... ., .. _;_,_, ___ ........................ _. ___ .f-............ j. ........ ~ ............ ~ ...... ~ .......... -j-............ + ... ,_ ............................ , ............. _,.,_ .................................... ,_ .. ______ .. ,,.. ... ,_,,, ................. _ 
Operation & maintenance notes for sediment 

6 controls are shown on ESC Plan(s)? (Refer to 
s.5.1.20 of the BCC ESC Standard) 

i , Correct basin type (ie. C, For D) for identified 
soil characieristics? 

j
2 

i Chemical flocculation details defined for Type 

1 I F/0 Basins? f" ..... TA-Ii.de-signcaicu!ati~-n;;Pffi~iCied,-in~l u d i n9-br;~in ·-i--.. -·-+-.. -----·r-------j·--··-·-+---...... ,. ............. , ................................. _ .... _ .. _______ ........ - ......... _________ ................................ - ...................... .. 

i 
3 

i catchment plan, emergency spillway and outlet • 
! i ct1ute design, batter slopes, L:W ratio etc as per 

I / current sediment basin guidelines? r-----.---------------------.... - ........................................ _______ -·-1-·-.. -+--·-+-·---·--t·"----i--··-+ ....................................... ___ , ______ ... __ ............................................... - ............................. . 

! 
4 

i Basin(s) sized tor total upstream catchment if e 
i ; not diverted around site or disturbed areas? 

i i Basin(s) located above Q5 flood line and not in 
i 5 1 natural areas or parkland unless approved by 
I I BCC Ecologist &/or Landscape Architect? 
;---+------··-·--.. -----------·-·--------·--··------·-··--·"+----+--i--·+---·-···l-"'-···-f-·---+--·-----·-· .. -·"'""""-----·-···-"·''"'"'"""--···---·------·--·--· .. , .... , 
! I Basin footprint area shown to scale on ESC 
I I Plan? (including all batters and suitable 
l 6 i maintenance access). Tl1ere must be 
I I adequate space to construct and access all 
i i sediment basin(s) for routine maintenance. 
~ ----~---------------~--~~--+-~--~--r---------------------------

--~ 

I i X-section(s) & detail(s) of basin(s) clearly show 
J all dimensions necessary for construction. 

_

1

1 

7 
I Must include settling & sediment storage zone 
!levels, base & top lengths/widths, freeboards, 

I 1 spillway size, crest elevation and flow depth, 

;
j I sediment Depth Marker post, spillway & outlet 
, I chute stabilisation, batter slopes? 
1

8 
1SpiUwayouH~doesn~-h-m-~-s-ed_i_m_en_t_fu_n-~-n-g~\ -.~-~~--~--+--~-----------------------------~ 

1 ! or other barrier block1ng flowpath? 

~--F .ftontruction Si{qtietr~inH·c~---"~r--;c:-~,i.-m-~·~--- --.-.•.. ··••·. -. -•· •. _.··. - } ) . ; \': , . ?; ; : ..•..... -•··· • · .. ···. ·. • .....• ·, < -•., 

I I ESC Staging Plans show appropriate control 
j 
1 

I measures for each key phase of construction? 
; I (eg. bulk earthworks, roadworks & drainage, 
I i and the on maintenance period). 
i i ESC installation and removal sequences match 

! 2 I the key construction phases? 

! I ESC Plans require that initial soil disturbance is 

i 
3 

I strictly limited to construction of major sediment e 

'
! i controls sucil as sediment basins, drainage 
, I diversions and perimeter sediment controls? 
'---'------·---.. ··------·--·------·----·-·"'"'"""'""'"'""'""""'"""' _____ ,., ____ ,~....-._..~...-:-····.L·-··--.J-............ J ........ __ .!., ___ ,.l,_.,_ .. __ , ___ ,._, ....... , __ • __________ , _________ ~,-.. ____ _ 

CC1 0837/3 (Nov 201 0) ©Brisbane City Council -Corporate eForms 3 
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Will slte works disturb the bed and/or banks of 
a waterway (includes creeks, dry gullies, open 
drains, stormwater 

ESC Plans include appropriate temporary 
upstream flow diversion and instream sediment 
controls where instream works are involved? 

appropriate temporary erosion controls (eg. 
erosion control fabric, rock mulching) specified 
on the ESC Plan(s} for waterway areas? 

Have appropriate permanent erosion controls 
been specified on the ESC Plan(s) and/or 
roadworl<.s & drainage Plan(s)? (must also 
consider long-term stability caused by outlet 
velocities, jetting angle, outlet orientation). 

,ipy·'~9~.~;:!:;~·_;·;·r:"·:.· 
Adequate monitoring & maintenance program 
for sediment basins provided? 

Adequate Monitoring and maintenance 
program for all other erosion and sediment 

• 
• 

• • 

• • 

• • 
• • 

controls provided? -+--+---f---+--+--+--1-----·----------------------·-----

! 

L 

Revegetation program detailing site prep, seed 
& fertiliser specifications, watering and 
maintenance requirements are provided? 

Where relevant a water quality monitoring 
program, including sampling, testing and WQ 
release criteria is defined? 

• • 

• • ... , 
~~------------~~--~----~~~--~-+--~~--~--~--~--~------~~~~----~----~ 

. I{~Y lssues/C.~.T-~~~-~-: ..... c ...................... , ....... ,._,_; ___ , ______ ,_, __ , _________ , ______ , _______ ,,cc_; _______ ,_, ___ , _______ ,:. .......... c .... cc ______ . ___ • __ c ___ , __ ~ ........ c ...•. , ..... ; .• ;, ____ , ___ , __ , __ "--------'--"'-·':""~----•·--c-'-'-cc .. c •..• ; __ 

1 

___ ·,···_._ 
j~·-~"'''"""'""'''"""~""~~·~··""' 

l 
I I: 

I 
[ 

·cct 083714 (Nov 201 0) ©Brisbane City Council - Co!]lorat~ eFornis 4 
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BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL ABN 72 002 765 795 

Operational Works ESC Checklist 
Erosion and Sediment Control 

I Dedicated to a better Brisbane 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
~ 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
pi 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

' 

I 
I 
I 

Privacy Statement 
The personal information collected on this form will be used by Brisbane City Council for the purposes of fulfilling your request and undertaking 

associated Council functions and services. Your personal information wlll not be disclosed to any third party without your consent, unless tl1is is 

required or permitted by law. 

address 

£D~ev~e~lo~pm~e::n!!_t ~~~l_!n~o~. ______ __;. _____ OP Work /Compliance Assessment Application no. 

IAoo 
L-~-----~----------------------~~·---- ·-----------

Date 

I 

LEGEND 

1 2 
I ESC Plan(s) at suitable scale (max. 1:500 at 8 
I A1}, North Point and full Legend shown? 

j3 I Plan Numbers and Amendment number? e 

CC7 0837/1 (Nov 2010) @Brisbane City Council • Corporete eForms 
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Are external construction works proposed? Of 
'yes' then ESC Plans and assessment must 
incorporate these areas also) 

\ Will site works include pre-loading earthworks 
2 i (ie. potential for long soil exposure duration)? 

i---+·-'--_:_ ____ __:::_ _ _....:.. ____ .:__-+-+--+-+--+-+--+-·---------·--·-·---·--------------1 

3 
! Soil erodibility testing completed as required by 
I BCC soil testing guideline (Version 3 or later}? 

! ! Have fine-grained or dispersive soils been 
! 4 j 

i 1 identified on-site? (ie. high silt & clay content) 

'J 5 ! High and extreme erosion risk areas identified i 

.t--Deg._~tee_p__ba_tte_rs_, w_a_te_rw_a_c_y_d_is_tu_rb_a_n_ce-'-)?_. ---t-•"'""""i-----+--+-•-+--1 -r--------
1 6 j Limits ot all land disturbance shown? (ie. not • • 

1

. 

j i just major cut/fill ea1thworks areas) 
17 ! Extent of c~t and fill earthworks show;?-. -- •+-+----+-.--+--+--t---------------
,___ __ ._,__ .. , ___ , _________ ,_____ -+--1--+-----t- -!----!--+ 

! 8 ) Existing and proposed contours/levels shown? • ! __ • 
; __ jN;m~~t-;d'7t~~kpile area(s) shown? -------- -.- • --J---------jr---~t---------------------1 

1 0 I Stockpiles have adequate drainage, erosion & • 

1 sediment controls shown, or defined in notes 

1 Temporary drainage and flow paths shown? 

' I Hydrology calculations, discharges and flow . 
I velocities provided for ESC measures? (either 12 • • 

t I on ESC Plans or supporting documentation) 

f3 I Permanent drainage and flow paths shown. • • 
~-\-----------

14 i 'clean' runoff is adequately diverted around or • • 
"' 

i through the site in a non-erosive manner? 

5 
Run-off diverted away from unprotected • • batters? 

Overflow/bypass flows from sediment control 
6 devices are directed to stable areas in • • 

nonerosive manner? ____ w __ ,. 

7 
Run-off directed away from construction • • entry/exit? 

! All sediment-laden runoff is directed to • • ! sediment controls in non-erosive manner? 

1 Temporary erosion control to high risk areas 
! during construction? (eg. batters, flow • • 
I diversions, outlet areas) ___ ,M_, __ , 

lz 
! Erosion control measures appropriate to 
I situation? {eg. wood mulch may wash away if • • i ! placed in concentrated flow paths) 

"~ i Timing for progressive stabilisation of 

p i completed areas clearly defined? (ie. • • 
I ! establishing early ground cover) 

nspe~ification for ground stabilisation (eg. 

• • 1 4 l hydromulch) before sediment controls are 
! I removed is clearly defined on ESC Plans? 

CC10837/2 (Nov 201 0) ©Brisbane City Counci I , Corporate eForins 2 
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· [ 1 j Straw bales are not proposed (these are not to CP 1 ,i_• e I 
! 1 be approved). 1 i 

! i the contour and have regular 'upslope' returns? I 

1
2 

i Sediment fences are located generali-y -al._on_g __ t+-
8
-+j-+-f--e-+-1-+----l------·---

,--~--Ts;di·;;~~i·1~~-c~s-~~~-~~i·;;~-edin-conce-nt~irted-- ---·-t-··-·-·+------t-----·--1·-----·-+-·---·-·--j ·--·-- --·-------·--·----·-----···---·······-·--·--··----·------·-·-··--·--·-------···--·-

: I flow paths? 
0 • 

, ... ,, .... _,, .. ,., _________________________________________________________________ ·--·----t···---j······---1-·-·-····t---- --t··--·-··-l--··-----------·----·-----·--·---·-···--······--------·--·-·············--.-···-··········------4 

i i Sediment fence details show typical support 
/ 4 ) post spacing at no greater than 2m centres? 

'_,I j (note \hat the detail may indicate 3m spacing 
I only if wire mesh backing is used) 

1

5 
j Stabilised Construction e·=-nt--ry-/e-x-it-'-p-oi-nt-lo._c_a-te-d-+-•----;jf----+1-+-e-+-+-~----

! i & appropriate drawing detail provided? i 

~-~--~ ~~::a~~~~!~~~~:~~~nfi~~~\:~:~;~-~~:e~}----·- -:-- ---·--r---- ·-:··-·j---·--j---·-·r--·-----········-·····--·---·--·····---·-------·--·-·--·-·----------------------·-·-·-··--·-----

i I s.5.1.2D of the BCC ESC Standard) 1 i 
!-'C"-!-·----,.,...,.-c:-c:--;"'".--::-.,:-,,.--:----·-----,--~~-"·"··~·.:···•.c:::•,-.7•:•-:• ··.cc··c .. · _._..,..,.,..,c:;-c·-:-. -':"-,-;:--,""':'7'"'..,..,.T'"'T-""""7"C:::-:::·:·::·:--•·:--•:•ccc·''""'"'"~---.---~c~~:-·::::·:·.:c:•::•-,..c;-,:.,...,.:·:-..,:·,..-:-:····::··:---•,-l 

1 E .. fSedimenlaasins .. ·. :. :_ ...... ······ ·. ·•······ .. •·•·····• <. ,, ·, ·: ·r ·.'.·. : :\_]ii< .•·· : . ·.·· 
1 ! Correct basin type (ie. C, For D) for identified 

I soil characteristics? 

\
2 

I Chemical flocculation details defined for Type 
1 I F/D Basins? • 
~---··--t·----------·---·---------·-··""""'"'"""""""-""""·•---·-·--·····~------·--·-·····-----·---·--- -·---+----+---.. ·+-·---··+········---+-······--··l""--""""""""""•··--··--·--·----·-··--··--··--""""""""""··--·--------·--------·····--·-·.c-·····--··---·---·--
1 j All design calculations provided, including basin 
j
3 

I catchment plan, emergency spillway and outlet ., 

i I chute design, batter slopes, L:W ratio etc as per 

[__ __ j_9_~~re nt sed~~~~ basi!:__~ u ~~~-1!!:1_~~-?__.____________________ ___ --+--·-···-+-----···+-·-----+·-----"---·-··+---·---···-····-··· ··-··-·------··--·-·---·-···--------·---······--------·-·-·-----·--·····--·-·-----·--· 

! 4 
I Basin(s) sized for total upstr:am catchment if 

: i not diverted around s1te or dtsturbed areas? 

I ! Basin(s) located above 05 flood line and not in j 

i 5 l natural areas or parkland unless approved by e ! 
[__J~~-~-~~?~~gist &J_ or Landsc~~rch_itec!?............ ____ ·----1----- -··-r----;·---""""""t"·----·-·-···----·-···--.. ···-.. ----~----·-···---··- .. ·---·-·--·---·-·-·---------·-----

) I Basin footprint area shown to scale on ESC 
! I Plan? (including all batters and suitable 
i 6 I maintenance access). There must be 
I I adequate space to construct and access all 
I i sediment basin(s) for routine maintenance. 

! X-section(s) & detail(s) of basin(s) clearly show 
all dimensions necessary for construction. 
Must include settling & sediment storage zone 

7 levels, base & top lengths/widths, freeboards, 
spillway size, crest elevation and flow depth, 
sediment Depth Marker post, spillway & outlet 
chute stabilisation, batter slopes? 

ESC Staging Plans show appropriate control 

1 
measures for each key phase of construction? 
(eg. bulk ea1ihworks, roadworks & drainage, 
and the on maintenance period). 

2 
ESC installation and removal sequences match 
the key construction phases? 

ESC Plans require t11at initial soli disturbance is 

• 

3 
strictly limited to construction of major sediment 0 

; controls such as sediment basins, drainage 

• 

• 
i diversions and perimeter sediment controls? 

, ___ j _____________ ~··-'-----------·-··-----·-----'------·-'--····---'-·--------'·---·-··----·'----~--'-------'
:--.,..--.---·-·-·--·------·-·------·--·----.-··-·---------------
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Will site works disturb the bed and/or banks of 
a waterway (includes creeks, dry gullies, open • • 
drains, stormwater outlets)? 

ESC Plans include appropriate temporary 
upstream flow diversion and instream sediment • • 
controls where instream works are involved? 

Are appropriate temporary erosion controls (eg. 
erosion control fabric, rock mulching) specified • • 
on the ESC Plan{s) for waterway areas? 

' i Have appropriate permanent erosion controls 
i been specified on the ESC Plan(s) and/or 
! roadworks & drainage Plan(s)? (must also • • I consider long-term stability caused by outlet 
I velocities, jetting outlet orientation). 

t9r~wJ 
I Adequate monitoring & maintenance program • 1 for sediment basins provided? 

! Adequate Monitoring and maintenance 
I program for all other erosion and sediment • 

i I controls provided? 
r~-+------------------

i I Revegetation program detailing site prep, seed 
13 1 & fertiliser specifications, watering and • • I I maintenance requirements are provided? I 

Where relevant a water quality monitoring 
4 program, including sampling, testing and WQ • • 

release criteria is defined? 

CC10837!4 (Nov 2oia; ©Brisbane City Coline! I- Corporate eForr11s 4 
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I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

• 
I 

Dedicated w a better Brisbane 

Privacy Statement 

BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL ABN 72 002 165 795 

Operational Works ESC Checklist 
Erosion and Sediment Control 

The personal information collected on this form will be used by Brisbane City CoU11cil for the pUI-poses of fulfilling your request and undertaking 

associated Council functions and services. Your personal information will not be disclosed to any third party without your consent, unless this is 

required or permitted by law. 

Site address 

OP Work /Compliance Assessment Application no. 

Officer 

Reviewing Officer's signature Date 

IL r--._~ _____ ___: __ ,_'--_______ -_____ ---_______ __::: __ - __ ---___ -_~----···------------------------·-_____ -______ -____ -______ .. -... _______ - ______ ----, .. _.J 1 ......... _. ........ _. __ ,1_ ---·-----------------------------·' 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

Plan Scrutiny Summary _ __:_~~~~!?." an_d Sediment Control 
Review no. and Date Comments 

1" 2. l 
(Enter review date) I I I I 1 

Description 

LEGEND e Not applicable I OK X Not OK li { ! X 19 I i X 

• I • 
• I • 

Plan Scrutiny fees paid? 
J!l!ll 

I '"J I EHA form completed & certified? 
' 

• • 
~~-•n· 

• • 
~-~-

1 , 3 i ESC Summary of Information (SO!) lodgement 
i I form completed and certified by Consultant? 
r-----t------·--·~··-•••-~<.W--•o--~~-~--·~-~··-~n-~-n~·~·~·--~-~--~n-+---+-""""""""+-----1-

l i 4 I High-level ESC approval condition(s) cllecked? 
i••~·'-~'".,.....__,~~.-·-~"-~-n•-------·-----··-••-n-+--t--·-+-"'--"""

i-

•••••••••••••• 

• • ! 
5 

I VMP condition on the High Level approval? (it 

I 1---,"".J._J,es:: ES~~~~otbp,a~p:oved before ~MP)_..,.. .. ,....,-h-,...L..,. .... , . .L,...,~,.J---,,...:-,.L-:··-:-:+•--:-:-ct .. .,., ..... , .. ,~.·--::."c·:-:---:-, .. ,,-,, __ . .,..,_."'"'"~"·:-:--:•··-:····..,"""•·.--:··.--,--"7-•'"'.:""""T,..,.,--:~rl 
!.2;tPRESENTAHON · ..... ,_.··. ··:: ·.•··--·•· '·• •·<•>:·_.•:·>)_·,_·~ '·'··•, .:1.;:,:::-: ... : >·,; ::-y,J: ; •. :,.-.-.-._.,;., ,.,\.\· :) 

I 111Tt~l~ Blo~k details completed? .. 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

! ESC Plan(s) at suitable scale (max. 1:500 at 
2 ! A1), North Point and full Legend shown? 

3 i Plan Numbers and Amendment number? 

4 

5 

RPEQ or CPESC signed? (must have signature 
and registration No.) 

Scale Bar(s) shown? 
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I Are external construction works proposed? {It 
I 'yes' then ESC Plans and assessment must 
I incorporate these areas also) 

1 2 I Will site works include pre-loading earthworks 

• • 
• • ! I (ie. potential for long soil exposure duration)? 

f-----y-----------__:_ __ ..,:._ ____ .:..___1-- ·-+----- -·-+--r---+-----
1 

3 
I Soil erodibility testing completed as required by 1 

• • 
i l BCC soil testing guideline (Version 3 or later)? • i • 

r---+· -- ' +--+--+--+---
1 4 j Have fine-grained or dispersive soils been 
) 1 identified on-site? (ie. high silt & clay content} 

• • ! i High and extreme erosion risk areas identified 
.! 5 

1 (eg. steep batters, waterway disturbance)? 
·· j 

6 
rL·i~Tt;-;;t-;;;llland di;t-ur-b-an-c"--e-s-ho_w_n_?_(_ie...:... -no-t-+-.-+-----!----j!-.-+--+-+----·----·----

1 i just major cut/fill earthworks areas) 
! 7 I E~~nt of cut and fill earthworks sho'-w-n-?---r--.-+----1---·--t--. -+-....-.-t-+--------·----·--·-----------1 

· j 8 l Existing and proposed contours/levels shown?--r--.-+·--+----+-.-+--+---+--·----·--------

~ ------------+---+--+--+--+--·--+·----f 
! Nominated stockpile area(s) shown? • • 

-------+--4-~--+--+-~--4-----------------------------------4 

1 1 0 I Stockpiles have adequate drainage, erosion & • • I ! sediment controls shown, or defined in notes 
----~~-T--+--+--4---r--+----------------------------------~ 

i Temporary drainage and flow paths shown? 
------t--4~+---+--+--~--+-------------------------------------+ 

I I Hydrology calculations, discharges and flow 
I 2 I velocities provided for ESC measures? (either 
I J on ESC Plans or supporting documentation) 

F!Pe";~-;~t;;;~ flow paths shown. 

·J
4 

i 'clean' runoff is adequately diverted around or 
: I througl1 the site in a non-erosive manner? 
I 
15 

~ 
. 16 

1 

i Run-off diverted away from unprotected 
I batters? 

I Overflow/bypass flows from sediment control 
! devices are directed to stable areas in 
I nonerosive manner? 

• I • 
+----·-- ---+---+---+------

• --L+-·-+--+----1--~----------·-
• • 
• • 
• • 

1 7 I Run-off directed away from construction • • 

··~~ --~le_n_t~~/e_x:_'t? _______________________ +--4---T--+---r--+--4----------------------------------~ 
I All sediment-laden runoff is directed to 
I sediment controls in non-erosive manner? • • 

.19,~i:~R~~~~::l;'';';';;;;; 
:?"''CCT-'GCZ·"i' 

I i Temporary erosion control to high risk areas 
11 I during construction? ( eg. batters, flow 
i ! diversions, outlet areas) 

f I Erosion control measures appropriate to 
.. 1 2 I situation? (eg. wood mulch may wash away if • 

• 
+---+--+·-t-----------

• ·I I placed in concentrated flow paths) 
f--~~--------------~--~--------+-~f---+--+---f---+---1---------·-----

---------------------~ 

' I Timing for progressive stabilisation of 
i 3 I completed areas clearly defined? (ie. 
! 
f---;J_e_st_a_bl_is_h_in..:...g_e_ar_ly-'g'-r_ou_n_d_c_ov_e-'r) ______ _ 

i Specification for ground stabilisation (eg. 
14 i hydro mulch) before sediment controls are 

1 removed is clearly defined on ESC Plans? 

CC1o83712 (Nov 2010) ©Brisbane City Council- Corporate eForms 
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1-~;-=·E-~=~~-----,-~--~-~~=~::~~~~-~--····--~-·-~~----~--~~~-.-~~J ... !._L_~_l .. ,~--L~J .... ~_I ~-_l,---~--~--·-·-·----. _:~~~-=~:.~-----------.. -.. -~---·--
~ D ~ediment Control (gene~al} · . .. .· · 

1 1 I Straw bales are not proposed (these are not to 
i j be approved). " 

1 2 I Sediment fences are located generally along 
i / the contour and have regular 'upslope' returns? 18 18 

r-;-TS~di;;, ent f~;:;-~~-;~~~;;1-~;;d .. ~~--~~~c-~~t~~i~"d· .. -· ---·----
1 I flow paths? • e 
r-----: -------·-----·-·--···-··-·---""'"'"""'"''"'""'"""""'"'"'""'""''"''"'""""""+" ---····l""'"'"'"'"'+------1-·-"·""'f"--·-+·--·-·+-------------------·-------·····-···---·------····----........... - ................... ____ .. _____ j 
i \ Sediment fence details show typical support 
14 

i post spacing at no greater than 2m centres? 
i I (note that the detail may indicate 3m spacing 
i I only if wire mesh backing is used) 

ls ! Stabilised Construction entry/exit point located 
18 

! 
18 

1 

r~-- r~!~~::!;¥:~~;~~~~~~~~- ret-+- ~-J-+- -····-· -- -- ------------- -·- ·-. 
! i s.5 1.20 of the BCC ESC Standard) i : 
-··""I'·-·------------~-~---·---·~:-- .............. _. c....,._ -~--L ......... ,J.,,_ . .,.,..,,.,,.,.~-c·;cc:·"''"'·'Ccc""•·••"''"""'"'"C'C":'':"'':"'C'""'"''c""'"'"""""'"""C'c'"C-:-·:-c":''"':oc"'O:""-i 

!E iSedimentBasin~ ,._.·-......... _ ',_ •-•·•·· ·<.];L'_.__·· ·-±~·'-·<• ·<-: 
~"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

.i ! Correct basin type (ie. C, For D) for identified 1 i 
I $ i @ ! 
! soil characteristics? I l 

·-+--+-~---4---------------------------------~ 

!2 \ Chemical flocculation details defined for Type 
18 

,! 

1 ! F/0 Basins? · · , 
;-------;-----------------------·---·------------------------------------ ----·- '"'""'"""'l'"""""'"'" --·----·-·t·"'"""'"l'"""'--+---------·--------------------------·-----------------............................................. ----------
i I All design calculations provided, including basin 1 

j 
3 

1 catchmen~ plan, emergency spillw~~ and outlet 0 
1 

i j chute des1gn, batter slopes, L:W rauo etc as per i 
I i current sediment basin guidelines? I 
r------.. l .. --·-----------.---------------------------------- ·---·-·+--~r----t---t------+--------·---------.. ·--·-----------.......... , ................ - ......................................................... , ___ _ 
i 
4 

I Basin(s) sized for total upstream catchment if 18 1 0 
: i not diverted around site or disturbed areas? ' 

\ I Basin(s) located above Q5 flood line and not in 
! 5 ! natural areas or parkland unless approved by 
i ! BCC Ecologist &/or Landscape Architect? 
1--------+---···---------------~----------~-------·-t--·+--+----t--l----·i---·+-----------------"--·--

---.-··------·---------·-·--·---------------------·-------

i I Basin footprint area shown to scale on ESC 
: I Plan? (including all batters and suitable 
16 / maintenance access). Tl1ere must be 
I I adequate space to construct and access all 
! I sediment basin(s) for routine mai~tenance. 

i X-section(s} & detail(s) of basin(s) clearly show 
all dimensions necessary tor construction. 
Must include settling & sediment storage zone 

7 levels, base & top lengths/widths, freeboards, 
spillway size, crest elevation and flow depth, 
sediment Depth Marker post, spillway & outlet 
chute stabilisation, batter slopes? 

j 
8 

! Spillway outlet does not 11ave sediment fencing 
0 

1 I or other barrier blocking flowpath? 

[."IP]~i~cti~.l·~sKq_J_enciH9--.. ~-;-·::Tc----r-~·cc, . ___ .·•_- ·• '·.,·-····.·•-•- .':Y·.·- ·-··-··-·.:· .. · .. _._··.-.... ··,Y:LL; .• .<·: <'.r 
I 

11 

ESC Staging Plans show appropriate control 
measures for each key phase of construction? 
(eg. bulk earthworks, roadworks & drainage, 
and the on maintenance period). 

f
2 

l ESC installation and removal sequences match ,1 18 
! i the key construction pl1ases? • 1 

j I ESC Plans require that initial soil disturbance is I 

'
.,:_ 
3 

:,' strictly limited to construction of maJ·or sediment I 
• l_,,,i • : ! controls such as sediment basins, drainage 

L .. J .. ~~~~_s~~~_s-~~-d_p~rimeter ~~~ent co~---........l..-.. -L-...........;..... ----'---'------..!...-------·---··---·-"·--"---.......... -----------------------
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11 
Will site works disturb the bed and/or banks of 
a waterway (includes creeks, dry gullies, open • • 

~ 
drains, stormwater outlets)? 

~~-~ .. ---.........~ ---t-

ESC Plans include appropriate temporary 
;. 

! 
!2 upstream flow diversion and instream sediment • • i 
l controls where instream works are involved? 

!s 
Are appropriate temporary erosion controls (eg. 
erosion control fabric, rock mulching) specified • • i on the ESC Plan(s) for waterway areas? ·r 
Have appropriate permanent erosion controls 
been specified on the ESC Plan(s) and/or 
roadworks & drainage Plan(s)? (must also • • 
consider long-term stability caused by outlet 
velocities, jetting angle, outlet orientation). 

; Adequate monitoring & maintenance program 
I for sediment basins provided? • • 
! Adequate Monitoring and maintenance 
I , • • 1 program for all other eros ron and sediment 

i I controls provided? 

nRevegetation program detailing site prep, seed 
i 3 i & fertiliser specifications, watering and • • i I maintenance requirements are provided? 

! Where relevant a water quality monitoring 
14 program, including sampling, testing and WQ • • I release criteria is defined? 

Issues/Comments 

CC1083714 (Nov 201 O) ·©Brisbane City CounCil Corporate eFonns 4 
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PROJECT ADDRESS: 

ASSESSING OFFICERS 

NAME: 

Check Impact to adjacent 
properties 

Check evelopment 
area 

Waterways 

Wetlands 

Protected vegetation 

Steep Topography, soil types 

Rev1 
completed Erosion Hazard 
Assessment (EHA) form. The 
EHA form must be completed 
and certified 
Has Assessment Report 
identified all the relevant local 
downstream environmental 
values, onsite erosion 
hazards 
identify whether the sta 
'low risk' or 'high risk' ESC 

the 

DATE: 

DUE DATE: 

OFFICER CODE: 

If yes refer ecologist y 

If yes refer ecologist y 

If yes refer ecologist y 

BCC.175.0166 . 



Does Site layout and 
conceptual ESC Program 
allows 'clean' water to be 
adequately diverted around 
construction activities and 
'dirty' water to be diverted to 
appropriate sediment traps 

Is there Location and operation 
of major construction site 
sediment traps takes account 
of expected changes in site 
topography and overland flow 
paths · 

i eland has 
been identified and made 
available for the location and 
operation of major ESC 
measures (eg. Sediment 
basi diversion channels 

Referrals: 

ACTION: Referral Required to MP or Purchaser Yo IN o 

To Referring Officer's - Name: 

Referral Date: 

Officer Code: 

BCC.175.0167 



File Number A -------- DATE: 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

ASSESSING OFFICERS 

NAME: 

Waterways 

Wetlands 

Protected vegetation 

Steep Topography, soil types 

Review the Applicant's 
completed Erosion Hazard 
Assessment (EHA) form. The 
EHA form must be completed 
and certified 
Has Assessment Report (AR) 
identified all the relevant local 
downstream environmental 
values, onsite erosion 
hazards 
identify whether the stan 
'low risk' or 'high risk' ESC 

the 

DUE DATE: 

OFFICER CODE: 

If yes refer ecologist 

If yes refer ecologist 

If yes refer ecologist 

y 

y 

y 

BCC.175.0168 



Does Site layout and 
conceptuai.ESC Program 
allows 'clean' water to be 
adequately diverted around 
construction activities and 
'dirty' water to be diverted to 
appropriate sediment traps 

Is there Location operation 
of major construction site 
sediment traps takes account 
of expected changes in site 
topography and overland flow 
paths 

Sufficient e land has 
been identified and made 
available for the location and 
operation of major ESC 
measures (eg. Sediment 

diversion chan 

Referrals: 

ACTION: Referral Required to MP or Purchaser Yo IN o 

To Referring Officer's M Name: 

Referral Date: 

Officer Code: 

BCC.175.0169 



PROJECT ADDRESS: 

ASSESSING OFFICERS 

NAME: 

Review the proposed 
development 

Check Impact to adjacent 
properties 

Check elopment footprint 
area 

Waterways 

Wetlands 

Protected vegetation 

,...."","'''""'the Applicant's 
1 completed Erosion Hazard 

Assessment (EHA) form. The 
EHA form must be completed 
and certified 
Has Assessment Report (AR) 
identified all the relevant local 
downstream environmental 
values, onsite erosion 
hazards 

whether the standard 
'low risk' or 'high risk' ESC 

the 

DATE: 

DUE DATE: 

OFFICER CODE: 

If yes refer ecologist y 

If yes refer ecologist y 

If yes refer ecologist y 
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Does Site layout and 
conceptual ESC Program 
allows 'clean' water to be 
adequately diverted around 
construction activities and 
'dirty' water to be diverted to 
appropriate sediment traps 

Is there Location and operation 
of major construction site 
sediment traps takes account 
of expected changes in site 
topography and overland flow 
paths 

Sufficient useable land has 
been identified and made 
available for the location and 
operation of major ESC 
measures (eg. Sediment 
basins diversion channel 

Referrals: 

ACTION: Referral Required to MP or Purchaser Yo IN o 

To Referring Officer's- Name: 

Referral Date: 

Officer Code: 

BCC.175.0171 



Site Compliance- Erosion and Sediment Control Site Inspection Checklist V3 

Site Inspection- ESC 
{To be read in conjunction with Site Compliance SOP for Erosion and Sediment Control) 

SITE ADDRESS ...............•.•..................• , , •............•............ 

ESC Op. Works /Compliance Assess File No. . .........•.....•.......•.............•• 

INSPECTION OFFICER .........•.........•....... DATE ................•...... 

SIGNATURE ......................•.....•.......•.......•..............•......... 

Weather Conditions· FineD Raining D Rain forecast D Rain previous 48hrs D 

Legend: v" OK X Not OK N/A Not applicable 

1 Public roadways clear of sediment. 

2 Construction entry/exit constructed to standard & adequately maintained 

3 Copy of approved ESC Program or ESC Plan available on-site. 

4 Site management are familiar with Site ESC requirements. 

5 Perimeter ESC measures (eg. Sediment fence) are installed correctly, 
and are being adequately maintained. 

6 Sediment basin has been constructed and maintained in accordance 
with Council guidelines & ESC Program (size, adequate freeboard, 
water qual test results, dewatering etc 

7 Sediment basin emergency spillway is constructed appropriately. 

8 Drainage measures are in place, directing run-off to sediment basin (if 
applicable) and have sufficient capacity for given catchment. 

9 Up-slope "clean" water is appropriately diverted around/through the site. 

10 Sediment fences are free of damage and sited in appropriate locations. 

11 All sediment traps are free of excessive sediment deposition. 

12 Earth batters protected from run-on water flows and free of "rill" erosion. 

14 Stockpiles are protected from wind, rain and stormwater flow with 
appropriate drainage and erosion controls. 

15 Sediment controls placed up-slope/around stormwater inlets are 
appropriate for the type of inlet structure. 

16 All ESC measures are in proper working order. 

17 All reasonable and practicable measures are being taken to control 
sediment runoff from the site. 

18 The site is adequately prepared for expected weather conditions. 

19 Will a re-inspection be required? (circle appropriate response) 

Brisbane City Council April 2010 
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Site Compliance- Erosion and Sediment Control Site Inspection Checklist V3 

COMMENTS 

o - o ' 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 ~ 0 0 o 0 o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 f 0 0 I * 0 0 o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o o o o o o o o o o r 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o o o 0 o o o o 0 0 0 0 0 " 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 0 .. I 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 o • o o o o 0 o 0 0 ° 

···············································································.·················································· 

........................................................................... -....................................................... . 
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Site Compliance- Erosion and Sediment Control Site Inspection Checklist V3 

Site Inspection ... ESC 

(To be read in conjunction with Site Compliance SOP for Erosion and Sediment Control) 

SITE ADDRESS ................................................................ . 

ESC Op. Works /Compliance Assess File No. . .••........••.......................... 

INSPECTION OFFICER ..............•............ DATE ...................... . 

SIGNATURE ................................................................... . 

Weather Conditions- FineD Raining D Rain forecast 0 Rain previous 48hrs 0 

Legend: ,/OK X Not OK N/A Not applicable 

1 Public roadways clear of sediment. 

2 Construction entry/exit constructed to standard & adequately maintained 

3 Copy of approved ESC Program or ESC Plan available on-site. 

4 Site management are familiar with Site ESC requirements. 

5 Perimeter ESC measures (eg. Sediment fence) are installed correctly, 
and are being adequately maintained. 

6 Sediment basin has been constructed and maintained in accordance 
with Council guidelines & ESC Program (size, adequate freeboard, 

water quality test results, dewatering etc). 

7 Sediment basin emergency spillway is constructed appropriately. 

8 Drainage measures are in place, directing run-off to sediment basin (if 
applicable) and have sufficient for iven catchment. 

9 Up-slope "clean" water is appropriately diverted around/through the site. 

10 Sediment fences are free of damage and sited in appropriate locations. 

11 All sediment traps are free of excessive sediment deposition. 

12 Earth batters protected from run-on water flows and free of "rill" erosion. 

13 Site dust is being adequately controlled. 

14 Stockpiles are protected from wind, rain and stormwater flow with 
appropriate drainage and erosion controls. 

15 Sediment controls placed up-slope/around stormwater inlets are 
appropriate for the type of inlet structure. 

16 All ESC measures are in proper working order. 

17 All reasonable and practicable measures are being taken to control 

sediment runoff from the site. 

18 The site is adequately prepared for expected weather conditions. 

19 Will a re-inspection be required? (circle appropriate response) 

Brisbane City Council April2010 

y N 
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Site Compliance· Erosion and Sediment Control Site Inspection Checklist V3 

COMMENTS 

0 0 0 • 0 o 0 0 0 ~ o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 0 o o o o o o o o o 0 o o 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 I 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ I 0 " 0 0 0. 0 0 0 o o 0 0 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 0 0 o 0 o o 0 0 o o o ' 0 0 0 o o o o o. 0 o 

•••••• 0 ••••••• .; ................................ ~ • ~ ..................................................
... 0 ........................... . 
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Site Compliance- Erosion and Sediment Control Site Inspection Checklist V3 

Site Inspection ... ESC 

(To be read in conjunction with Site Compliance SOP for Erosion and Sediment Control) 

SITE ADDRESS •...................•..............••................•........... 

ESC Op. Works /Compliance Assess File No ........................................ . 

INSPECTION OFFICER ..........................• DATE ......•..•............. 

SIGNATURE .......•........................•.•....•.........•......••.......... 

Weather Conditions- Fine D Raining D Rain forecast D Rain previous 48hrs D 

Legend: X Not OK N/A Not applicable 

1 Public roadways clear of sediment. 

2 Construction entry/exit constructed to standard & adequately maintained 

3 Copy of approved ESC Program or ESC Plan available on-site. 

4 Site management are familiar with Site ESC requirements. 

5 Perimeter ESC measures (eg. Sediment fence) are installed correctly, 
and are being adequately maintained. 

6 Sediment basin has been constructed and maintained in accordance 
with Council guidelines & ESC Program (size, adequate freeboard, 

water quality test results, dewatering etc). 

7 Sediment basin emergency spillway is constructed appropriately. 

8 Drainage measures are in place, directing run-off to sediment basin (if 
applicable) and have sufficient capacity for given catchment. 

9 Up-slope "clean" water is appropriately diverted around/through the site. 

10 Sediment fences are free of damage and sited in appropriate locations. 

11 All sediment traps are free of excessive sediment deposition. 

12 Earth batters protected from run-on water flows and free of "rill" erosion. 

13 Site dust is being adequately controlled. 

14 Stockpiles are protected from wind, rain and stormwater flow with 
appropriate drainage and erosion controls. 

15 Sediment controls placed up-slope/around stormwater inlets are 
ropriate for the type of inlet structure. 

16 All ESC measures are in proper working order. 

17 All reasonable and practicable measures are being taken to control 

sediment runoff from the site. 

18 The site is adequately prepared for expected weather conditions. 

19 Will a re-inspection be required? (circle appropriate response) 

Brisbane City Council April 2010 
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Site Compliance- Erosion and Sediment Control Site Inspection Checklist V3 

COMMENTS 

0 0 0 0 0 I I w 0 o o ~ o o 0 o 0 .. 0 0 ••• • 0 • 0 0 •• I " 0 0 o o o o o o o o o o o o o 0 0 " 0 ~ o o ol o o o o I o o o o 0 • 0 0 o o o o o o o .o o o o o 0 0 0 • o 0 L o o o o o 0 0 0 I 0 0 o I .. 0 .. 0 o 0 0 o o o o o o 0 0 o 0 0 o o o 0 o 0 o o o o 0 
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City Planning & Sustainability Division 
Development Assessment Branch 

Plan Scrutiny Prompt Sheet (Page 1 of 3 Pages) 

DRS FILE REFERENCE No's: 

DRS/PRO/P 
DRS/USE/0 

DRS/USE/H 

ENGINEERING ASSESSING OFFICER 

NAME: 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

DRAWING NUMBERED: 

DATE: 

OFFICER CODE: 

Reference: Part E, Section 2.3, Subdivision & D 

DESCRIPTION 

Plans assessed against all 
conditional requirements 

" Reconfiguring a , 
" Material Change ' 
• combined cond 

• 
• 

The leading drawing of 
contain the following i 

• Title Block 
• Client's Name 
• Consultant's Name 
• Site address (as licatlon) 
• Estate Name I Development's name 
• Council File Reference Number 

• Operational works & 
• High Level. 

• North Point 
• Scales 
• AHD 

Quality for Reproduction 

Locality Plan Shown. 

Drawings index, including plans for other stages if 
applicable. 

C:\Documents and Settings\082331\Desktop\Checklists\Functional Traffic layout checklistdoc 

Latest version saved- 28/01/03 
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FUNCTIONAL TRAFFIC LAYOUT 

Reference: Part E, Section 2.3, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

Full Legend. 

Plan amendment number. 

Dimensioning: 

• Units inmetric 
·all roadworks plans in metres 
• smaller detail plans in mm. 

• Chainages expressed to three decimal places 
eg 0.001 m 

Copies of Drawings provided: 

• 1 set of the approved subdivision layout plans 

Scales: 
• 1:250 for intersections 
• 1:500 for more extensive roadworks 

North point shown on all plans 

Entire plan of intersection required showing all 
existing legs if proposed works are at or near an 
intersection. 

Background info: 

• Design philosophy or 
• Design speed for 
• Reasons for 

Plan drawn to scales 
details including: 

• Land use of adj . 

• Existing i 
the vicinity 

• Existing road I 
• Existing services 

road layout 

• Existing pavement 

• Existing trees . 

Proposed roadworks I 
drawn to scale including: 

• Critical dimensions 
• Proposed pavement markings, including lane 

markings with lane widths 
• Relatlonship of work with other stages 
• Limit of BCC responsibility where other 

authorities are involved. Eg. DMR 
• All allotment & property boundaries. 

Information for both sides of the street. 

COMPLETE 

Yes No 

C:\Documents and Settings\082331\Desktop\Checklists\Functional Traffic layout checklist.doc 
Latest version saved - 28/01/03 
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FUNCTIONAL TRAFFIC LAYOUT 

Reference: Part E, Section 2.3, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

No of copies of accompanying the application are: 

2 sets of hard copy paper plans including: 
• 1 set of the approved layout plans (approved 

traffic functional layout drawings and 
approved plans of vertical and horizontal 
alignment) 

" 1 set of the approved street naming & · 
numberin ans 

Scales: 
" 1 :250 & 1 :500 scale plans drawn using BCC 

std. templates such as title blocks & symbols 

The plans must incorporate the Consultants Logo 
(the applicant can elect to use BCC or an external 
engineering Consultant) & Councils designated 
traffic are identification number. 

Designs conform with AS 1742 the Manual of 
Uniform Control Devices & relevant BCC drawing 

Real Property boundaries & kerb lines. 

Driveways. 

Pavement markings shown: 

o Existing markings that 
• Proposed markings 
o Thin dashed line u 

that will be remov 

• .. 
• 

Existing and new 
numbers) & service 

Traffic signal layouts. 

NOTES TO PLAN 
• Redundant lines to ground off, 

• Signs & markings to comply with Old MUTCD. 

ACTION: Referral Required to MP or Purchaser Yo IN o 

To Referring Officer's- Name: 

Referral Due Date: 

Officer Code: 

Assessing Officers Checking Officers 

C:\Documents and Settings\082331\Desktop\Checklists\Functional Traffic layout checklist.doc 

Latest version saved - 28/01/03 

Page 3 of 4 
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FUNCTIONAL TRAFFIC LAYOUT 

Reference: Part E, Section 2.3, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION 

Yes I No 

Date: I I Date: 

C:\Documents and Settings\082331\Desktop\Checklists\Functional Traffic layout checklist.doc 
Latest version saved- 28/01/03 

COMMENTS 
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City Planning & Sustainability Division 
Development Assessment Branch 

Plan Scrutiny Prompt Sheet (Page 1 of 3 Pages) 

DRS FILE REFERENCE No's: 

DRS/PRO/P 
DRS/USE/0 

DRS/USE/H 

ENGINEERING ASSESSING OFFICER 

NAME: 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

DRAWING NUMBERED: 

DATE: 

OFFICER CODE: 

FUNCTIONAL TRAFFIC LAYOUT 

Reference: Part E, Section 2.3, Subdivision & Deve 

DESCRIPTION 

Plans assessed against all 
conditional requirements 

• Reconfiguring a 
.. Material Change 
• combined ""''"".'"n 

• 
• 

The leading drawing of: 
contain the following 

• Title Block 
• Client's Name 
• Consultant's Na 
• Site address (as plication) 
• Estate Name I Development's name 
• Council File Reference Number 

• Operational works & 
• High Level 

• North Point 
• Scales 
• AHD 

Quality for Reproduction 

Locality Plan Shown. 

Drawings index, including plans for other stages if 
applicable. 

C:\Documents and Settings\082331\Desktop\Checkllsts\Functional Traffic layout checklist.doc 

Latest version saved· 28/01/03 
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FUNCTIONAL TRAFFIC LAYOUT 

Reference: Part E, Section 2.3, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

Full Legend. 

Plan amendment number. 

Dimensioning: 

• Units in metric 
• all roadworks plans in metres 
• smaller detail plans in mm. 

• Chainages expressed to three decimal places 
eg 0.001 m 

• 1 set of the approved subdivision layout plans 

Scales: 

• 1:250 for intersections 
• 1:500 for more extensive roadworks 

North point shown on all plans 

Entire plan of intersection required showing all 
existing legs if proposed works are at or near an 
intersection. 

Background info: 

• Design philosophy 
• Design speed for 
• Reasons for 

Plan drawn to scale 
details including: 

• Land use of adj . 

• Existing i 
the vicinity 

• Existing road layou 

• Existing services 
road layout 

• Existing pavement 

• Existing trees . 

Proposed roadworks I 
drawn to scale including: 

• Critical dimensions 
• Proposed pavement markings, including lane 

markings with lane widths 
• Relationship of work with other stages 
• Limit of BCC responsibility where other 

authorities are involved. Eg. DMR 
• All allotment & property boundaries. 

Information for both sides of the street. 

COMPLETE 

Yes No 

C:\Documents and Settlngs\082331\Desktop\Checklists\Functlonal Traffic layout checklist.doc 
Latest version saved- 28/01/03 
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FUNCTIONAL TRAFFIC LAYOUT 

Reference: Part EJ Section 2.3, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

No of copies of accompanying the application are: 

2 sets of hard copy paper plans including: 
• 1 set of the approved layout plans (approved 

traffic functional layout drawings and 
approved plans of vertical and horizontal 
alignment) 

• 1 set of the approved street naming & 
numberi ans 

Scales: 
e 1:250 & 1:500 scale plans drawn using BCC 

std. templates such as title blocks & symbols 

The plans must incorporate the Consultants Logo 
(the applicant can elect to use BCC or an external 
engineering Consultant) & Councils designated 
traffic are identification number. 

Designs conform with AS 1742 the Manual of 
Uniform Control Devices & relevant BCC drawing 

Real Property boundaries & kerb lines. 

Driveways. 

Pavement markings shown: 

• Existing markings that 
• Proposed markings 
• Thin dashed line u 

that will be remov 

.. 

Existing and new 
numbers) & service 

Traffic signal layouts. 

NOTES TO PLAN 

• Redundant lines to round oft, 
• Signs & markings to comply with Qld MUTCD. 

COMPLETE 
COMMENTS 

ACTION: Referral Required to MP or Purchaser Yo IN o Referral Due Date: 

To Referring Officer's- Name: Officer Code: 

C:\Documents and Settings\082331\Desktop\Checklists\Functional Traffic layout checklist.doc Page 3 of 4 

Latest version saved - 28/01/03 
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FUNCTIONAL TRAFFIC LAYOUT 

Reference: Part E, Section 2.3, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION 

Yes I No 

Date: I I Date: 

C:\Documents and Settings\082331\Desktop\Checklists\Functional Traffic layout checklist.doc 
Latest version saved - 28/01/03 

COMMENTS 
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City Planning & Sustainability Division 
Development Assessment Branch 

Plan Scrutiny Prompt Sheet {Page 1 of 3 Pages) 

DRS FILE REFERENCE No's: 

DRS/PRO/P 
DRS/USE/0 

DRS/USE/H 

ENGINEERING ASSESSING OFFICER 

NAME: 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

DRAWING NUMBERED: 

DATE: 

OFFICER CODE: 

FUNCTIONAL TRAFFIC LAYOUT 

Reference: Part E, Section 2.3, Subdivision & Deve 

DESCRIPTION 

Plans assessed against all 
conditional requirements 

.. Reconfiguring a 
• Material Change 
• combined ""'"il1·rnr 

• 
• 

The leading drawing of 
contain the following i 

• Title Block 
.. Client's Name 
• Consultant's Name • 
• Site address (as ication) 
• Estate Name I Development's name 
• Council File Reference Number 

• Operational works & 
• High Level 

• North Point 
• Scales 
• AHD 

Quality for Reproduction 

Locality Plan Shown. 

Drawings index, including plans for other stages if 
applicable. 

C:\Documents and Settings\082331\Desktop\Checklists\Functional Traffic layout checklist.doc 

Latest version saved - 28/01/03 

Page 1 of 4 
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FUNCTIONAL TRAFFIC LAYOUT 

Reference: Part E, Section 2.3, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

Full Legend. 

Plan amendment number. 

Dimensioning: 

• Units in metric 
• all roadworks plans in metres 
• smaller detail plans in mm. 

• Chainages expressed to three decimal places 
eg 0.001 m 

Copies of Drawings provided: 

1 set of the approved subdivision layout plans 

Scales: 
• 1 :250 for intersections 
• 1:500 for more extensive roadworks 

North point shown on all plans 

Entire plan of intersection required showing all 
existing legs if proposed works are at or near an 
intersection. 

Background info: 

• Design philosophy o 
• Design speed for 
• Reasons for 

Plan drawn to scale 
details including: 

• Land use of adj. 
• Existing ntor<><>f"t 

the vicinity 
• Existing road 
• Existing services 

road layout 
• Existing pavement 
• Existing trees. 

Proposed roadworks I 
drawn to scale including: 

• Critical dimensions 
• Proposed pavement markings, including lane 

markings with lane widths 
• Relationship of work with other stages 
• Limit of BCC responsibility where other 

authorities are involved. Eg. DMR 
• All allotment & property boundaries. 

Information for both sides of the street. 

COMPLETE 

Yes No 

C:\Documents and Settings\082331\Desktop\Checklists\Functional Traffic layout checklist.doc 
Latest version saved - 28/01/03 
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FUNCTIONAL TRAFFIC LAYOUT 

Reference: Part E, Section 2.3, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

No of copies of accompanying the application are: 

2 sets of hard copy paper plans including: 
• 1 set of the approved layout plans (approved 

traffic functional layout drawings and 
approved plans of vertical and horizontal 
alignment) 

• 1 set of the approved street naming & 
numberi ans 

Scales: 
• 1:250 & 1 :500 scale plans drawn using BCC 

std. templates such as title blocks & symbols 

The plans must incorporate the Consultants Logo 
(the applicant can elect to use BCC or an external 
engineering Consultant) & Councils designated 
traffic are identification number. 

Designs conform with AS 17 42 the Manual of 
Uniform Control Devices & relevant BCC drawing 

Real Property boundaries & kerb lines. 

Driveways. 

Pavement markings shown: 

" Existing markings that 
• Proposed markings 
• Thin dashed line 

that will be ron""'"'"" 

• 
• 
" 

NOTES TO PLAN 
• Redundant lines to ground off, 
" Signs & markings to comply with Qld MUTCD. 

Then final submission must comprise: 

• One (1 A1 hard copy on film 

ACTION: Referral Required to MP or Purchaser Yo IN o 

To Referring Officer's - Name: 

Referral Due Date: 

Officer Code: 

Checking Officers 

C:\Documents and Settings\082331\Desktop\Checklists\Functional Traffic layout checklist.doc 
Latest version saved- 28/01/03 
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FUNCTIONAL TRAFFIC LAYOUT 

Reference: PartE, Section 2.3, Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 
COMPLETE 

Yes I No 

Date: I I Date: 

C:\Documents and Settings\082331\Desktop\Checklists\Functional Traffic layout check!ist.doc 
Latest version saved - 28/01/03 
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Community and Planning Sustainability Division 

Plan Scrutiny Prompt Sheet (Page 1 of 1 o Pages) 

APPROVED HIGH LEVEL No: 
AOO 

ENGINEERING ASSESSING OFFICER 

NAME: 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

DRAWING NUMBER: 

DATE: 

OFFICER Payroll No: 

PLAN SCRUTINY - ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 ~ 

DESCRIPTION 

Copies of Engineering Drawings p 

Major Subdiv.- 2 sets of A 1 
Smaller Developments-

• .. 
.. 
.. 

Locality Plan Shown. 

Drawings index, including plans for other stages if 
applicable. 

Full plans legend provided. 

Plan amendment number I details shown. 

BCC.175.0190 



PLAN SCRUTINY ~ ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 - Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Notes provided accordingly. 

Dimensioning: 
Units in metric 
• all roadworks plans in metres 
• smaller detail plans in mm. 

• Levels must be to AHD 
• reduced levels of benchmarks & ref. pegs to be to 
three decimal places eg 0.001 m 
·reduced levels of roadworks & sw dge to be to 
three decimal places eg 0.001 m. 

Position coordinates 
Must be tied to RP Azimuth relative to Cadastre 
using Aust. Map Grid Coord system 

• Chainages expressed to three decimal places eg 
0.001 m 

Cross Sections Intervals 
• Road cross sections at 20.0m intervals 
• further subdivision of 10.0m to S.Om intervals 
where necessary at horizontal & vertical curves 

• Grades 
Road grades must be shown to three significant 
figures eg 2.300%. 

• Accesses, 
Services, 

• LargerTrees, 
• Guard Rails, 
• Retaining Walls, 

Combined S 

Existing & Proposed 

Stage boundaries. 

Design has conformed 
functional traffic layout. 

Pavement widths: 
(nominal face of kerb or invert in new green streets) 

Access ways & residential streets greater than or 
equal to 5.5m, 

• Collector roads greater than or equal to 7 .Sm, 
• Sub-arterial roads greater than or equal to II. Om, 

Arterials as per the Queensland Department of 
Transport requirements. 

Guard rails and delineators shown. 

Yes No 

BCC.175.0191 



PLAN SCRUTINY - ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 - Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

Pavement tapers to existing roads are a minimum of 
1:10. 

Hazard signs location shown. 

Subsoil drains shown on both sides of all roads. 

Subsoil drainage of island treatments shown. 

Road layouts satisfactory for future stages. 

Temporary refuse vehicle turning areas provided. 

Future road extensions shown. 

Typical pavements design shown. 

Kerb profile: 

Access ways & Residential Streets- TypeD 
" Collector roads, rural- Type 0, 

Sub-arterial/Arterial- Type E, 
Industrial- Type E, 
Parks Type E. 

Intersection Layout 

<> Crossfalls 
• minimum 2 %, 
·maximum 5 %, 
Drainage provided to sags, 
Footpath & kerb ramp location satisfactory, 
One-way crossfalls kerb drain, 
Minimum radii provided, 
• residential R 10 
·industrial Rt5. 

Cul-de-sac Treatmen 

.. Footpath widths 
ali areas drain, 
Layout satisfactory 
vehicle turning rad 

Q Layout satisfactory 
o Locations of refuse 

(left side collection 

Speed Restriction 

• Complies with 
• Geometry sat.istc!ctc 
• Footpath widths 4 
" Driveway locations 
• Driveway splays 

Landscaping 
Planting types to per Guidelines, 

• Caters for surface drainage, 
Surface treatment of roads I islands shown, 
Street lighting locations shown, 

.. Lane widths satisfactory, 
300mm backing strip for all kerb, 

• 150mm concrete mowing edging shown around all 
landscaping & fences etc. 

COMPLETE 
COMMENTS 

Yes No 

---------------------------~---1-----+---------------------------------------4 
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PLAN SCRUTINY - ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 - Subdivision & Development Guidelines 
I----------

DESCRIPTION 

Complies with Council's preferred treatments, 
Drainage satisfactory, 

• Root barrier provided to any trees, 
• Subsoil drainage provided to centre island, 

Effected property owners advised, 
300mm backing strips provided, 
Surface treatment specified, 

• Landscaping/surface treatment/water service 
provided is satisfactory, 

• Street lighting provided. 

Roundabouts: 

Cr'ossfall- maximum 3%, 
• Radius minimum 12_0m, 
• Drainage satisfactory, 
• Backing strip (900mm)wide, 
• Kerb detail correct, 
• Landscaping ~ plant types approved by BCC, 
• Street lighting OK, 

Water service supplied & metered, 
Access to Jots OK_ 

Pavement Treatments: 
Pavers, 
• pattem complies with Guidelines 
• sub-grade treatment CTB or concrete 

• Stencilled Concrete, 
• pattern complies with Guidelines 
·colour complies with Guidelines 
• sub-grade treatment shown 
• concrete pavement 
·extra conduits 

• Street Print 

Road longitudinal g 
• Minimum 0.4% (1 

Maximum 16 0% (1 

Vertical Geometry: 

• Access-ways I 
conforms to Qu 

• Sub-arteria 1/a rterial 

Verge Widths: 
(Minimum widths as 
to invert of kerb & 

Local Access & 
·Residential. 4.0 ~ 
• Rural5_0m (min.) 
District/Suburban & higher roads (without a bike 
lane) 
• 4.25m (min) 
• 5.95m (preferred) 
District/Suburban & higher roads (with a bike lane) 
• Width to be determined by Urban Amenity 

• Industrial Access roads 
425m_ 

Verge Profile 

COMPLETE 
COMMENTS 

Yes No 

BCC_175_0193 



PLAN SCRUTINY ~ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 ~ Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

To be 1 in 50 

Rural verge profile: 
(where practical constraints limit std. profile) 
A section of verge min. 2.5m wide at ultimate level with 
max crossfall at 1 in 40. 

Verge Lo 
Max 1 in 

ina I grades: 
matches road 

Concrete footpaths: 
To comply with Council Standards (UMS 231) 

.. To comply with approved conditions, 

.. Collector roads -1.2m width both sides, 

.. Industrial roads- 1.2m width both sides, 
Commercial development- 1.2m both sides, 
Shop I shopping centre- full width or as approved 

Urban Amen 
Kerb ramps provided (UMS 213). 

Access Pathways: 
" Refer to approved conditions & layout plan, 
" Pedestrian traffic network satisfactory, 

1.8m wide concrete pathway shown, 
Vehicular access prevented, 
Kerb ramps provided at either end, 
Cross section suitable for overland flows, 
reserve contains overland flow width 
Minimum width reserve 3.0m. 

Bikeways: 
.. Location acceptable to 

• 2.5m wide- recreation 
• 3.0m wide (min.)-

.. Pavement details 
complies with B 

" Entrance and 
(Speed red 
Longitudinal g 
(minimum 0.5%, 

.. Drainage shown 
<> Bike safe grates 

Clearance to 
desirable 500mm) 
Treatment at creek 
·hydraulics 
• structural 
·deck levels 
• details of flood 
• bikeway bridges 
• safety berm to 

Rear Allotment Access 
Requirements as per table 86.1 of S&DG, 
Standard footpath cross-section complies, 
Width of concrete d'way min. 2.5m full width, 

.. Service corridor min. 0.5m width, 
Width of access easement min. 35m, 

.. If trafficked by a refuse vehicle- min. 5.5m wide 
type AC pavement, 

.. Kerb required as necessary, 
Passing bays adequate for greater than 1 lot 

COMPLETE 
COMMENTS 

Yes No 

BCC.175.0194 



PLAN SCRUTINY ~ ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part 8, Chapter 1 ~ Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

Retaining walls: 

Located wholly within private property, 
Timber construction not permitted to face road 
reserve or parkland, 

Certified design req'd where >1.0m high. 

Acoustic fence located in private property, 
Detail drawings to be provided, 
Refer to Performance Crtteria & Acceptable 
Solutions as prescribed in the Landscape Code of 
the Brisbane City Plan, 

• Fences to comply with noise reduction criteria, 
• Fences to be structurally certified, 
• Fences over 2m require BA, 

Landscape treatment detailed in front of fence 
• Acoustic fence treated with anti-graffiti treatment, 
• Concrete garden edge 150mm x 100mm minimum 

shown . 

• 

Requires structural 
Otherfeatures r'eg 
are not permitted, 

• If in doubt, refer to 

Waterfalls, Flagpoles, 

• 

• No irrigation rovided within road 
reserve (future for Council), 

• Trees/shrubs are to be approved variety, 
• Treatment of non-approved variety, 
• Satisfactory to Council. 

COMPLETE 
COMMENTS 

Yes No 

BCC.175.0195 



PLAN SCRUTINY M ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 - Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION 

Landscaping within the road reserve includes: 
·buffer zones fronting acoustic fences, 
• roundabouts, 
• speed control devices, 
• traffic islands. 

Any other landscaping associated with: 
·acoustic fencing, 
·entrance features, 
• street furniture. 

All features relating to the landscaping such as 
• concrete footpaths, 
·bikeways, 
• mowing strips, 
• retaining walls, 
• fences, 
• embankment treatmentin split roadways, 
• safety rails. 

Road layout with property bdys. & lot Na.shown. 

Road names. 

Position of temporary 
of the maintenance pe 

Typical detail of the p 
includes: 
• mulch type & depth, 
• location of weed mat, 
• depth & type of soil m 1 

• root barrier, 
·detail of drainage 

The No of copies of Engineerfng Drawings 
accompanying the application are: 

2 sets of hard copy paper plans including: 

" 1 set of the approved layout plans (approved traffic 
function at layout drawings) & 

.. 1 set of the approved street naming & numbering 
plans_ 

COMMENTS 

BCC.175.0196 



PLAN SCRUTINY -ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 - Subdivision & Development Guidelines 
COMPLETE 

DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Scales required: 
1:250 & 1:500 scale plans draWn using BCC std. 
templates such as title blocks & symbols 

The plans must incorporate the Consultants Logo (the 
applicant can elect to use BCC or an external 
engineering Consultant) & Councils designated traffic 
are identification number. 

Designs conform with AS 1742 the Manual of Uniform 
Control DeVices & relevant BCC dwg. 

Real Property boundaries & kerb lines shown. 

plan (for jobs proposing new roads). 

Driveways indicated on plans. 

Pavement markings: 
Existing markings that will be retained & 
Proposed markings fully dimensioned 
Thin dashed line used for existing markings that 
will be removed. 

Existing & proposed signs shown eg: 
• Parking signs, 

Street name signs etc, 
Traffic signs, 
• shown using the standard sign code eg ERECT 
R2-14(L) & not shown as pictorial signs 

Existing and new power poles & 
shown. 

Waste Management 
Maximum distance 
30m, 

• Reversing of 
truck length, 
Maximum number 
footpath limited to 1 
Concrete pads 2m 
lot, 
Turnaround provid 
staged develop se vehicles, 
Site Developments access gradients of 1 in 
20 for bulk bins UR to 2.0m3 & 1 in 50 for bulk bins 
greater than 2.0m3

, 

• Position of bulk bins & refuse vehicle-turning areas 
at bulk bin collection areas to be shown within the 
developments. 

ACTION: Referral Required to MP or Purchaser Yo IN o 

To Referring Officer's -Name: 

Yes No 

Referral Due Date: 

BCC.175.0197 



PLAN SCRUTINY - ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 - Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION 

Yes I No 
COMMENTS 

Assessing Officers Checking Officers 
Signature: Signature: 
Date: Date: 

BCC.175.0198 
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Community and Planning Sustainability Division 
Plan Scrutiny Prompt Sheet (Page 1 of 10 Pages) 

APPROVED HIGH LEVEL No: 
AOO 

ENGINEERING ASSESSING OFFICER 

NAME: 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

DRAWING NUMBER: 

DATE: 

OFFICER Payroll No: 

PLAN SCRUTINY - ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 ~ 

DESCRIPTION 

Invoice showing correct assessing fees paid. 

All relevant drawings furnished & "Acceptance Sheet" 
provided by the consultant 

Copies of Engineering Drawings 

o Major Subdiv.- 2 sets of A1 
Smaller Development· 

• 

• 

Locality Plan Shown. 

Drawings index, including plans for other stages if 
applicable. 

Full plans legend provided. 

Plan amendment number I details shown. 

BCC.175.0200 



PLAN SCRUTINY -ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 - Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Notes provided accordingly. , 

Dimensioning: 

• Units in metric 
• all roadworks plans in metres 
• smaller detail plans in mm. 

• Levels must be to AHD 
• reduced levels of benchmarks & ref. pegs to be to 
three decimal places eg 0.001 m 
• reduced levels of roadworks & sw dge to be to 
three decimal places eg 0.001 m. 

• Position coordinates 

• 

Must be tied to RP Azimuth relative to Cadastre 
using Aust. Map Grid Coord system 

Chainages expressed to three decimal places eg 
0.001 m 

Cross Sections Intervals 
• Road cross sections at 20.0m intervals 
·further subdivision of 10.0m to S.Om intervals 
where necessary at horizontal & vertical curves 
Grades 
Road grades must be shown to three significant 
figures eg 2.300% . 

Accesses, 
Services, 

• LargerTrees, 
• Guard Rails, 

Retaining Walls, 
Combined Servi 

Road reserve b 

Stage boundaries. 

Design has conformed 
functional traffic layout. 

Pavement widths: 
(nominal face of kerb or invert in new green streets) 

• Access ways & residential streets greater than or 
equal to 5.5m, 
Collector roads greater than or equal to 7.5m, 

• Sub-arterial roads greater than or equal to I LOrn, 
• Arterials as per the Queensland Department of 

Transport requirements. 

Guard rails and delineators shown. 

Yes No 

BCC.175.0201 



PLAN SCRUTINY ~ ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 • Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

Pavement tapers to existing roads are a minimum of 
1:10. 

Hazard signs location shown. 

Subsoil drains shown on both sides of all roads. 

Subsoil drainage of island treatments shown. 

Road layouts satisfactory for future stages. 

Temporary refuse vehicle turning areas provided. 

Future road extensions shown. 

Typical pavements design shown. 

Kerb profile: 

• Access ways & Residential Streets~ Type D 
o Colfector roads, rural Type D. 
o Sub-arterial/Arterial- Type E, 
o Industrial- Type E, 
" Parks- Type E. 

Intersection Layout: 

Crossfalls 
• minimum 2 %, 
·maximum 5 %, 
Drainage provided to sags, 

" Footpath & kerb ramp location satisfactory, 
o One-way crossfalls kerb drain, 
.. Minimum radii provided, 

·residential RiO 
·industrial R15. 

" .. 

• 

Speed Restriction 

" Complies with Cou 
• Geometry satisf<>ctc 

Footpath widths 
Driveway locations 

• Driveway splays m1 
Landscaping 

• Planting types to per Guidelines, 
Caters for surface drainage, 
Surface treatment of roads I islands shown, 

• Street lighting locations shown, 
Lane widths satisfactory, 
300mm backing strip for all kerb, 
150mm concrete mowing edging shown around all 
landscaping & fences etc. 

COMPLETE 
COMMENTS 

Yes No 

BCC.175.0202 



PLAN SCRUTINY ~ ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 - Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Complies with Council's preferred treatments, 
• Drainage satisfactory, 

Root barrier provided to any trees, 
• Subsoil drainage provided to centre island, 
• Effected property owners advised, 
• 300mm backing strips provided, 

Surface treatment specified, 
Landscaping/surface treatment/water service 
provided is satisfactory, 

• Street lighting provided. 

Roundabouts: 
• Crossfall- maximum 3%, 
• Radius minimum 12.0m, 

Drainage satisfactory, 
• Backing strip (900mm) wide, 
• Kerb detail correct, 
• Landscaping- plant types approved by BCC, 
• Street lighting OK, 

Water service supplied & metered, 
Access to lots OK. 

Pavement Treatments: 

• 

Pavers, 
• pattern complies with Guidelines 
• sub-grade treatment CTB or concrete 
Stencilled Concrete, 
• pattern complies with Guidelines 
• colour complies with Guidelines 
• sub-grade treatment shown 
• concrete pavement d 
• extra conduits 

• Local Access & 
·Residential. 4.0-
• RuraiS.Om (min.) 
District/Suburban & higher roads (without a bike 
lane) 
• 4.25m (min) 
• 5.95m (preferred) 

• District/Suburban & higher roads (with a bike lane) 
• Width to be determined by Urban Amenity 

• Industrial Access roads 
4.25m. 

Verge Profile 

Yes No 

BCC.175.0203 



PLAN SCRUTINY - ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 - Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

Rural verge profile: 
(where practical constraints limit std. profile) 
A section of verge min. 2.5m wide at ultimate level with 
max crossfall at 1 in 40. 

Verge 
Max 1 

Concrete footpaths: 

• To comply with Council Standards (UMS 231) 
• To comply with approved conditions, 

.. Collector roads- 1.2m width both sides, 

.. Industrial roads- 1.2m width both sides, 

.. Commercial development- 1 .2m both sides, 

" Shop I shopping centre- full width or as approved 
u~~ . 

1-------"-----
Kerb ramps provided (UMS 213). 

Access Pathways: 

~ Refer to approved conditions & layout plan, 
Pedestrian traffic network satisfactory, 

.. 1.8m wide concrete pathway shown, 
Vehicular access prevented, 

.. Ke~ ramps provided at either end, 
• Cross section suitable for overland flows, 

• reserve contains overland flow width 
Minimum width reserve 3.0m . 

.. 

Rear Allotment Access nts: 
.. Requirements as per table B6.1 of S&DG, 

Standard footpath cross-section complies, 
.. Width of concrete d'way min. 2.5m full width, 

" Service corridor min. 0.5 m width, 
Width of access easement min. 35m, 

.. If trafficked by a refuse vehicle- min. 5.5m wide 
type AC pavement, 
Ke~ required as necessary, 

" Passing bays adequate for greater than 1 lot. 

COMPLETE 
COMMENTS 

Yes No 

BCC.175.0204 



PLAN SCRUTINY ~ ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 - Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

Retaining walls: 

• Located wholly within private property, 
Timber construction not permitted to face road 
reserve or parkland, 

Certified design req'd where >1.0m high. 

• Acoustic fence located in private property, 
• Detail drawings to be provided, 

• 
• 

Refer to Performance Criteria & Acceptable 
Solutions as prescribed in the Landscape Code of 
the Brisbane City Plan, 
Fences to comply with noise reduction criteria, 
Fences to be structurally certified, 
Fences over 2m require BA, 
Landscape treatment detailed in front of fence 
Acoustic fence treated with anti-graffiti treatment, 
Concrete garden edge 150mm x 1 OOmm minimum 
shown . 

• Requires structural 
Other features reg 
are not permitted, 
If in doubt, refer to 

Waterfalls, Flagpoles, 

No irrigation within road 
reserve (future for Council), 
Trees/shrubs are to be approved variety, 

• Treatment of non-approved variety, 
Satisfactory to Council. 

COMPLETE 
COMMENTS 

Yes No 

BCC.175.0205 



PLAN SCRUTINY - ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 - Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

Landscaping within the road reserve includes: 
• buffer zones fronting acoustic fences, 
• roundabouts, 
• speed control devices, 
• traffic islands. 

Any other landscaping associated with: 
• acoustic fencing, 
• entrance features, 
• street furniture. 

All features relating to the landscaping such as 
• concrete footpaths, 
• bikeways, 
·mowing strips, 
• retaining walls, 
·fences, 
• embankment treatment in split roadways, 
• safety rails. 

Road layout with property bdys. & lot NQ.shown. 

Road names. 

Typical detail of the p 
includes: 
·mulch type & depth, 
·location of weed mat, 
·depth & type of soil 
• root barrier, 
·detail of drainage 

The No of copies of Engineering Drawings 
accompanying the application are: 

2 sets of hard copy paper plans including: 

• 1 set of the approved layout plans (approved traffic 
functional layout drawings) & 

1 set of the approved street naming & numbering 

COMPLETE 
COMMENTS 

BCC.175.0206 



PLAN SCRUTINY - ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 - Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION 

Scales required: 
• 1 :250 & 1:500 scale plans drawn using BCC std. 

templates such as title blocks & symbols 

The plans must incorporate the Consultants Logo (the 
applicant can elect to use BCC or an external 
engineering Consultant) & Councils designated traffic 
are identification number. 

Designs conform with AS 17 42 1he Manual of Uniform 
Control Devices & relevant BCC dwg. 

Real Property boundaries & kerb tines shown. 

Locality plan (for jobs proposing new roads). 

Driveways indicated on plans. 

Pavement markings: 
• Existing markings that will be retained & 
• Proposed markings fully dimensioned 
• Thin dashed line used for existing markings that 

will be removed. 

Existing & proposed signs shown eg: 
• Parking signs, 
• Street name signs etc, 

Traffic signs, 
• shown using the standard sign code eg ERECT 
R2-14(L) & not shown as pictorial signs 

Existing and new power poles & 
shown. 

• Reversing of 
truck length, 
Maximum number 
footpath limited to 
Concrete pads 2m 
lot, 
Turnaround p 
staged do"<'l"r>m<>r' vehicles, 

• Site Developments access gradients of 1 in 
20 for bulk bins Ufl to 2.0m3 & 1 in 50 for bulk bins 
greater than 2.0m3

, 

• Position of bulk bins & refuse vehicle-turning areas 
at bulk bin collection areas to be shown within the 
developments. 

ACTION: Referral Required to MP or Purchaser Yo IN o 

To Referring Officer's- Name: 

COMMENTS 
Yes No 

Referral Due Date: 

BCC.175.0207 



PLAN SCRUTINY - ROADWORKS 
-- ---

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 - Subdivision & Development Guidelines 
- ---

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION 

Yes I No 
COMMENTS 

Assessing Officers Checking Officers 

Signature_· Signature: 

Date: Date: 

BCC.175.0208 
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Community and Planning Sustainability Division 

Plan Scrutiny Prompt Sheet (Page 1 of 10 Pages) 

APPROVED HIGH LEVEL No: 
AOO 

ENGINEERING ASSESSING OFFICER 

NAME: 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

DRAWING NUMBER: 

DATE: 

OFFICER Payroll No: 

PLAN SCRUTINY - ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 ~ 

DESCRIPTION 

Invoice showing correct assessing fees paid. 
-~-~---~~~~----------+---+--

All relevant drawings furnished & "Acceptance Sheef' 
provided by the consultant 

Copies of Engineering Drawings p 

• Major Subdiv.- 2 sets of A1 
Smaller Developments-

• 

Locality Plan Shown. 

Drawings index, including plans for other stages if 
applicable. 

Full plans legend provided. 

Plan amendment number I details shown. 

BCC.175.0210 



PLAN SCRUTINY ~ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1- Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Notes provided accordingly_ 

Dimension lng: 
Units in metric 
·all roadworks plans in metres 
·smaller detail plans in mm. 

Levels must be to AHD 
• reduced levels of benchmarks & ref. pegs to be to 
three decimal places eg 0.001 rn 
·reduced levels of roadworks & sw dge to be to 
three decimal places eg 0.001 rn. 

Position coordinates 
Must be tied to RP Azimuth relative to Cadastre 
using Aust. Map Grid Coord system 

• Chainages expressed to three decimal places eg 
0.001 m 

Cross Sections Intervals 
• Road cross sections at 20.0m intervals 
• further subdivision of 10.0m to 5.0m intervals 
where necessary at horizontal & vertical cuNes 

• Grades 
Road grades must be shown to three significant 
figures eg 2.300%. 

Surface Levels, 
Accesses, 
SeNices, 
Larger Trees, 

• Guard Rails, 
• Retaining Walls, 

Combined 

Existing & Proposed 

Stage boundaries. 

Design has conformed 
functional traffic layout. 

Pavement widths: 
(nominal face of kerb or invert in new green streets) 

• Access ways & residential streets greater than or 
equal to 5.5m, 

• Collector roads greater than or equal to 7.5m, 
Sub-arterial roads greater than or equal to II.Orn, 
Arterials as per the Queensland Department of 
Transport requirements. 

Guard rails and delineators shown. 

Yes No 

BCC.175.0211 



PLAN SCRUTINY -ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 - Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

Pavement tapers to existing roads are a minimum of 
1:10. 

Hazard signs location shown. 

Subsoil drains shown on both sides of all roads. 

Subsoil drainage of island treatments shown. 

Road layouts satisfactory for future stages. 

Temporary refuse vehicle turning areas provided. 

Future road extensions shown. 

Typical pavements design shown. 

Kerb profile: 

Access ways & Residential Streets TypeD 
.. Collector roads, rural- TypeD, 
" Sub-arterial/Arterial-- Type E, 

Industrial- Type E, 
Parks- Type E. 

Intersection Layout 

" Crossfalls 
·minimum 2%, 
• maximum 5 %, 
Drainage provided to sags, 

• Footpath & kerb ramp location satisfactory, 
$ One-way crossfalls kerb drain, 

Minimum radii provided, 
• residential R 10 
• industrial R15. 

Cul-de-sac 

" Geometry c<>tkf<ortr 

Footpath widths 4 
• Driveway locations 

Driveway splays m 
Landscaping 
Planting types to per Guidelines, 
Caters for surface drainage, 
Surface treatment of roads I islands shown, 

" Street lighting locations shown, 
• Lane widths satisfactory, 

300mm backing strip for all kerb, 
" 150rnm concrete mowing edging shown around all 

landscaping & fences etc. 

Intersection Channe!isation: 
(traffic islands I 

COMPLETE 
COMMENTS 

Yes No 

BCC. 175.0212 



PLAN SCRUTINY - ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 - Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION 

• Complies with Councirs preferred treatments, 
" Drainage satisfactory, 

Root barrier provided to any trees, 
Subsoil drainage provided to centre island, 
Effected property owners advised, 

• 300mm backing strips provided, 
Surface treatment specified, 

• Landscaping/surface treatment/water service 
provided is satisfactory, 
Street lighting provided. 

Roundabouts: 
• Crossfall- maximum 3%, 

Radius minimum 12.0m, 
• Drainage satisfactory, 
• Backing strip (900mm) wide, 

Kerb detail correct, 
landscaping- plant types approved by BCC, 

• Street lighting OK, 
• Water service supplied & metered, 

Access to lots OK. 

Pavement Treatments: 
• Pavers, 

• pattern complies with Guidelines 
• sub-grade treatment CTB or concrete 

" Stencilled Concrete, 
• pattern complies with Guidelines 
• colour complies with Guidelines 
·sub-grade treatment shown 
• concrete pavement 
• extra conduits 
Street Print 
• Co lour & pattern 
• 32mm thick AC 

Road longitudinal 
Minimum 0.4% (1 
Maximum 16 0% (1 

Access-ways I 
conforms to 
Sub-arterial/arterial 

Verge Widths: 
(Minimum widths as 
to invert of kern & cha 
• Local Access & N 

·Residential. 4.0-
·Rural 5.0m (min.) 

• District/Suburban & higher roads {without a bike 
lane) 
• 4.25m (min) 
• 5.95m (preferred) 

• District/Suburban & higher roads (with a bike lane) 
• Width to be determined by Urban Amenity 
Industrial Access roads 
4.25m. 

Verge Profile 

COMMENTS 
Yes I No 

BCC.175.0213 



PLAN SCRUTINY - ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 - Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION 

be 1 in 50 -full width 

Rural verge profile: 
(where practical constraints limit std. profile) 
A section of verge min. 2.5m wide at ultimate level with 
max crossfall at 1 in 40. 

Verge Long 
Max 1 in 6~ 

Concrete footpaths: 
To comply wrth Council Standards (UMS 231) 

" To comply with approved conditions, 

Collector roads- 1.2m width both sides, 
., Industrial roads- 1.2m width both sides, 

Commercial development- 1.2m both sides, 
Shop I shopping centre- full width or as approved 

Urban 

Kerb ramps provided (UMS 213). 

Access Pathways: 

<> Refer to approved conditions & layout plan, 
" Pedestrian traffic network satisfactory, 

1.8m wide concrete pathway shown, 
Vehicular access prevented, 

.. Kerb ramps provided at either end, 
Cross section suitable for overland flows, 

• reserve contains overland flow width 
• Minimum width reserve 3.0m . 

• 

Requirements as per table B6.1 ofS&DG, 
• Standard footpath cross-section complies, 

Width of concrete d'way min. 2.5m full width, 
Service corridor min. 0.5m wfdth, 

• Width of access easement min. 3 5m, 
If trafficked by a refuse vehicle- min. 5.5m wide 
type AC pavement, 

., Kerb required as necessary, 
Passing bays adequate for greater than 1 lot. 

COMMENTS 
Yes No 

BCC.175.0214 



PLAN SCRUTINY - ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 ~ Subdivision & Development Guidelines 
COMPLETE 

DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Retaining walls: 

• Located wholly wfthin private property, 
• Timber construction not permftted to face road 

reserve or parkland, 
Certified design req'd where >1.0m high. 

Acoustic fence located in private property, 
Detail drawings to be provided, 

• Refer to Performance Criteria & Acceptable 
Solutions as pmscribed in the Landscape Code of 
the Brisbane City Plan, 

• Fences to comply with noise reduction criteria, 
Fences to be structurally certified, 
Fences over 2m require BA, 
Landscape treatment detaifed in front of fence 
Acoustic fence treated with anti-graffiti treatment, 

• Concrete garden edge 150mm x 1 OOmm minimum 
shown. 

• Requires structural 
Other features 
are not permitted, 
If in doubt, refer to 

Waterfalls, Flagpoles, 

No irrigation 
reserve (future for Council), 
Trees/shrubs are to be approved variety, 

• Treatment of non-approved variety, 
• Satisfactory to Council. 

Yes No 

BCC.175.0215 



PLAN SCRUTINY ~ ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 - Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION 

Landscaping within the road reserve includes: 
• buffer zones fronting acoustic fences, 
• roundabouts, 
• speed control devices, 
• traffic islands. 

Any other landscaping associated w~h: 
• acoustic fencing, 
• entrance features, 
• street furniture. 

All features relating to the landscaping such as 
• concrete footpaths, 
• bikeways, 
• mowing strips, 
·retaining walls, 
·fences, 
• embankment treatment in split roadways, 
• safety rails. 

Road layout with property bdys. & lot NQ.shown. 

Road names. 

Typical detail of the 
includes: 
·mulch type & depth, 
• location of weed mat, 
• depth & type of soil m 
• root barrier, 
·detail of drainage 

The No of copies of Engineering Drawings 
accompanying the application are: 

2 sets of hard copy paper plans including: 

1 set of the approved layout plans (approved traffic 
functional layout drawings) & 

1 set of the approved street naming & numbering 
plans. 

COMMENTS 

BCC.175.0216 



PLAN SCRUTINY - ROADWORKS 

Reference: Part B, Chapter 1 - Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

DESCRIPTION 

Scales required: 
• 1:250 & 1:500 scale plans drawn using BCC std. 

templates such as title blocks & symbols 

The plans must incorporate the Consultants Logo (the 
applicant can elect to use BCC or an external 
engineering Consultant) & Councils designated traffic 
are identification number. 

Designs conform with AS 1742 the Manual of Uniform 
Control Devices & relevant BCC dwg. 

Real Property boundaries & kerb lines shown_ 

Locality plan (for jobs proposing new roads). 

Driveways indicated on plans. 

Pavement markings: 
• Existing markings that will be retained & 

Proposed markings fully dimensioned 
Thin dashed line used for existing markings that 
will be removed. 

Existing & proposed signs shown eg: 
• Parking signs, 
• Street name signs etc, 
• Traffic signs, 

• shown using the standard sign code eg ERECT 
R2-14(L) & not shown as pictorial signs 

Existing and new power poles & 
shown . 

• 

• Reversing of 
truck length, 
Maximum number 
footpath limited to 
Concrete pads 2m 
lot, 
Turnaround provid 
staged vehicles, 
Site Developments access gradients of 1 in 
20 for bulk bins up to 2.0m3 & 1 in 50 for bulk bins 
greater than 2.0m3

, 

• Position of bulk bins & refuse vehicle-turning areas 
at bulk bin collection areas to be shown within the 
developments. 

ACTION: Referral Required to MP or Purchaser Yo IN o 

To Referring Officer's- Name: 

COMPLETE 
COMMENTS 

Yes No 

Referral Due Date: 

BCC.175.0217 



PLAN SCRUTINY ~ ROADWORKS 
-"""-""-~" 

Reference: Part 8, Chapter 1 ~ Subdivision & Development Guidelines 

COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION 

Yes I No 
COMMENTS 

Assessing Officers Checking Orticers 
Signature: Signature: 
Date: Date: 

BCC175"0218 



File Number A 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

ASSESSING OFFICERS 

NAME: 

ACCESS DRIVEWAY DESIGN 
TAPS POLICY section 3 

• The number of car parking 
spaces served by the 

• The size and type ofthe 
service vehicle 

• Standard concrete vehicle 

o Parking space requirement for 
use Res', commercial, 
Warehouse 

• Provision for adequate queuing 
at the access point(s) 

• Minimum Aisle width 6.2-
6.5m Wide 

" Provide transitions at sharp 
grade changes 

Transition changes no greater than 5% 
TAPS section 4.1 

• Do Parking Numbers 

DATE: 

DUE DATE: 

OFFICER CODE: 

BCC.175.0219 



File Number A 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

ASSESSING OFFICERS 

NAME: 

• Gradients comply with 
Po· 

• Basement Car park 
access MUST have QlOO 
flood immunity and be 
constructed for flooding 
and buo forces 
• Basement car park access 
MUST have Q50 Overland 
Flow immunity and be 
constructed for flooding 
and forces 

• Residential Dev' > 1 0 
units, on site LRV 
manoeuvring and parking 
is required (refer Principal 
Engineer for relaxation to MRV or 
SRV for I bedroom studio 

• Refuse Collection 
8 units or less kerbside collection 
>8 units on site collection 

• Provision for appropriate 
number and type of service 
vehicles, including refuse 
collection vehicles ( ref: TAPS 
section 2 and tables 1 

Other 

• Make provision for vehicles 
n~~·n~··~·~ with disabilities 

• Closely follows demand lines 

• Design shows pedestrian 
movements through car 
parking areas are along aisles 
rather than across 

• Design minimises the potential 
for vehicular I pedestrian 

DATE: 

DUE DATE: 

OFFICER CODE: 

BCC.175.0220 



File Number A 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

ASSESSING OFFICERS 

NAME: 

• Design minimises likely 
vehicle operating speed and 
congestion at the conflict 

oints; 

• Provision pedestrian and 
vehicular queues at the conflict 

oints. 

• ICP's addressed 
Referrals: 
DERM 
Queensland Urban Utilities 
T&T 
TST Traffic 

ACTION: Referral Required to MP or Purchaser Yo IN o 

To Referrillg Officer's- Name: 

DATE: 

DUE DATE: 

OFFICER CODE: 

Referral Date: 

Officer Code: 

BCC.175.0221 



File Number A 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

ASSESSING OFFICERS 

NAME: 

ACCESS DRlVEWAY DESIGN 
TAPS POLICY section 3 

I • The number of car parking 
spaces served by the 

• The size and type of the 
service vehicle 

• Standard concrete vehicle 
crossover to be used 

• Parking space requirement for 
use Res', commercial, 
Warehouse 

• Provision for adequate queuing 
at the access point(s) 

TAPS section 

• Minimum Aisle width 6.2-
6.5m Wide 

• Provide transitions at sharp 
grade changes 

Transition changes no greater than 5% 
TAPS section 4.1 

• Do Parking Numbers 
5TAPs 

• Restricted Access. 

DATE: 

DUE DATE: 

OFFICER CODE: 

BCC.175.0222 



File Number A 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

ASSESSING OFFICERS 

NAME: 

• Gradients comply with 

• Basement Car park 
access MUST have QlOO 
flood immunity and be 
constructed for flooding 
and buo forces 
• Basement car park access 
MUST have QSO Overland 
Flow immunity and be 
constructed for flooding 
and buo forces 

• Residential Dev' > 10 
units, on site LRV 
manoeuvring and parking 
is required (refer Principal 
Engineer for relaxation to MRV or 
SRV for I bedroom studio 

• Refuse Collection 
8 units or less kerbside collection 
>8 units on site collection 

• Provision for appropriate 
number and type of service 
vehicles, including refuse 
collection vehicles (ref: TAPS 
section 2 and tables 1 

Other 

• Make provision for vehicles 
with disabilities 

• Closely follows demand lines 

• Design shows pedestrian 
movements through car 
parking areas are along aisles 
rather than across 

• Design minimises the potential 
for vehicular I pedestrian 

DATE: 

DUE DATE: 

OFFICER CODE: 

BCC.175.0223 



File Number A 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

ASSESSING OFFICERS 

NAME: 

• Design minimises likely 
vehicle operating speed and 
congestion at the conflict 

oints; 

o Provision pedestrian and 
vehicular queues at the conflict 

oints. 

• ICP's addressed 
Referrals: 
DERM 
Queensland Urban Utilities 
T&T 
TST Traffic 

ACTION: Referral Required to JvJP or Purchaser Yo IN o 

To Referring Officer's- Name: 

DATE: 

DUE DATE: 

OFFICER CODE: 

Referral Date: 

Officer Code: 

BCC.175.0224 



File Number A 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

ASSESSING OFFICERS 

NAME: 

ACCESS DRIVEWAY DESIGN 
TAPS POLICY section 3 

e The number of car parking 
spaces served by the 

• The size and type of the 
service vehicle 

e Standard concrete vehicle 
crossover to be used 

• Does osed Driveway 
TAPs 

'" Parking space requirement for 
use Res', commercial, 
Warehouse 

• Provision for adequate queuing 
at the access point(s) 

• Minimum Aisle width 6.2-
6.5m Wide 

DATE: 

DUE DATE: 

OFFICER CODE: 

BCC.175.0225 



File Number A 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

ASSESSING OFFICERS 

NAME: 

• Gradients comply with 

• Basement Car park 
access MUST have QlOO 
flood immunity and be 
constructed for flooding 
and forces 
• Basement car park access 
MUST have Q50 Overland 
Flow immunity and be 
constructed for flooding 
and buo forces 

• Residential Dev' > 10 
units, on site LRV 
manoeuvring and parking 
is required (refer Principal 
Engineer for relaxation to MR V or 
SR V for l bedroom studio 

• Refuse Collection 
8 units or less kerbside collection 
>8 units on site coli ection 

• Provision for appropriate 
number and type of service 
vehicles, including refuse 
collection vehicles ( ref: TAPS 
section 2 and tables 

Other 

• Make provision for vehicles 
with disabilities 

• Closely follows demand lines . 

• Design shows pedestrian 
movements through car 
parking areas are along aisles 
rather than across them; 

• Design minimises the potential 
for vehicular I pedestrian 

DATE: 

DUE DATE: 

OFFICER CODE: 

BCC.175.0226 



File Number A 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 

ASSESSING OFFICERS 

NAME: 

• Design minimises likely 
vehicle operating speed and 
congestion at the conflict 
points; 

a Provision pedestrian and 
vehicular queues at the conflict 
points. 

• ICP's addressed 
Referrals: 
DERM 
Queensland Urban Utilities 
T&T 
TST Traffic 

DATE: 

DUE DATE: 

OFFICER CODE: 

ACTION: Referral Required to MP or Purchaser Yo IN o Referral Date: 

L_T_o_R_e~fe_r_r_in_~g~On~~~z_ce_r_~---~ __ a_m_e_: ____________________________ ~_O~~fi~t_c_e'-_C_o_d_e_: ______ ~ 

BCC.175.0227 



PROJECT ADDRESS: 

ASSESSING OFFICERS 

NAME: 

• Major Rd 
suburban, District, arterial route 

111 Proximity of Driveway 
to intersection (TAPs) 

<20m refer TST or Principal Engineer 

• Left in left out 
accessing one way traffic street or 

major rd 

• Median aisle 

other 

• Hydraulic Report 

• Flooding (iBimap and 
Flood report) 

• Water Corridor 
• LSMP (local) 
• Overland flow iBima 
• Is street immunity 

provided SDDG 

DATE: 

DUE DATE: 

OFFICER CODE: 

BCC.175.0228 



Road Design Type 
(SDDG) 

• Arterials F & G 
• Suburban Type D 
• District Type D 
• Neighbourhood Type C 
• Industrial Type E 
Pavement widths: 

• Residential streets 5.5m, 
• Neighbor hood access 

7 .Sm or 11.0m (bus 
route) , 

• Industrial roads 14.0m 
• Sub Arterial and 

Arterials refer SDDG 
and TST. 

Kerb profile: 

• Residential Streets- Type 
D 

• Collector roads, rural -
TypeD, 

• Sub-arterial/Arterial
Type E, 

Industrial -Type E, Parks -
Type E. 

Road longitudinal grades: 

• Minimum 0.4% (1 in 
250), 

Maximum 16.0% (1 in 6). 

Vertical Geometry: 

• Cross grade 2.5 - 3% Res 
Verge Widths: 
• 4.25m (Standard) 
• District/Suburban 

4.25m(min) 5.95m 
preferred) Refer TST 

• District/Suburban (Refer 
TST) 

BCC.175.0229 



Access Pathways: 
• Pedestrian traffic 

network satisfactory, 
o 1.8m wide concrete 

pathway shown, 
• Vehicular access 

prevented, 
• Kerb ramps provided at 

either end, 
• Cross section suitable 

for overland flows, 
• reserve contains 

overland flow width 
• Minimum width reserve 

3.0m. 
Rear Allotment Access 

Easements: 
Requirements as per table 

12.4.1 of S&DG, 

Concrete 

.. Council Standards 
(UMS 231) 

• Not required on minor 
streets 

.. Neighbourhood access 
1.2m one side 

.. Collector roads- 1.2m 
width both sides, 

• Industrial roads - 1.2m 
width both sides 

ul-de-sac Treatments: 

• all areas drain, 
.. Minor Road 16.0m 

pavement diameter, 
Locations of refuse bin 
pads shown where req 'd 
(left side collection 
only). 

• Industrial 40m diameter 
pavement 

• For Rols <11 lots 
refer to Ecologist and 
PE on the need of 
swales and Bio 
filtration Vs GPTs and 
Kerb&Channel 

BCC.175.0230 



• End of Pipe Water 
Quality Devices 
preferred for 
residential 
deve,Ar•rr"~n,·C! 

• Swales not permitted 
on Streets with 
Crossovers 

• Swales located along 
dedicated rks 

• Minimum road 
reserves with swales 
16.0m 

• Swales not to be 
located above 
residential lots 

• Demonstrated Q100 
capacity for road and 
swale. Hazard 
assessment ired 

• Capacity of Road 
WSUD is Q3month. 
All major flows to 
bypass WQD 

• Make provision for 
vehicles occupants with 
disabilities 

• Closely follows demand 
lines 

• Design shows pedestrian 
movements through car 
parking areas are along 
aisles rather than across 
them· 

• Design minimises the 
potential for vehicular I 

edestrian confr · 
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• Design minimises likely 
vehicle operating speed 
and congestion at the 
conflict points; 

• Provision pedestrian and 
vehicular queues at the 
conflict points. 

o tCP's addressed 
---

Referrals: 
DERM 
Queensland Urban 
Utilities 

T&T 

TST Traffic 

ACTION: Referral Required to MP or Purchaser Yo/No Referral Date: 

To Referring Officer's- Name: Officer Code: 

BCC.175.0232 



Records Management Guidelines

Dediraled 10 (J Il/'lIa Brislw1/i.'

DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT

1.0 Overview

Number:

DA GUI 000 005

Version: 1.4

Effective Date: 10th June 2010
Next Review: 31 March 2012

A record is information created, received, and maintained as evidence and information by an
organization or person, in pursuance of legal obligations or in the transaction of business.

An electronic file is identical to a paper file the only difference is, it's electronic. eTrim is Council's
Electronic Records Management System.

These Guidelines provide an overview for managing electronic records in line with Council's Policies
and Procedures.

2.0 Objectives

The objectives of these Guidelines are to ensure:

• Electronic documents are registered with Records in accordance with legislative requirements.

3.0 Applicability

This document is intended to provide all Officers with guidelines on how to manage electronic records.

4.0 Ownership

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment

These Guidelines relate to all aspects of the DA Service Chain.

ClOss·functtonal PmceSSf~S
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6.0 Guidelines

1. Types of documents to be registered

The following documents are required to be registered:

- All incoming correspondence from the customer, consultant or external referral agencies;
- All outgoing correspondence to the customer, consultant or external referral agencies;
- All forms
- All Plans
- All Reports
- All internal advice provided regarding the application
- All Note to files
- All records of conversations with the customer, consultant or external referral agencies

regarding the application
- All receipts and fee quotes
- All submissions and submission responses
- All internal memos or emails regarding the application (NB: see section re "What to do 'vvith

emails" below)
- Any other document or documentation that has been used in deciding the outcome of the

application.

2. How to register documents

.. DA Team In Boxes

Council's Records Management Team is automatically alerted whenever new
correspondence is received in any of the 6 DA In Boxes. When a new application is
received, this team will create a new record for the application and attach associated
documents to this file.

Any further incoming emails related to that application will be attached to the appropriate file
by Records Management.

The Records Management Team is also automatically alerted of any outgoing
correspondence that goes through any of the 6 DA Team In Boxes. The team will save the
GroupWise message and any attachments to the relevant file.

It is important that all DA staff use the standard mail and task templates in GroupWise for
outgoing correspondence as these templates ensure the information required by Records is
easily visible.

DA staff also need to ensure appropriate use of these DA Team email accounts. General
communication within the team from this In Box should be undertaken using "Tasks" as
opposed to "Emails" as all incoming or outgoing emails will be automatically cc-ed to
Records and registered.

.. All other documents and communication

Any other documents or notes to file etc that require registration with Records but are not
received or sent via one of the 6 DA In Boxes should be registered directly with Records.

To register a document on eTrim, forward an email with the document attached to the
following dedicated Records Management email address:

DA RECORDS@brisbane.qld.gov.au

The application number must be featured in the subject line of the email. If the application
number is not yet known, include the property address instead.

DA GUI 000 005 - Records Management Page 12
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3. What to do with emails

As noted above, all emails should be sent or received through dedicated DA In Boxes to enable
automatic registration by Records Management.

Emails sent using the standard Groupwise email templates (available through the DA In Boxes) do
not need to be saved to DART as information will not influence assessment outcomes.

However, if an email is not generic and does contain specific information relating to assessment
processes or decisions, it should be uploaded to DART.

4. Responsibility for registering documents

All Development Assessment staff are responsible for Records Management. The officer
receiving or sending the document is responsible for forwarding a copy to the above DA Records
email address.

5. Hybrid files

With the introduction of electronic lodgement, Development Assessment applications will now
likely comprise a mixture of hardcopy and electronic documents. Such situations are referred to
as "hybrid files".

An agreement has been reached with Records Management regarding management of hybrid
files, preventing the need for printing of electronic documents.

If an application has been received in hardcopy and the applicant sends in a subsequent
document electronically, Records Management will create an electronic file for the electronic
document, ensuring it is linked to the original hardcopy document.

Subsequently all documents will be registered in Records in accordance with the way they are
received and easily discoverable through TRIM as well as being stored in DART.

This means that officers do NOT need to print electronic documents and add them to hardcopy
files. It is sufficient to upload the document to DART and manage it electronically.

If documents are received through the dedicated DA In Boxes, Records Management are
automatically cc-ed a copy of the email and will automatically register the document electronically.
The TSO responsible for managing the In Box will upload the document to DART, then notify the
relevant officer that correspondence has been received.

6. Running Sheet

In an electronic environment, the Running Sheet is a critical tool for "tracking" actions undertaken
as part of the assessment process and supports the records management process. The Running
Sheet should be updated every time an event occurs (e.g. email sent to customer, Information
Request response received, etc).

For more information about how to use the Running Sheet, refer to the Running Sheet Guidelines.

DA GUI 000 005 - Records- Management Page 13
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Running Sheet Guidelines

Dedicated to il In·lter Bl'islrallc

DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT

1.0 Overview

Number:

DA GUI 000010

Version: 1.2

Effective Date: 11 March 2011
Next Review: 31 Mar 2012

The Running Sheet is used as a Project Management tool to record actions that have occurred.
Numerous officers will use the Running Sheet through the life of the application.

These Guidelines provide an overview of when and how to use the DART Running Sheet to record
events relating to a Development application.

2.0 Objectives

The objectives of these Guidelines are:

.. To provide information regarding when and how to use the Running Sheet to ensure a reliable
record of all incoming and outgoing correspondence relating to an application.

3.0 Applicability

These Guidelines are designed to assist all officers who take actions relating to an application that
should be recorded in the Running Sheet. This may include Team Support Officers (T505), the
Assessment Manager (AM) and members of the Assessment Team (AT).

4.0 Ownership

Planning Manager - DA

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment

These Guidelines relate to all aspects of the DA Service Chain.

CrosS·fUlldiot"lal Prtjcess~s
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6.0 Guidelines

1. When to use the Running Sheet

When used properly, the Running Sheet provides a clear snapshot of the current status of an
application. It is a mechanism for recording and monitoring all events that occur through the
course of the application process and reflects the overall status of the application.

The Running Sheet should be used whenever an activity occurs related to the application. This
may be in the form of correspondence received or distributed, or it may relate to internal
processes such as uploading an application to DART.

2. What to Record

Descriptions of activities/ events relating to an application should be recorded in the Running
Sheet (e.g. "Fee quote sent to customer"), along with the corresponding date when the activity
occurred.

The following provides an indication of the types of activities/events that should be recorded on
the Running Sheet This list is not exhaustive and additional activities may be recorded,
dependent on the nature of the application:

- Uploading of application to DART;
- Well-made and properly made checks;

Issuing of Properly Made Notice (if applicable);
- Issuing of Fee Quote to customer;
- Receipt of payment from customer;
- Councillor correspondence;
- Assigning an Assessment Team;
- Issuing of Work Requests;
- Issuing of Acknowledgement Notice;
- Information Requests;
- Responses to Information Requests;
- External Referral responses;
- Receipt of Notice of Compliance;
- Finalisation of Decision Package;
- Delegate decision;
- Notification of outcome;
- Issuing of submitter responses.

3. How to Use the Running Sheet

To enter information on the Running Sheet, click on the "Running Sheet Tab".

The "From Date" is a filter which allows the user to sort through the information in the Running
Sheet. It will show only entries created after the selected date.

There are 5 basic fields in the Running Sheet that should be completed:

- Date: The date the task occurred.
- Officer: The officer carrying out the task.
- Task: The type of activity that has been undertaken.
- Details: A description of the activity undertaken (e.g. Not Properly Made letter sent to

applicant).
Result: The usual entry here will be "Completed" or "No Further Action" or "Further Action".

NB: The Details section can be enlarged by clicking on that field then pressing "Control" + "e".

For further information on how to use the Running Sheet, refer to the DART User Manual.

DA GUI 000 010 - Running Sheet Page 12
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Records Management Guidelines

Dediraled 10 (J Il/'lIa Brislw1/i.'

DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT

1.0 Overview

Number:

DA GUI 000 005

Version: 1.4

Effective Date: 10th June 2010
Next Review: 31 March 2012

A record is information created, received, and maintained as evidence and information by an
organization or person, in pursuance of legal obligations or in the transaction of business.

An electronic file is identical to a paper file the only difference is, it's electronic. eTrim is Council's
Electronic Records Management System.

These Guidelines provide an overview for managing electronic records in line with Council's Policies
and Procedures.

2.0 Objectives

The objectives of these Guidelines are to ensure:

• Electronic documents are registered with Records in accordance with legislative requirements.

3.0 Applicability

This document is intended to provide all Officers with guidelines on how to manage electronic records.

4.0 Ownership

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment

These Guidelines relate to all aspects of the DA Service Chain.

ClOss·functtonal PmceSSf~S
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6.0 Guidelines

1. Types of documents to be registered

The following documents are required to be registered:

- All incoming correspondence from the customer, consultant or external referral agencies;
- All outgoing correspondence to the customer, consultant or external referral agencies;
- All forms
- All Plans
- All Reports
- All internal advice provided regarding the application
- All Note to files
- All records of conversations with the customer, consultant or external referral agencies

regarding the application
- All receipts and fee quotes
- All submissions and submission responses
- All internal memos or emails regarding the application (NB: see section re "What to do 'vvith

emails" below)
- Any other document or documentation that has been used in deciding the outcome of the

application.

2. How to register documents

.. DA Team In Boxes

Council's Records Management Team is automatically alerted whenever new
correspondence is received in any of the 6 DA In Boxes. When a new application is
received, this team will create a new record for the application and attach associated
documents to this file.

Any further incoming emails related to that application will be attached to the appropriate file
by Records Management.

The Records Management Team is also automatically alerted of any outgoing
correspondence that goes through any of the 6 DA Team In Boxes. The team will save the
GroupWise message and any attachments to the relevant file.

It is important that all DA staff use the standard mail and task templates in GroupWise for
outgoing correspondence as these templates ensure the information required by Records is
easily visible.

DA staff also need to ensure appropriate use of these DA Team email accounts. General
communication within the team from this In Box should be undertaken using "Tasks" as
opposed to "Emails" as all incoming or outgoing emails will be automatically cc-ed to
Records and registered.

.. All other documents and communication

Any other documents or notes to file etc that require registration with Records but are not
received or sent via one of the 6 DA In Boxes should be registered directly with Records.

To register a document on eTrim, forward an email with the document attached to the
following dedicated Records Management email address:

DA RECORDS@brisbane.qld.gov.au

The application number must be featured in the subject line of the email. If the application
number is not yet known, include the property address instead.

DA GUI 000 005 - Records Management Page 12
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3. What to do with emails

As noted above, all emails should be sent or received through dedicated DA In Boxes to enable
automatic registration by Records Management.

Emails sent using the standard Groupwise email templates (available through the DA In Boxes) do
not need to be saved to DART as information will not influence assessment outcomes.

However, if an email is not generic and does contain specific information relating to assessment
processes or decisions, it should be uploaded to DART.

4. Responsibility for registering documents

All Development Assessment staff are responsible for Records Management. The officer
receiving or sending the document is responsible for forwarding a copy to the above DA Records
email address.

5. Hybrid files

With the introduction of electronic lodgement, Development Assessment applications will now
likely comprise a mixture of hardcopy and electronic documents. Such situations are referred to
as "hybrid files".

An agreement has been reached with Records Management regarding management of hybrid
files, preventing the need for printing of electronic documents.

If an application has been received in hardcopy and the applicant sends in a subsequent
document electronically, Records Management will create an electronic file for the electronic
document, ensuring it is linked to the original hardcopy document.

Subsequently all documents will be registered in Records in accordance with the way they are
received and easily discoverable through TRIM as well as being stored in DART.

This means that officers do NOT need to print electronic documents and add them to hardcopy
files. It is sufficient to upload the document to DART and manage it electronically.

If documents are received through the dedicated DA In Boxes, Records Management are
automatically cc-ed a copy of the email and will automatically register the document electronically.
The TSO responsible for managing the In Box will upload the document to DART, then notify the
relevant officer that correspondence has been received.

6. Running Sheet

In an electronic environment, the Running Sheet is a critical tool for "tracking" actions undertaken
as part of the assessment process and supports the records management process. The Running
Sheet should be updated every time an event occurs (e.g. email sent to customer, Information
Request response received, etc).

For more information about how to use the Running Sheet, refer to the Running Sheet Guidelines.

DA GUI 000 005 - Records- Management Page 13
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Running Sheet Guidelines

Dedicated to il In·lter Bl'islrallc

DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT

1.0 Overview

Number:

DA GUI 000010

Version: 1.2

Effective Date: 11 March 2011
Next Review: 31 Mar 2012

The Running Sheet is used as a Project Management tool to record actions that have occurred.
Numerous officers will use the Running Sheet through the life of the application.

These Guidelines provide an overview of when and how to use the DART Running Sheet to record
events relating to a Development application.

2.0 Objectives

The objectives of these Guidelines are:

.. To provide information regarding when and how to use the Running Sheet to ensure a reliable
record of all incoming and outgoing correspondence relating to an application.

3.0 Applicability

These Guidelines are designed to assist all officers who take actions relating to an application that
should be recorded in the Running Sheet. This may include Team Support Officers (T505), the
Assessment Manager (AM) and members of the Assessment Team (AT).

4.0 Ownership

Planning Manager - DA

5.0 DA Service Chain Alignment

These Guidelines relate to all aspects of the DA Service Chain.

CrosS·fUlldiot"lal Prtjcess~s
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6.0 Guidelines

1. When to use the Running Sheet

When used properly, the Running Sheet provides a clear snapshot of the current status of an
application. It is a mechanism for recording and monitoring all events that occur through the
course of the application process and reflects the overall status of the application.

The Running Sheet should be used whenever an activity occurs related to the application. This
may be in the form of correspondence received or distributed, or it may relate to internal
processes such as uploading an application to DART.

2. What to Record

Descriptions of activities/ events relating to an application should be recorded in the Running
Sheet (e.g. "Fee quote sent to customer"), along with the corresponding date when the activity
occurred.

The following provides an indication of the types of activities/events that should be recorded on
the Running Sheet This list is not exhaustive and additional activities may be recorded,
dependent on the nature of the application:

- Uploading of application to DART;
- Well-made and properly made checks;

Issuing of Properly Made Notice (if applicable);
- Issuing of Fee Quote to customer;
- Receipt of payment from customer;
- Councillor correspondence;
- Assigning an Assessment Team;
- Issuing of Work Requests;
- Issuing of Acknowledgement Notice;
- Information Requests;
- Responses to Information Requests;
- External Referral responses;
- Receipt of Notice of Compliance;
- Finalisation of Decision Package;
- Delegate decision;
- Notification of outcome;
- Issuing of submitter responses.

3. How to Use the Running Sheet

To enter information on the Running Sheet, click on the "Running Sheet Tab".

The "From Date" is a filter which allows the user to sort through the information in the Running
Sheet. It will show only entries created after the selected date.

There are 5 basic fields in the Running Sheet that should be completed:

- Date: The date the task occurred.
- Officer: The officer carrying out the task.
- Task: The type of activity that has been undertaken.
- Details: A description of the activity undertaken (e.g. Not Properly Made letter sent to

applicant).
Result: The usual entry here will be "Completed" or "No Further Action" or "Further Action".

NB: The Details section can be enlarged by clicking on that field then pressing "Control" + "e".

For further information on how to use the Running Sheet, refer to the DART User Manual.

DA GUI 000 010 - Running Sheet Page 12
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Program introduction
New DA staff are to undergo a two week local induction program to introduce them to DA's
processes and tools. For staff who have not received their personal login, email Andrea Doyle
or call 83825 to organise access to a generic login alc - this is available immediately until
the personal alc is activated.

It is the Team Leader's responsibility to ensure ALL aspects of the Local Induction
(corporate requirements) are addressed within the first five days and to complete and forward
the checklist to Corporate HR by the end of week 2 (checklist is on the following page). It is
important to make the new starter aware of this knowledge and explain where they can find
more information when things aren't so hectic. The checklist can be completed using
electronic stamps.

Legislative timeframes require the completion of the WH&S aspects to occur within the first
two working days of a new employee to Council.

The DA two week program will be supported by a comprehensive program offered three
times a year. A twelve week plan for vacation students has been prepared and can be accessed
through the intranet.

BCC's Local Induction requirements are incorporated into DA's Local Induction program.
L' k h b . I d d t . t 'th fi d' '"D f nJm s ave een mc u e o assls WI m mg m orma 10 Ipages.
Local Local Induction Mode Role Sign when
Induction (DA completed
(corporate requirements)
requirements)
Items in this Items in this Various modes Roles have This column is
column align with column ensure the of learning are been suggested to record
Bee corporate new starter receives incorporated to for each item, items which
requirements; the the minimum cater for these may be have been
heading links to preparation to different negotiated. See addressed.
the corporate undertake their learning styles. below for who Use your
induction website. role; not all tasks See below for else may be stamp to sign

may be relevant to further involved in off.
all roles. information. this program.

Modes of learning
Demo - requires the nominated person to demonstrate a process to the new starter.
F2F (face-to-face) is a one-on-one session between the new starter and the person delivering
the information.
Intranet activity - DA's Induction page links to the various self-paced activities. The
activities enable the new starter to undergo learning sessions not exceeding 20 mins each.
MLS - My Learning Space the BCC online learning portal.
OLG - An Online learning guide exists for the new starter to work through.
Review - New Starter to review document/process.

Roles - remember those suggested in the program may be negotiated
B Buddy KM - Knowledge Manager
NS - New Starter TL - Team Leader
WCS - Workforce Capability Strategist

IT Training
Times will vary for delivery of DART and Adobe training as they will be dependant on
available rooms and trainers.

Continuous improvement
Please forward all ideas for improvement to Andrea Doyle.

BCC.175.0310



Equipment

Timesheets (for non- ESS users) / 0 TRIM

Hours of Work

Brisbane City Council - The Big Picture 0 Waste Minimisation

Pay and Superannuation 0 Equity and Diversity

Probation 0 Contact Officer Network

Zero Harm Policy 0 Code of Conduct

Workplace Health and Safety Roles and 0 Confidentiality of Information/

Responsibilities Objectivity

My local WHSO/ WHSR 0 Disclosing Outside Employment

Incident identification and reporting 0 HRIS and ESS

Emergency Procedures and Exits 0 Equity and Diversity Survey

First Aid 0 Qualifications and Licences

Security 0 Leave Entitlements

Workplace Specific Issues 0 My Learning Space

Values 0 Purchasing Items

Employee's Role 0 Consultative Structures

Delegations of Authority 0 Management Team

Customer Focus 0 Human Resource Management

Telephone Techniques 0 Future Activities

completed Brisbane City Council's Local Induction and have been

prclvicled and made familiar with the following information:

o Entry and Exit checklist 0 Work Unit Communications and

o
o
o
o
o

o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Employee
Name

Employee
signature

Date Employee
Number

Team Leader
signature

Once this checklist is completed and signed by the new employee and team leader please Send
or Fax to: HR Information Group (HRIG), Level 21, Brisbane Square, Fax: 33

HRIG to forward to HR Records for placement on Personal History File 34 0076.

28 Dedicated to a better Brisbane
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Day 1
Local Induction Local Induction Mode Role Sign when
(corporate (DA requirements) completed
requirements)
Meet the team, buddy, Walk around TL
Branch Manager
Office walk around- F2F TL
toilets, kitchen,
tea/coffee club,
resource room.

Team roles and map boundary Intranet TL
Emergency F2F TL
evacuation, exits,
assembly, incidents &
equipment

The evacuation module you choose MLS NS
depends on the building you occupy

Regional teams:
Login to My Learning Space -> select
Learning Catalogue -> from Course
Category select zero harm -> select
your region

CBD teams:
Click here for BSQ module

Personal history file F2F TL
Pay, superannuation, F2F TL
entitlements
Hours of work F2F TL
(start/finish)
Entryltransferl F2F TL
exit checklist
Timesheets - who, F2F TL
when & how
Show link to employee F2F & TL
handbook CityWeb

Review emolovee handbook Review NS
BCC Zero Harm F2F TL
lliJlicv

View the Zero Harm nresentation Intranet NS
WH&S F2F TL
rcsnonsibilitics
Reporting an incident F2F & TL
process citvweb
Security incidents F2F & TL

cityweb
Workers' cover F2F TL
Rehabil itation
Well for life

Tour of building - car park, bike Tour B
rooms, wellness centre, security photo
(lvl 22), stationery room
Register as first time user - car
booking
A-Z F2Flintranet KM
Internet nolicv F2Flintranet KM
Explore DA Intranet incl SOP F2Flintranet KM
Set home page to DA intranet F2F/intranet KM
DA Glossarv F2F/intranet KM
Cornorate Acronvms Cityweb KM
Intranet bv Discinline F2Flintranet KM
Remote email access F2Flintranet KM
CPaS Home PafIe F2F/intranet KM
Citvwide outcome F2F TL
DA Mission & Targets F2F TL
DA Business Plan
BCC Values F2F TL
Role description F2F TL
Set up email signature and proxy into DA intranet TSO
GroupWise, GrounWise training
Set UP printer TSO
Check set-up work station WCS
Work shadow B

BCC.175.0312



Day 2
Local Induction Local Induction Mode Role Sign when
(corporate (DA requirements) completed
reauirements)
ReView Day I 1"21" 11.
Delegations of Delegations of authority in DA F2F TL
authority - HR, process
finance
Customer service F2F TL
Telephone Demo B
management incl
fwding & pickup
Environment! F2F B
waste management
Equitv & diversity F2F TL
Contact officer F2F TL
network
Code of conduct F2F TL

Code of Conduct MLS NS

Login to My Learning Space --> select
Learning Catalogue --> from Course
Category select legislative and
statutory --> select Code ofconduct

Confidentiality of F2F TL
information
Meet other team Walk TL
managers around

Delegate DTM to observe process Delegate TUB
meeting

Review SOP on how to Conduct a SOP NS
DTM

DA Intranet --> SOPs --> Information
and Referral --> Conduct DTM
DA Service chain Intranet NS

activity
Work shadow F2F B
Prepare DART User Specimen BINS
Signature form
Application Process workflow Intranet NS
This workflow outlines the work of the
AST Discuss with your buddy, (A
workflow exists for most processes)
Share & explain e-copy of Tracking F2F B
Spreadsheet used in your team
Review a closed hard copy file Review NS
(submitted after SPA came into being),
Check to see if the following are
included:

- Types of Plans
- Acknowledgement Notice
- Information Request
- Decision Notice
-NOC
- Work request
- Fee paid

Can you link this application with the
Application Process Workflow from
above?
Meet eDA coaches in team F2F B
DART Simulations I - 45 mins Intranet NS/

- DART Login Simulation WCS/
- DART navigation eDA
- Search for a location Coach

BCC.175.0313



Day 3
Local Induction Local Induction Mode Role Sign when
(corporate (DA requirements) completed
requirements)
R\:V iC'W Dav 2 'If
Employee to login to Demo TL
HRIS
Disclosing outside F2F TL
employment
Equity & Diversity F2F TL
survey

Complete survey on HRIS NS
Login to HRIS -> Personal Details ->

Equity & Diversity survev
Qualifications & Demo TL
licences
How to apply for leave Demo TL
Annual leave Cityweb TL
entitlements
Personal leave (sick & F2F TL
carer)
Income protection Cityweb TL
insurance
Other leave F2F & Cityweb TL
entitlements
Bringing items into the F2F TL

I workplace
Purchasing items F2F TL

Customer focus F2F TL
Focus on customer, not applicant
Meet tech specialists within your team F2F B
Plan site visit F2F B
Introduction to SPA timcframes Intranet activity NS
Book car Demo B
Understand process for filling with Cityweb
fuel
Process for taking digital camera B
onsite and operating it
Delegate team & other relevant Delegate B
meetings meetings
Ergonomi_cs Exercises F2F WCS

Dual Screen Set-Up Checklist
Print, in colour, your own copy of Intranet NS
DART shortcut keys for use in the
production environment
Adobe F2F WCS
3 hr

BCC.175.0314



Day 4
Local Induction Local Induction Mode Role Sign when
(corporate (DA requirements) completed
requirements)
Rcview DelV 3 rr
Family friendly & F2F TL
work Iife strategies
EAP F2F TL
Employee study F2F TL
Assistance
Partnerim! for Success F2F TL
Probation & Progress F2F TL
meetings
Learning & F2F WCS
Development
Young Employees' F2F TL
Strate<J;Y

Safe Work Procedures Intranet TL
~i!y-.E@n actiYiiY Intranet NS

activity
Review closed eDA file Review NS
Check to see how the following have
been used:

- Notes page
- Running Sheet
- External docs
- view plans

DART Simulations II - 45 mins Intranet NS
- Search for a cl ient Simulation
- Search for a permit
- Search for an appl ication

Day 5
Local Induction Local Induction Mode Role Sign when
(corporate (DA requirements) completed
requirements)
Revlc\\ Dav 4 TT
DCC F2F TL
lCC F2F TL
WUCC F2F TL
WH&S F2F TL
Work & Life F2F TL
committee
Equity & Diversity F2F TL
Consultative
Committee &
Reference Groups
HR needs F2F TL

iBimap activity OLG NS

Worknlace Jfotocols CityWeb B
Hotline B
Bulletin Board
Regional office v City office duties F2F B
Organise white card - formerly blue L&D form
card.
(for .I11rther in fo)

Leave completed/arm with Denise
Ecfwards (BSQ, Lvli2)
Dart Simulations III 45 mins Intranet NS

- Add a merge document Simulation
- Add an external document
- Manage officer tasks
- Using quick view

Team Leader!! Remember to complete and forward the corporate checklist (on
page 3) to Corporate HR by the end of week 2.

By signing this document the Team Leader acknowledges that all aspects of the
Local Induction (corporate focus) program have been completed.
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Day 6
Local Induction Mode Role Sign when
(DA focus) completed
Review (by 5
DA Organisation chart Intranet NS

activity
CLO, Lodgement counter, Tour B
DA lounge

Cateoorv Matrix discussion SOP B
DART Training I - 2 hrs F2F WCS/

Coach
Order PPE F2F NS&

TSO
WH&S Training for leaders MLS NS
(Compulsory for line managers, team
leaders and manage only)

Login to My Learning Space --> select
Learning Catalogue --> from Course
Category select team leader --> select
WHS Essentials and Leadership for
Mana"ers

Day 7
Local Induction Mode Role Sign when
IDA focus) completed
Rcv lew dill (;

!.'9:wers to enter prop\ill:Y Intranet NS
activity

Operate the digital camera Demo B

Day 8
Local Induction Mode Role Sign when
(DA focus) completed

"7
Communications/newsletters Intranet NS
Planners - re£ister f(lr newsletters
Proeess for referrals internal & F2F B
external
Know vour councillor & ward Intranet NS
DART Training II - 2 hrs F2F WCS

Day 9
Local Induction Mode Role Sign when
(DA focus) completed
Review cbv 8
Template for correspondence from F2F B
DART
Internal & external stakeholders Intranet NS

activity
Process and template for notifYing F2F B
local eouncillor

Day 10
Local Induction Mode Role Sign when
IDA focus) completed

')

Process for setting up GroupWise rule
for "out of office"
Team leaders only MLS NS

(Login --> select Learning Catalogue
--> from Course Category sel eet
legislative and statutory --> seleet
Working Together with Council's
Values for Team Leaders)
DART - I hour follow up if needed F2F WCS
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Other training within first 3 months:
TRIM (contact Nick Zanyat to organise)
Everybody is In Customer Service (access through MLS)
Corporate induction (should receive invite)
Divisional induction (should receive invite)
Compulsory program for managers (access through MLS)
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hat is Ii cora?

ile
ess activities.nd rtakin

puolic record is any Torm aT recorae
information, both received and created, that
provides

Dcdicatcd to a bcttcr Brisbanc
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I form Ii rd ?
"

lic records may be in form, including:
@il &-'~nor, microfilm, electronic

@il I locuments, files, maps, plans, drawings,
notographs

@il Data from business ystems, word-processed
documents, spreadsheets, email, web pages

@il Comou r files on a floppy or h disk

@il Audio, vide or optical media suc as cassettes,
video tapes, CDs and DVDs.

Dedicated to a better Brisbane
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system t• atabase or i
ents business processes

@ unendas, papers and minutes

·Records generated from a project or policy initiative

@ A work related email that documents n action r decision

@ rresponaence

@ Information related to the busines activi
as been oublished Council's website
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Queensland

Public Records Act 2002

Reprinted as in forc~ on 1 July 2009

Reprint No. 10
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cil employees must undertake and maintain good
keeping practices. For example, you must:

@ create records of your business activities and. .
eClslons

@ create records that are adequate for their purpose
@ ate records that are accurate so as to reflect what

unicated, decided or done
\11 rnanage puolic records by placing them into tne

corporate recordkeeping system or business system
@ m~int~in records in line with Council' recordkeeping
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@ Kcrnrds should be captured into recordkeeping systems
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@ Recordkeeping systems:
ake records easily accessible
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Was this activity the result

@ conducting business

@ rnaKlng a Dusiness decision

@ I In ertaking a business

@ roviding advice.

@ senalna Dusiness lated correspondence.

@ receiving Dusiness related correSDonaence.
rces.
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[ policies - human resource management] - HRP002 - Induction Procedure

"_'Rpolicies - human resource management

HRP002 Induction Procedure

Contents

Overview

Induction is one of the processes that enable organisations to quickly
reap the benefits of a new employee's skills and experience. By assisting
new employees to more effectively and quickly apply their skills and
experience to their new environment, effective induction contributes to a
new employee's level of comfort and satisfaction. An effective induction
process welcomes and supports new employees, and ensures that they
are made aware of and understand organisational culture and values.

Applicability

This procedure applies to all employees new to Council whether they are
permanent, temporary, casual or contract staff.

Outcomes

An effective and comprehensive induction assists new employees to
begin working as productively as possible, as quickly as possible.

Induction processes also assist new employees to:

• understand and contribute to Council's vision and values;
• understand organisational and job-specific requirements;
• understand behaviour and performance requirements; and

filelIICl/Documents%20and%20Settings/ssaxby/Desktop/Floods/Bcc I750244.htm[811 1/20 I I 12: 16:47 PM]
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[ policies - human resource management] - HRP002 - Induction Procedure

• comply with key relevant legislative requirements.

Definitions

n/a

Procedure Requirements

(a) Supervisors are responsible for ensuring that all new employees
receive a comprehensive induction program.

(b) Contractors, casual and short-term temporary employees must
receive a modified induction program appropriate to the duration of
their employment and the tasks they are required to perform.

(c) Preparation for induction commences prior to the new employee's
first day.

(d) Supervisors are responsible for ensuring that on a new employee's
first day of duty, the new employee is welcomed and provided with
sufficient information to allow them to function effectively,
including their workplace health and safety responsibilities and
emergency procedures.

(e) The information provided to new employees in their induction must
include Council's workplace health and safety practices and equity
and diversity practices.

(t) The content of the workplace health and safety induction that the
new employee receives is dependent on the type of work the new
employee will be undertaking.

(g) All new employees participate in Council's Corporate Orientation
Program within three (3) months of commencement. Specific
arrangements may be made for particular employment groups e.g.
bus operators, Call Centre Consultants. Contractors are encouraged
to attend dependent on the duration of their contract.

(h) Supervisors must provide all new employees with access to the
Brisbane City Council's Employee Handbook, and/or to any local
handbooks or reference booklets that may be relevant to a new
employee (refer to the Related Information section of this policy).

(i) All new employees and supervisors must sign a completed induction
checklist and an Entry/Transfer/Exit checklist as a record of the
information and/or equipment provided (refer to the Related
Information section of this policy).

(j) Supervisors are responsible for ensuring that the information
contained on the checklist is forwarded to the HR Information
Group.

file:///CI/Documents%20and%20Settings/ssaxby/Desktop/Floods/BCC 1750244.htm[8/l 1/201 1 12: 16:47 PM]
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[ policies - human resource management] - HRP002 Induction Procedure

Authority

• EBA7 30 June 2010
• EMT, 10 October 2001
• This procedure replaces HR Policy 205 - Induction Training for

Salaried Employees.

Procedure Owner

Manager, People and Organisational Development (PODM)

File Reference

Council File 6/1/4

Further Assistance

• Manager, People and Organisational Development
• HR Help (phone 34035900)

Related Information

• File Reference (2) 1/210
• (provides all ofCouncil's

induction support material in one location)

Review Date

April 2013
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This Checklist outlines the activities to be undertaken on the employee's second day.

The checklist to be printed out and ticked as each activity is completed and signed
when all acitivities are completed

checklist - day one

Induction checklist - day two

Induction checklist - week one ~~

__________ Branch I Unit:

Division I
__________ Business unit:

_________ Inducted by:Employee name:

Branch
manager I Team
leader:

Commencement
date:

Pril'lUhis page

Checklist
Contents

General
information

Induction
checklist
before

When all of the checklists have been completed and signed, forward to the HR
Information Group, Level 21 Brisbane Square 266 George St OR fax 3334 0076.

The HR Information Group will record the local induction completion date on HRIS and
then forward to HR Records for filing on the Personal History File.

Work Requirementso Employee's Role

Review the role statement with the employee and explain exactly what they will be doing
and the role expectations. Identify any key contacts and supply a list of relevant names
and telephone numbers.

Explain reporting structures and responsibilities and identify customers and clients both
internal and external.

Arrange a time with them to do an initial "Planning for Performance" assessment meetin£
to set goals etc. within the next week.

o Delegations of Authority

If the employee is in a team leader role advise the employee of their level of authority, fOI
purchasing, leave approvals etc. Ensure relevant forms are completed for sample
signatures etc. Ensure employee is aware of responsibilities and accountability as a
Team Leader/Approver in HRIS.

o Meet with Team

Arrange meetings with team members to discuss work roles and customer relationships.

o Customer Service Standards

BCC.175.0248



Refer to Customer Service in the Employee Handbook.

Explain to the employee that Brisbane City Council is committed to serving the people of
Brisbane by placing the customer first and has a Customer Charter available on the BCC
website. BCC has values and behaviours that emphasise a "customer first" focus and all
employees are expected to work to maintain the high customer standards outlined in the
Council's Corporate Plan including:

• 100% of correspondence acknowledged within two days
• 90% of correspondence responded to substantively within 10 days
• 90% of correspondence responded to finally within 20 days
• 90% of all telephone calls answered within 6 rings

D Telephone Techniques

If applicable, refer to Telephone Techniques in the Employee Handbook.

Explain the "Guidelines for telephone courtesy" to the employee and the internal
telephone directory on CityWeb.

Explain that we can all assist in promoting customer relations by paying particular
attention to our customer needs over the telephone.

Explain the following points to the employee:

• Answer efficiently
• Transfer calls well
• Stay attentive when putting callers on hold
• Use care when taking messages
• End the call politely
• Advise the employee that they must inform others when they are going to be

away from their workstation and for what period of time. Show the employee how
to redirect calls.

• Inform the employee to answer someone else's phone if it's nearby.

Explain to the employee that Council has an internal telephone directory called
"CitySearch" on CityWeb under the "Phones" icon.

The directory provides information on:

• Telephone services, Call Centre and switchboard
• How to use the telephone ego Picking up calls, redirecting calls
• List of dialling codes
• Listing of Divisional and Business phone numbers

D Work Unit Communication and Equipment

Give the employee information on any regular meetings they will be required to attend
and ensure the employee is accompanied by their mentor or another person to the first
meeting to introduce them to the meeting group.

If applicable, show the new employee the location of the photocopier, fax, guillotine,
laminator, shredder & binder etc. and ensure they know the basics of how to use the
equipment and what to do in the event of a fault or problem with the equipment (inciudinf
toner / paper requirements etc.).

Show the employee where to find ladders and trolleys should they be required to move
any large items or access something at a height.

Show them the location of the stationery and explain the procedure for ordering or
notifying of stationery needs.

Explain the use, availability and procedures for obtaining and using Cab Charge
vouchers and/or pool cars in the Branch / Unit.

BCC.175.0249



o Filing System/ Total Record and Information System (TRIM)

Explain the filing system, sources of information and / or reference.

If applicable, advise the employee about TRIM (Total Record and Information System)
which allows users to record, search, monitor and request Council hardcopy files, and
CMX (Correspondence Management eXchange), Council's system for managing all
customer correspondence against corporate KPls, including Lord Mayoral
correspondence and internal Councillor memoranda..

All correspondence relating to the business of the Council is to be placed on Council
files.

o Environment/ Waste Minimisation

Refer to Environment in the Employee Handbook

Explain that all employees have a responsibility to protect the environment, create less
waste and to recycle waste.

If the work to be undertaken could have some impact on the environment, ensure that thE
employee is aware of the measures to be taken to prevent or minimise environmental
harm.

Advise the employee of local procedures and practices for waste minimisation and advisE
them that as well as protecting the environment, waste minimisation assists in reducing
costs.

Leave Entitlements

This section applies to EBA employees only. Refer all contractors to the terms and
conditions in their contract.

o How to apply for Leave

HRIS ESS users can apply for most types of leave online in ESS. This includes annual
leave and sick leave. Explain to non ESS users where to locate and how to complete
leave forms. Advise the employee how to lodge the forms.

o

o

Annual Leave Entitlements

Refer to Annual Leave Entitlements in the Employee's Handbook

Advise the employee that:

• All EBA employees are entitled to four-(4) weeks-annual leave on full pay with
17.5% loading on completion of a full year's service.

• Part-time employees are eligible for annual leave on a pro-rata basis.
• Employees on shift work are eligible for five-(5) weeks annual leave for each

completed year of service where three-(3) shifts per day are worked over a perioc
of seven-(7) days per week.

• Up to eight-(8) weeks-unused leave entitlement can be accumulated. Under
exceptional circumstances the Branch Manager can approve pro-rata leave.

• Non ESS users should provide their supervisor with a minimum notice period of
twenty-one (21) days on the relevant leave form before taking leave to enable
Payroll Services to action leave on time.

Sick Leave

Refer to Sick Leave in the Employee Handbook
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o

o

Advise the employee that:

• Once they have been employed for six weeks, sick leave on full pay is available
for the length of their illness and/or rehabilitation, subject to co-operation and
participation in a rehabilitation program. This does not apply if they are employed
on a casual or contract basis or where their injuries are covered by Workers'
Compensation.

• Absences of more than two days require a medical certificate or other satisfactor\
evidence of illness.

• After five absences of one or two days within an anniversay year they will need te
provide a medical certificate for every day of paid sick leave.

Advise the employee that they will need to contact their Branch Manager / Team Leader
by the normal starting time to advise of any absence. If they don't, they may be recorded
as absent without leave and this would be unpaid leave. Sick leave must be applied for
as a leave type. For HRIS ESS users this can be done online in ESS.

Work related injuries are covered by Workers' Compensation and different forms are
submitted.

Advise them that Council provides workplace rehabilitation to help employees recover
quickly from injury or illness, and return to suitable work duties with minimum disruption
to family, social and working life. It is available for work related AND non-work related
injuries and illnesses.

Advise that if they are absent from work for more than 5 days, or have a recurring injury
or illness, they will be contacted by their Line Manager/Team Leader. They are required
to participate in the rehabilitation process as soon as possible after your injury or illness.
The Line ManagerlTeam Leader will want to arrange a suitable and safe return to work
plan. A rehabilitation counsellor may be contacted to set up a program for graduated
return to work, or arrange modified duties, depending on the seriousness the injury or
illness.

Carer's Leave

Refer to Carer's Leave in the Employee Handbook

Advise the employee that:

• Personal Carer's leave is an emergency option that allows them to take paid
leave to care for a sick member of their immediate family or a member of their
household until alternative care arrangements can be made. This includes
members of same sex relationships.

• Up to ten days of Personal Carer's Leave can be taken each year (non
cumulative) only when the need for care is unexpected, urgent or interim, they an
the main or only care giver and no other arrangements can be made.

• Personal Carer's Leave is available for permanent or temporary employees who
have been working with Council for at least six weeks.

Other Leave Entitlements

Refer to Leave Entitlements in the Employee Handbook

Explain that other leave is available to BCC employees (after a qualifying period in some
cases) such as:

• Maternity / Paternity Leave
• Mid-career break
• Study Leave
• Long Service Leave
• Cultural and Ceremonial Leave

Advise the employee that more information can be found in their employee handbook
and on CityWeb.
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o Where to find detailed Leave Entitlements

Advise the employee that full details of leave entitlements can be found in the relevant
Industrial Award (eg BCC Salaried Employees Award), the Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement and HR Policies on CityWeb.

Remind the employee that they can phone HR Help on x35900 for any HR related query.

Completed by:

Employee/ Contractor
signature:

Line manager / team leader
signature:

Date:

~~ Induction checklist - day one Induction checklist - week one ~~
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[ policies - information management] - iD04 - Preservation ofInformation Procedure

.._i"R•• _
policies -information tnanagement

iD04 Preservation of Information
Procedure

1. Overview

This procedure supports Brisbane City Council's L.i:~.Qt:J.:.Qllj1wa

~U"'-~'-J. and ln1illIllll1lQD.M£llli1ge.~n1JllliJUi!~rd1~ping.£:illiQ:

The objective of this procedure is to ensure the availability and
accessiblity of information essential for providing:

• Support of present and future administrative and business
functions;

• Evidence of the way Council operates and of the transactions
it carries out; and

• A historical record of the past for the community.

During its lifespan, information plays an important role in each of
these areas. It is essential for the support of Council's administrative
and business functions. It is also important that Council is able to
provide evidence of the way it operates and of the transactions it
carries out, for example:

• Records may be required for court proceedings;
• For administrative review procedures;
• For applications;
• For Council inquiries;
• For investigations carried out by law enforcement bodies such

as the Crime and Misconduct Commission (CMC) and the
Queensland Police Service; and

• To support the rights of citizens and organisations.

As well, because it is important that future generations have access
to information about the past, Council records of historical value to
the community should also be preserved in the appropriate form of
archive.

It is essential that information of enduring value is preserved so that
it is easiliy accessible to those authorised, and that the meaning and
purpose of the information can be comprehended and used upon its
retrieval. These requirements must be guaranteed for the duration of
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[ policies - information management] - iD04 - Preservation ofInformation Procedure

its preservation.

Conversely, when information ceases to be of value to Council and
the community, it must be disposed of so that space and resources
can be devoted to preserving information of enduring value. Whilst
disposing of information, care should be taken to protect its privacy
and confidentiality of its content as well as the environment.

2. Applicability

This procedure applies to all Council employees (including, but not
limited to permanent, temporary, casual, graduates, trainees,
contractors, consultants, volunteers, and work experience staff). It
also applies to Councillors in relation to public records.

Managers have a specific responsibility in ensuring that Council
employees fulfil their recordkeeping requirements. Managers are
required to report every two years on their assessment of
recordkeeping practices and how they can be improved.

3. Definition

Nil

4. Procedure

I. The custodians of Council's information holdings must
identify the information under their responsibility that requires
preservation, and must ensure it is preserved in an accessible
format for an appropriate time period. This includes
specifying how the information is to be disposed of once it
ceases to be of value to Council and the community.

2. Information must be preserved in a format such that it can be
assessed, comprehended, and used, at any time within the
period of its preservation.

3. Information must be preserved such that its accessiblity and
useability is not prevented by technological change during its
period of preservation.

4. All measures must be taken to minimise the risk of damage
to, decay of, loss of, or unauthorised access to preserved
information.

5. Procedures must exist to govern the preservation and disposal
of information. The procedures for preservation and disposal
of information must adhere to the Queensland State
Government statutory requirements relating to these functions
including the Public Records Act 2002 (Qld) and Right to
Information Act 2009 (Qld). The procedures must observe all
Brisbane City Council statutory requirements where
applicable including Corporate Rules.

5.
Authority
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[policies - information management] - iD04 - Preservation of Information Procedure

EMT - Executive Management Team

6. Procedure Owner

Nick Brant, Chief Information Officer, Information Services
Branch, Organisational Services Division, 340 36816

7. Related Information

Legislation and Standards

Ll~QLllLlSl1ill]u!£t21Illl- establishes requirements in
relation to certain types of records
UJllli>.:Jllll:LM~Qllillli;Ul.Ql...illlli - Council must preserve and
make information available for this Commission so that it can
be effective in its investigations.
EJJ~[Q1Jlk.Th:l1lS.a&.lJ.illlflJ14~ll£!&l!aMt2llill - refers to the
integrity of information and requirements to keep information
for electronic communications when dealing with
Government.
.tYilllli£:Ulli~lfl- defines what must be preserved as
evidence.
1nJQ[j.llillli2J!:Ltlli1l.Q;Ul.Ql...ill~ - protects personal information
holdings and regulates the use of personal information.
"'-""~-'-"'-...u.>"-"-''''-l.!....w.''''''-''''-'''-L-.L - allows for the review of certain
administrative decisions based upon questions of law.
LJlQ.a.LiJlQyrnll1lruJLAct-fl~ - requires Council to keep
certain records.
J.:lJJlli~~~!,!;;LL::l\.~J.ill~ - requires integrity, security and
appropriate management for official records including those
of local government.
"-"'~"'--"''''''''''~~~'''-''-~~-'-'- - requires public officials to
ensure that public resources are not wasted, abused or
improperly used.
RigbJillwlfurrnmQll..A1~M~ - provides access to
informaton held by government unless on balance it is
contrary to the public interest to provide that information.

Council Information (including Corporate
Rules)

•

•
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•
•

•

u.t~till;;liIQJm website
1n1QjJJilil1li2JlMil!1JJ~IllQ;D1 website

8. Review Date

October 2011
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"_:"Rpolicies -information management

iD23 Information Management
and Recordkeeping Policy

Contents

Overview

This policy relates to the management of all Council's information assets.

It has its primary foundation in the Public Records Act 2002. Council
must comply with the requirements of the Act and policy, standards and
guidelines issued by the State Archivist in relation to the making,
keeping, preserving, managing and disposing of public records. Other
legislation and Queensland Government Information Standards also
affect Council's recordkeeping responsibilities.

This policy is also intended to recognise the importance of good
information management and recordkeeping practices in supporting the
efficient and effective operation of Council.

Applicability

This policy applies to all Council employees (including, but not limited
to permanent, temporary, casual, graduates, trainees, contract and work
experience staff) and Councillors.

Definitions
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[ policies - information management] - iD23 - Information Management and Recordkeeping Policy

Council information includes electronic documents and records,
information that is stored and managed in Council business systems,
paper-based information and information published to websites.

A record is:

• evidence of a business transaction;
• information that supports a business decision;
• a decision that commits Council to certain actions or to the

provision of resources or services.

Briefly, the term 'public record' as defined in the Public Records Act
refers to the documentary, photographic, electronic, or other records of a
public authority. It includes anything created, received or kept by
Council in the exercise of its statutory, administrative or other public
responsibilities or for a related purpose.

Some examples of Council records include, but are not limited to:

• minutes of Council meetings;
• information held in the electronic property information system;
• development applications;
• dog registrations;
• Living in Brisbane 2026 vision document;
• briefing papers
• correspondence and memoranda (regardless of format).

A record received or created by a councillor is considered a public
record when it relates to Council's activities. The Local Government Act
(1993) describes these activities as:

• a law-making role for local laws; and
• an executive role for:

o (i) adoption and implementation of policy; and
o (ii) administration of local government; and
o (iii) enforcement of Council local laws.

Anything created, received or kept in an official capacity as a councillor
is part of Council's public record, for example:

• a letter addressed to a councillor from a constituent relating to
Council business;

• an internal memorandum a councillor has written to the CEO;
• a councillor's diary.

Public records may also be created where Council has outsourced
business processes to external agencies. Council records generated
through these outsourced arrangements are subject to this policy.

Outcomes

Council will have electronic and paper-based information that is well
managed and accessible, and will be dealt with in a manner that is
compliant with relevant legislation and standards.
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Council business systems will incorporate recordkeeping principles,
ensuring the information contained in business systems is managed
throughout its lifecycle in a manner consistent with legislative and
administrative requirements.

Employees will have access to full and accurate Council records and
information to assist in fulfilling their work responsibilities, including
decision-making.

Council will have an Information Management Strategy that aligns with
the Corporate ICT Strategic Plan. This will deliver a coordinated
approach to information management to enable the achievement of
business outcomes.

Principles

The following principles underpin Information Management and
Recordkeeping in Council. Council is working to ensure that these
principles are applied to all corporate information systems and holdings.

• Information is a valued Council asset.
• Information is collected once only, from the right source, first

time.
• Information is stored once only in the most appropriate format

subject to practicality and business requirements.
• Information is managed to ensure its accuracy and integrity.
• Custodianship of information complies with legal and

administrative provisions throughout its lifecycle.
• Information is described, classified and indexed consistently

across Council.
• Information is described using standardised classifications,

schemes and codes.
• Information is accessed using consistent search tools and

techniques.
• Information is accessible to all who need it, consistent with legal

professional privilege, privacy and confidentiality provisions.
• Information is used for the benefit of the community, to further

Council's commercial needs and to integrate with information held
by partner agencies.

• Information is managed to protect Council's intellectual property.
• Information is managed to improve its usefulness and limit

liability through the application of appropriate quality measures.
• Council will keep records for as long as required by Queensland

State Archives and only retain records for longer than the
approved retention period when there are sound business reasons
and with the approval of the City Archivist.

Policy

The Public Records Act requires Council to ensure that "public records
are made, managed, kept and, if appropriate, preserved in a useable form
for the benefit of present and future generations".
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Council will:

• Manage its information resources as a key strategic resource to
support Council's vision and goals.

• Maintain information, and make it available, as appropriate, to
employees, councillors, customers, residents of the city and the
community.

• Establish and maintain information governance and custodianship
to ensure efficient and effective information management.

• Provide direction for Council to ensure that its information assets
are managed in accordance with legislative and regulatory
requirements, and that knowledge management initiatives meet
business needs.

• Maintain full and accurate records to the extent necessary to:
o facilitate action by employees at any level of Council, and

their successors;
o document decisions and decision-making processes for

policies, programs, and service delivery;
o enable timely and accurate information to be disclosed on all

relevant Council matters;
o facilitate audits of the conduct of business by authorised

auditors;
o assist in compliance management for specific types of

information;
o protect the financial, legal and other rights of Council, the

public and others affected by Council's actions and
decisions;

o minimise risk to Council; and
o preserve information assets of historical value to Brisbane

City Council and the community for future availability and
use.

• Manage information and records throughout their lifecycle in
accordance with the Information Management Framework.
Information will be disposed of in line with approved Retention
and Disposal Schedules and business needs.

• Where practical, use electronic systems as the preferred means of
creating, using and managing information. Metadata describing the
information will be included to enable users to understand its
content, potential value and limitations.

• Maintain Information to ensure it is fit for purpose and has the
required quality to enable council employees and the public to use
it with confidence.

• Manage confidential, sensitive and personal information to ensure
it is accessible only when authorised and is used appropriately.

Authority

Full Council.
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Approval Date: 10 February 2009.

File Reference: 146/715/608/2.

Policy owner

Nick Brant, Chief Information Officer, Information Services Branch,
Organisational Services Division, 340 36816

Further assistance

Colin McMullen, Principal Information Strategic Planner, ICT Strategy
and Architecture Group, Information Services Branch, Organisational
Services Division, 34037114

Priscilla Lally, Principal Policy and Planning Officer, ICT Strategy and
Architecture Group, Information Services Branch, Organisational
Services Division, 340 39467

Related information

Council Information (including Corporate Rules)

• AP086 Intellectual Property Guidel ines
• InformatiQn Security website
• website

Legislation

WJ~QLULishl:lJ]j~&tn:2.1: - establishes requirements in relation to
certain types of records

• - Council must preserve and
make information available for this Commission so that it can be
effective in its investigations.
tJ.!:.dJ[illJl!Llnlill:lJ!£.jJ.Qllli.J~~l!ll - refers to the integrity of
information and requirements to keep information for electronic
communications when dealing with Government.

• - defines what must be preserved as evidence.
1lll:mJD::lil1.lQn.JILUJ£~~U!l!1iJ,!lll!:U - protects personal
information holdings and regulates the use of personal
information.

• - provides access to information
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held by government, unless on balance it is contrary to the public
interest to provide that information.
J..lJJ;lli;lllJ.Jij~Slli:..AQl..NZ.l- allows for the review of certain
administrative decisions based upon questions of law.

• - requires Council to keep certain
records.

• - requires integrity, security and
appropriate management for official records including those of
local government.
L-"!""'-!l""-'",-",,'-"LLb~~..L!C"-L-LLL:I - requires public officials to ensure
that public resources are not wasted, abused or improperly used.

Mandatory Queensland Government Information Standards

• - provides standards
for retaining and eventual disposal of records
l::i:±!LfulQQ.rill~Jllilg - sets out the principles for compliant record
keeping under the Public Records Act

Other related Queensland Government Information Standards

L:illi-lilltQ.[LlJJj1illJL:lli;,ur!.ty, - outlines Queensland Government's
mandatory information security principles (not yet mandatory for
local government)
.lliJ2JD.:.Ji:~'.lJ.n~dill1iliU1ill~.J:&JllSJK~- deals with the
management of data on equipment that is disposed of by
government
lliZfLlillt!dJtlct- deals with the provision of information via web
based systems and the need to keep adequate records of this
business activity
l:i~illk1lli1ill.a - provides the minimum requirements for the
management of metadata schemes for Government information
assets and services.

identifies metadata elements required to manage records in
accordance with best practice and provides guidance on
implementation.

Crime and Misconduct Commission, Queensland, Prevention Pointer
Series

• ~1lmtillJt:LJiru;L~j2Q.;ill.l~LQJ!J.lli,;ili£&illils.;, A Guide for
Councillors and CEOs, Prevention Pointer No 11, May 2004
L;.QnfidllrtlllU!:dillMlilQn;JlillLULk!~.J1JQQIlllilSlli.tIal;.A Guide for
Councillors and CEOs, Prevention Pointer No 7, May 2004

Australian Standards

Australian Standard 15489 consists of the following standards and
guidelines, which have been adopted by public sector agencies
throughout Australia as the basis for records management, policy,
procedures, and guidelines.

• AS ISO 15489.1-2002 Records Management - General
• AS ISO 15489.2-2002 Records Management - Guidelines
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Review Date

December 2009
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iD24 Recordkeeping in Brisbane City Council Guideline

Overview

This guideline supports Brisbane City Council's Information Management and
Recordkeeping Policy.

Council needs to manage its information and records effectively. Good recordkeeping:

• improves staff productivity;

• helps Council make more informed business decisions;

• provides an audit trail necessary for accountability and transparency;

• helps protect Council's legal, financial and other interests; and

• helps Council retain its corporate memory.

All Council employees have responsibilities in relation to Council records which are
outlined in this guideline. Compliance with this guideline will ensure that records
generated or received in the course of Council business are created, maintained and
accessible for as long as they are required to meet business, legislative, accountability
and cultural purposes.

Applicability

These gUidelines apply to all Council employees (inclUding, but not limited to permanent,
temporary, casual, graduates, trainees, contractors, consultants, volunteers, and work
experience staff). It also applies to Councillors in relation to public records.

Managers have a specific responsibility in ensuring that Council employees fulfil their
recordkeeping requirements. Managers are required to report every two years on their
assessment of recordkeeping practices and how they can be improved.

Definitions

Under the Queensland Public Records Act 2002 section 6, a public record includes:

a. a record made for use by, or a purpose of, a public authority; and

b. a record received or kept by a public authority in the exercise of its statutory,
administrative or other public responsibilities or for a related purpose.

A public record includes:

a. a copy of a public record; and

b. a part of a public record, or a copy of a part of a public record.

"Record means recorded information created or received by an entity in the transaction
of business or the conduct of affairs that provides evidence of the business or affairs and
includes

a. anything on which there is writing; or

b. anything on which there are marks, figures, symbols or perforations having a
meaning for persons, including persons qualified to interpret them; or

c. anything from which sounds, images or writings can be reproduced with or without
the aid of anything else; or

d. a map, plan, drawing or photograph." (Schedule 2, Public Records Act).

As a Public Authority as defined in the Public Records Act, Council is governed by the
Act and the Retention and Disposal Schedules issued under Section 13. The Act applies
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to the records of both Council and Councillors.

Records Iifecycle is the model of records management and archival management which
describes the stages through which a record is said to pass during its life. Records do not
necessarily experience all stages of the lifecycle. For example, a record may be created
but it may not necessarily be used. Typically, records are described as passing through a
series of stages such as:

1. Creation and Capture;

2. Distribution;

3. Use;

4. Maintenance;

5. Storage; and

6. Disposal.

(Adapted from Glossary produced by Queensland State Archives.)

TRIM: TRIM is the electronic document and records management system that Council
uses to manage its records. TRIM is being rolled out by the CityDocs project.

Guidelines

These Guidelines describe the recordkeeping responsibilities of Council employees
during each of the stages of the records lifecycle.

1A. Creating Council Records

Official records need to be created to ensure that accountability occurs and Council's
corporate memory is protected. Ideally, records are created as soon as possible after the
event that is being recorded or even as the meeting/phone call etc is occurring.

A number of key business actions require the creation of full and accurate records, such
as:

• decisions, commitments or transactions made orally (person to person or over the
telephone);

• decisions and recommendations for which Council may be held accountable;

• meetings where official Council business occurred where decisions are made or
actions taken;

• when Council is entering into legal obligations, for example contract negotiations or
leases;

• where legislative, or other authority sources, mandate that a record be created;

• where business process analysis has identified the need to create official records at
certain points in a work process;

• where policies and procedures have identified a need to create records.

Specific considerations apply to submissions sent to the Establishment and Co-ordination
Committee as directed in the CEO's Memorandum of 23 October 2009. For legal advice,
contact Brisbane City Legal Practice on 3403 5313.

1B. Capturing Council Records
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Capturing paper records

The capture of official or "public" records helps to ensure they are accessible to all who
require them.

Some paper records are captured on Council files and these are registered in TRIM,
Council's records management system. Other records such as invoices etc have details
transferred to Council systems where the information is managed. The paper records in
such cases still follow a records lifecycle.

Capturing electronic records

When TRIM is deployed throughout Council to manage electronic records, records
captured in this system will be controlled and managed in accordance with policy and
procedures, secured against tampering, unauthorised access or unlawful deletion and
disposed of promptly in accordance with legal authority and business requirements.

Council's business systems are also used to capture Council records. These are not
compliant record keeping systems; but as they are replaced, new systems will be
compliant with Queensland State Archive requirements.

If TRIM or relevant business systems are not available, Council employees should use
the G:\ drive structure to capture electronic records including pdf versions of business
email.

Some records that start their life as electronic documents may need to be printed and
placed on a Council file. This is a decision that will need to be made by each
Division/Business Unit.

It is good practice that when a document is circulated to multiple recipients within
Council, the originator is responsible for capturing the document.

Employees are responsible for capturing messages that are received from outside
Council. Where there are numerous persons who receive the external email, the person
with the primary responsibility for dealing with the email should save it to the G: drive or
print it out and arrange for it to be placed on a Council file.

For em ails that are part of a series, a complete history of the discussion thread should be
saved. It will be easier to save the last message with the full thread of the
correspondence rather than separately saving each message.

2. Distributing Council Records

Distributing paper records

Paper records should be attached to official Council files that are registered in TRIM.
Transfers of the file between officers should be recorded in TRIM so that files can be
tracked and located by others who need them.

Distributing electronic records

When distributing electronic documents, consideration should be given to sending a link
to the document rather than sending the record as an email attachment. This will not be
possible in those situations when not all recipients of the email have access to the drive
where the document is stored. Use of the I:/Transfer drive should be considered rather
than sending copies of the document to multiple recipients by email.

3. Using Council Records

Information on Council files, systems or electronic drives should be used for Council
purposes only. Council officers need to be aware of their responsibilities in relation to
confidentiality, privacy and security of personal or commercial information. Access to
Council records can be provided under certain circumstances:

Unless expressly authorised by any Act or Ordinance no officer of the Council shaIJ
show, lay open, or expose any of the books, papers, or records of the Council to
any person, or display or communicate the contents thereof, or permit any person
to take a copy thereof or extract therefrom, without leave from the Town Clerk, nor
shal/ any person attempt to obtain such information without the consent of the
Town Clerk. (Local Laws, chapter 2, part 1, section 2)

While records and accounts of Council must be made available to certain external
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organisations for audit and other purposes, access must be arranged through the senior
officer in Information Management.

4. Maintaining Council Records

Records are kept so that they can be used again by others.

Maintaining paper records

For paper records, maintaining these records means that they are registered, classified
and titled appropriately in Council's records management system, TRIM.

Records on official Council files must not be removed, damaged or destroyed.

It is recognised that there may be occasions when Council files need to be used by
Council employees away from the office environment. Care should be taken that files are
kept safe, that personal and sensitive information is not divulged and that the files are
returned to the workplace as soon as possible.

Maintaining electronic records

Electronic records should be retained in appropriate business systems or Council's G:
drive. Council records should not be kept in personal directories or personal email
archives.

Maintaining Council records will require migration of records when a new system is
implemented or an existing system/software is upgraded. This will ensure that records
will continue to be available to those who need them.

5. Storing Council's Records

Storing paper records

Council records need to be kept in conditions that will ensure that records are protected,
secure and accessible for as long as they are required to meet business, legislative and
accountability needs and community expectations.

Queensland State Archives has endorsed the National Archives "Standard for the
Physical Storage of Commonwealth Records" as the Standard for storing records by
agencies in Queensland. Where Council provides storage of its records or outsources
that storage to commercial repositories, the Standard provides guidance on a range of
issues that impact on the appropriate storage of Council records.

Council's Records Repository will only accept Council records for storage.

Storing electronic records

It is very important that repositories of electronic information such as G:\ drives, business
systems and other databases are managed effectively.

Regardless of where Council's records are stored, they need to be kept so that they meet
the requirements of full and accurate records. This means that:

• new business systems have to take recordkeeping principles into account in their
design;

• upgrades to new versions or products will have to take into account migration of
existing records so that they are retained, and remain accessible and useable;

• care needs to be taken in ensuring that Council records are not kept in personal
folders or personal email archives;

• records should be kept in a format that preserves their integrity e.g. pdf - especially
for the final version of a record; and

• care should be given to the structure of electronic folders so that records and
information can be retrieved easily.

6. Disposing of Council records

Council records should be kept for the minimum period of time specified by Queensland
State Archives in the approved Retention and Disposal Schedules. The Public Records
Act 2002 imposes severe penalties on individuals for the unlawful destruction of Council
records.

Disposing of paper records
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Disposal of Council's paper files will be done by Information Management at the end of
their retention period, following approval by the Brisbane City Council Archivist.
Destruction of records will be done in a way that preserves confidentiality of information
contained in those records. This will be arranged by Information Management.

Council files recorded on TRIM have a retention period placed on them based on the
classification of the file. It is important therefore to ensure that material is placed on
correct files and that files are classified correctly.

Disposing of electronic records

Electronic records should not be deleted prior to the expiration of the retention period
defined in the Queensland State Archives Retention and Disposal Schedules. If you have
any questions about this, please contact Information Management.

There may be valid business decisions for the retention of paper or electronic records
beyond the minimum retention period. Because this can involve significant cost to
Council, a business case should be prepared to justify the extended retention, identify the
costs involved and make provision for the payment of these additional costs.

What does this mean for you?

If you are a Council employee, consultant or contractor, you are responsible for:

• creating full and accurate records to document the transactions that occur in the
course of business including meetings, telephone discussions, conferences, verbal
decisions and voice mail;

• ensuring that all public records created or received are captured into the appropriate
records management system;

• ensuring information and records are available and accessible by other employees
who may need them - avoid keeping Council records as personal emails or saving
Council records on your H: drive;

• taking proper care of Council information and records;

• protecting information and records from unauthorised access;

• ensuring that Council records are retained for the required period of time; and

• complying with relevant legislation, Information Standards and Council information
management and recordkeeping policies, procedures and guideline.

If you are a Manager, your responsibility includes ensuring that Council employees in
your area are aware of and fulfil their recordkeeping responsibilities. A survey will be
conducted every two years to assess Council's recordkeeping practices. This will inform
the Queensland State Archives biennial Compliance Survey and Corporate Risk
Management Committee requirements.

Authority

Executive Management Team

Approval Date: 3 March 2010

File Reference: 146/268/370/5

Related Information

Legislation

• City of Brisbane Act 2010 - establishes requirements in relation to certain types of
records

• Crime and Misconduct Act 2001 - Council must preserve and make information
available for this Commission so that it can be effective in its investigations.

• Electronic Transactions (Queensland) Act 2001 - refers to the integrity of information
and requirements to keep information for electronic communications when dealing
with Government.

• Evidence Act 1977 - defines what must be preserved as evidence.

• to Information Act 2009 - provides access to informaton held by government
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unless on balance it is contrary to the public interest to provide that information.

• Judicial Review Act 1971 - allows for the review of certain administrative decisions
based upon questions of law.

• Local Government Act 2009 - requires Council to keep certain records.

• Public Records Act 2002 - requires integrity, security and appropriate management for
official records including those of local government.

• Public Sector Ethics Act 1994 - requires public officials to ensure that public resources
are not wasted, abused or improperly used.

• Information Privacy Act 2009 - protects personal information holdings and regulates
the use of personal information.

Mandatory Queensland Information Standards etc

• 1831 Retention & Disposal of Public Records - provides standards for retaining and
eventual disposal of records

• IS40 Recordkeeping - sets out the principles for compliant record keeping under the
Public Records Act

• Queensland Recordkeeping Metadata Standard and Guideline - identifies metadata
elements required to manage records in accordance with best practice and provides
gUidance on implementation.

Brisbane City Council

• iD22 Information and Communications Technology

• iD22 Information Management and Recordkeeping Policy

• Information Management Framework

• Information Security Management Procedure

• AP069 Council and Standing Committee Decisions - Procedure for Filing

• AP085 Intellectual Property Policy

• AP086 Intellectual Property Guidelines

• AP174 Customer Privacy Policy

• AP187 Right to Information and Information Privacy Access Procedure

• Information Management Section website

• CityDoes website

• Managers' Guide to Compliance

• FMA520 Retention of Financial Records Financial Practice

Other Queensland Government Information Standards

• IS18 Information Security - outlines Queensland Government's mandatory information
security principles (not mandatory for local government)

• IS19 ICT Resource Maintenance & Disposal- deals with the management of data on
equipment that is disposed of by government

• IS26 Internet - deals with the provision of information via web-based systems and the
need to keep adequate records of this business activity

Crime and Misconduct Commission, Queensland, Prevention
Pointer Series

• Retention and disposal of Council records: A Guide for Councillors and CEOs,
Prevention Pointer No 11, May 2004

• Confidential Information: how to keep it confidential: A Guide for Councillors and
CEOs, Prevention Pointer No 7, May 2004

Australian Standards

Australian Standard 15489 consists of the following standards and guidelines, which
have been adopted by public sector agencies throughout Australia as the basis for
records management, policy, procedures, and guidelines.

• AS ISO 15489.1-2002 Records Management - General

• AS ISO 15489.2-2002 Records Management - Guidelines
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Guideline Owner

Nick Brant, Chief Information Officer, Information Services Branch, Corporate Services
Division, 34036816

Further Assistance

Colin McMullen, Principal Information Strategic Planner, ICT Strategy and Architecture
Group, Information Services Branch, Corporate Services Division, 34037114

Priscilla Lally, Principal Policy and Planning Officer, ICT Strategy and Architecture Group,
Information Services Branch, Corporate Services Division, 34039467

Review Date

March 2011
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I ntroduction to Recordkeeping
A basic introduction for employees of

Brisbane City Council

Additional Notes

What is a public record? 1
The legislative and regulatory context 3
Why undertake recordkeeping? 7
What are my recordkeeping responsibilities? 8
Guidelines for Recordkeeping in BCC 10
Recordkeeping quiz 11

WHAT I SA PUBLI C RECORD?

6 What is a public record
(1) A public record is any of the following records made before or
after the com mencem ent of this Act-

(a) a record made for use by, or a purpose of, a public
authority, other than a Minister;
(b) a record received or kept by a public authority, other than
a Minister, in the exercise of its statutory, administrative or
other public responsibilities or for a related purpose;
(c) a Ministerial record.

(2) A public record includes-
(a) a copy of a public record; and
(b) a part of a public record, or a copy of a part of a public
record. (Public Records Act 2002)

Public authority means a number of different entities including
(i) an entity established by the State and a local Governm ent.

(Schedule 2 Dictionary Public Records Act 2002)

record m eans recorded inform ation created or received by an
entity in the transaction of business or the conduct of affairs that
provides evidence of the business or affairs and includes-

(a) anything on which there is writing; or
(b) anything on which there are marks, figures, symbols or
perforations having a meaning for persons, including persons
qualified to interpret them; or
(c) anything from which sounds, images or writings can be
reproduced with or without the aid of anything else; or
(d) a map, plan, drawing or photograph.
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(Schedule 2 Dictionary Public Records Act 2002)
The Australian Standard on Recordkeeping (AS3806) defines
record as
information created, received and maintained as evidence and
information by an organization or person, in pursuance of legal
obliQations or in the transaction of business.

A record is:

• evidence of a business transaction
• information that supports a business decision
• inform alion that com m its Council to certain actions or to the

provision of resources or services.
• information likely to be needed for future administrative use.

Useful additional reading

Public Records Briefs available from Queensland State Archives from
http://www.archives.qld.gov.au/governm entl Publicationsbytype. asp

• What is a Public Record?
• Identifying a Public Record in the Electronic Environment
• Managing Em ails that are Public Records - Policy and

Guideline Overview
• Managing Draft Documents
• Local Governm ent Records

The Crim e and Misconduct Com m ission has published som e
brochures relevant to records management. These are available
from http://www.cmc.qld.gov.au/asp/ index. asp?pgid= 10743

• Managing public records responsibly
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THE LEGI SLATI VE AND REGULATORY CONTEXT

LEGI SLATI ON
The Public Records Act 2002 is an Act to ensure that public
records of Queensland are made, managed, kept, and, if
appropriate, preserved in a useable form for the benefit of current
and future generations.

7 Making and keeping of public records
(1) A public authority must-

(a) make and keep full and accurate records of its
activities; and
(b) have regard to any relevant policy, standards and
guidelines made by the archivist about the making and
keeping of public records.

(2) The executive officer of a public authority must ensure the
public authority complies with subsection (1).
(Public Records Act 2002)

13 Disposal of public records
A person m ust not dispose of a public record unless the record
is disposed of under-

(a) an authority given by the archivist; or
(b) other legal authority, justification or excuse.

Maxim um penalty-165 penalty units.
1 penalty unit = $100; 165 penalty units = $16,500 (at 01.08.2009)
(Public Records Act 2002)

The Right to I nformation Act 2009 repealed the Freedom of
Information Act 1992. The RTI Act promotes proactive release of
govern ment inform ation through agency publication schem es, which
set out inform ation that is routinely available about the agency, and
administrative release. If necessary, a person can, as the last resort,
obtain access to information through a legislative process, unless,
on balance it is contrary to the public interest to give access to that
information.

Council needs to comply with the I nformation Privacy Act 2009
from 1 July 2010. This new legislation provides appropriate
safeguards for government agencies in collecting and handling
individual's personal information, creating statutory obligations and
a right to make a privacy complaint.

Inform ation about the RTI Act and the IP Act is available on the
Office of the Inform ation Com missioner website,
www.oic.qld.gov.au.
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I NFORMATI ON STANDARDS
Information Standard 40 Recordkeeping
available from
http://www.qgcio.qld.gov.au/qgcio/ architectureandstandards/ infor
mationstandards/ current! Pages/ Recordkeeping. aspx

Public authorities must ensure that their recordkeeping systems,
including policies, procedures and business systems that hold
records, com ply with legal, adm inistrative, cultural and business
recordkeeping requirem ents. This will assist in ensuring that full and
accurate records of Government business activities are adequately
documented, preserved and made accessible.

Each Principle includes some minimum requirements that Council
must fulfil to be com pliant.

Principle 2 -

Principle 7 -

Principle 3 -

Principle 1 -

Principle 4 

Principle 5 

Principle 6 -

Recordkeeping must ensure public authorities are
compliant and accountable.

Recordkeeping must be m onitored and audited for
compliance.

Recordkeeping activity must be assigned and
implemented.

Recordkeeping must be managed.

Recordkeeping systems must be reliable and secure.

Recordkeeping must be system atic and
com prehensive.

Full and accurate records must be made and kept for
as long as they are required for business, legislative,
accountability and cultural purposes.

To meet this seventh principle records must be:

created - records must be made to authentic - records can be proven and
document and facilitate the transaction trusted to be what they purport to be
of business. Records may also be and to have been created, used,
created for socio-historical and other transmitted or held by an agency or the
research pu rposes. person to whom these actions have

been attributed.
captured - deliberate action must be inviolate - records must be securely
taken which results in the registration maintained to prevent unauthorised
of a record into a recordkeeping access, alterat ion or rem oval.
sYstem.
adequate - records should be accessible - records must be available
adequate for the purposes for which to meet Council's information and
they are kept. For exam pie, a maj or evidential needs when required. Small
initiative will be extensively local and personal records systems that
documented, while a routine render the records inaccessible to
administrative action can be others needing access to them do not
documented with an identifiable assist accessibility.
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minimum of information. There should
be adequate evidence of the conduct of
business activity to be able to account
for that conduct.
corn plete - a record must contain not
only the content, but also the structural
and contextual information necessary
to docu ment the transaction

meaningful - records must contain
information and/or linkages that ensure
the business context in which the
records were created and used is
apparent.

accu rate - records must accurately
reflect what was communicated,
decided or done (or not done). That is,
the record's content, context and
structure can be trusted as a true and
accurate representation of the
transactions, activities or facts that
they document and can be depended
upon in the course of subsequent use.

useable - records must be kept in a
format that allows their continued use.
This implies the continual migration of
records through successive records
system hardware and software
chanqes.
retained - records must be retained
for as long as they are needed to meet
business needs, the requirements of
organisational accountability (including
Queensland State Archives
requirements) and community
expectations. Records should be
retained only for as long as they are
needed.
preserved - records must be
adequately stored to prevent damage
and minimise the deterioration of the
records.

I nformation Standard 31 Retention and Disposal of Public Records
available from
http://www.ggcio.gld.gov.au/ggcio/ architectureandstandards/ infor
mationstandards/ current! Pages/ Retention% 20and% 20 Disposal% 20
of% 20 Public% 20 Records. aspx

Public authorities must ensure that records are appraised and
retained according to accountability, legal, ad ministrative, financial,
research and community requirements and expectations. Those
public records deemed to be of continuing value need to be
identified and retained in a useable form for a minimum period as
specified in an approved Retention and Disposal Schedule.

Principle 1:

Principle 2:

Public authorities must ensure public records are
retained for as long as they are required

The disposal of public records m ust be authorised by
the State Archivist
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Useful additional reading

Public Records Briefs available from Queensland State Archives at
http://www.archives.qld.gov.au/governm entl Publicationsbytype.asp

• Revised Recordkeeping Inform ation Standards
• Advice on the Destruction of Public Records

The Crim e and Misconduct Com m ission has published som e
brochures relevant to records management. These are available
from http://www.cmc.qld.gov.au/asp/ index .asp?pgid= 10743

• Retention and disposal of council records (Prevention Pointer
No. 11)
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WHY UNDERTAKE RECORDKEEPI NG?

13 reasons to keep good records:

1. conduct business in an orderly, efficient and accountable manner,

2. deliver services in a consistent and equitable manner,

3. support and document policy information and managerial decision

making,

4. provide consistency, continuity and productivity in management and

administration,

5. facilitate the effective performance of activities throughout an

organization,

6. provide continuity in the event of a disaster,

7. meet legislative and regulatory requirements including archival, audit

and oversight activities,

8. provide protection and support in litigation including the management

of risks associated with the existence of, or lack of, evidence of

organizational activity,

9. protect the interests of the organization and the rights of employees,

clients and present and future stakeholders,

10. support and document current and future research and development

activities, developments and achievements, as well as historical

research,

11. provide evidence of business, personal and cultural activity,

12. establish business, personal and cultural identity, and

13. maintain corporate, personal and collective memory.

Source: AS ISO 15489 Records Management
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WHAT ARE MY RECORDKEEPI NG RESPONSI 81 LI TI ES

If you are a Council employee, consultant or contractor, or a
Councillor, you are responsible for:

• creating full and accurate records to document the transactions that occur
in the course of business including meetings, telephone discussions,
conferences, verbal decisions and voice mail;

• ensuring that all public records created or received are captured into the
appropriate records management system;

• ensuring information and records are available and accessible by other
employees who may need them

• taking proper care of Council information and records
• protecting information and records from unauthorised access
• ensuring that Council records are retained for the required period of time
• complying with relevant legislation, Information Standards and Council

information management and recordkeeping policies, procedures and
guidelines.

Source: Guidelines for Recordkeeping in Brisbane City Council.

We need to keep Council records for at least the time
specified by the Queensland State Archivist.

Some Council business processes may require us to keep
Council records for longer than the minimum period.

Queensland State Archives produces Retention and Disposal
Authorities for various types of records. The m ain ones that apply
to Council records are

• The General Retention and Disposal Schedule for
Administrative Records;
and

• The Local Government Sector Retention and Disposal
Schedule.

Both of these publications are available from the QSA website at
http://www.archives.qld.gov.au/governm entl disposal. asp.
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Useful additional reading

Public Records Briefs available from Queensland State Archives at
http://www.archives.qld.gov.au/governmentlPublicationsbytype.asp

• Who is Responsible for Public Records?
• Creating Full and Accurate Records
• Advice on the Destruction of Public Records
• Capturing Records of Meetings, Conversations, Text and

Instant Messages

The importance of good recordkeeping is highlighted in a number of
publications produced by the Queensland Ombudsman.

• Local Government Casebook, June 2008,
available from
http://www.ombudsman.qld.gov.au/PublicAgencies/ LocalGove
mm ent.aspx

• Tips and Traps for Regulators, Novem ber 2007 (especially
chapters 10 and 11),
available from
http://www.ombudsman.qld.gov.au/Portals/ 01 docsl Publicatio
nsl Inv reportslTips%20and%20Traps% 20for% 20Regulators
Updated% 20 Mar% 2009 FOR% 20WEB. pdf

• Good Decision-Making Guide
available from
http://www.ombudsman.qld.gov.au/Portals/ 01 docsl Publicatio
nsl Agency Resou rcesl Good% 20Decision-
Making% 20Guide.pdf
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GUI DEll NES FOR RECORDKEEPI NG IN
BRI SBANE Cl TV COUNCI L

Storage Records
lifecycle

Cre,aticln & Capture

Distribution

Use

Lifecycle Stages Paper Electronic

1 . Creation and Capture Placed on file Business systems
registered in TRI M G drives

Saved as .pdf files

2. Distribution Use Files Use links

3. Use Be aware of confidentiality, privacy and
security of personal information

4. Maintenance Do not rem ove, Do not use
dam age or destroy personal
material on Council directories or
files. personal em ail

archives

5. Storage Appropriate Ensure continued
conditions access to electronic

inform ation when
upgrading,
changing systems
etc.

6. Disposal Files destroyed by Do not delete
Information records prior to the
Managem ent wit h expiry of minimum
approval of Council retention periods.
Archivist.

Queensland State Archives Retention
and Disposal Authorities specify
minimum retention periods.
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RECORDKEEPI NG QUI Z

1. What benefits do you gain from performing recordkeeping?
a. I am able to make more informed business decisions
b. I am able to demonstrate evidence of my business

activities, the authority given and advice received
c. I am able to find things more easily
d. All of the above

2. Which of these is NOT a public record?
a. An email from your supervisor approving the

commencement of a project
b. A brochure sent to you by a stationery supplier
c. A note of a conversation where it was agreed to procure

a service
d. A policy position on child protection published on an

agency's website

3. The Public Records Act 2002 requires public authorities to:
a. Dispose of public records when records are no longer

needed for business purposes
b. Scan all public records to have a complete digital

collection
c. Create and maintain full and accurate public records
d. Make all public records available on line

4. Which of these are characteristics of full and accurate records?
a. Adequate
b. Concise
c. Lengthy
d. Meaningful

5. Records that document more important or higher risk
transactions or processes need to be more detailed than records
which document low risk activities.

a. True
b. False

6. I can delete records I have created when I no longer need them.
a. True
b. False
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7. Records need to be kept:
a. Forever
b. For a tim e period decided by senior managem ent
c. For different lengths of time, as documented in a

Retention and Disposal schedule authorised by the State
Archivist

8. A recordkeeping system is:
a. An eDRMS (electronic document and records

managem ent system)
b. An email system
c. A shared network drive
d. The technology, people, principles, methods, processes

and information systems which capture, manage,
dispose of and provide access to records through time

e. All of the above

9. I've engaged an external contractor to develop a report for my
agency. She doesn't need to perform any recordkeeping.

a. True
b. False

10. I must create adequate and accurate records of my business
activity and capture these into a recordkeeping system.

a. True
b. False

ANSWERS TO THE RECORDKEEPI NG QUI Z
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The material in this handout is based on the Queensland State Archives Trainer's
Manual: Introduction To Recordkeeping, licensed under a Creative Com mons
Attribution-Share Alike 2.5 Australia Licence.
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